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CHA.PrER I 
THE PROBLEH 
Shakespeare's play, 'l1h£ N££.£hQ& ot ~~' is one 
of the most misunderstood plays in the playwright's canon. 
Although the play's popular:tty is evidenced by its history 
of successful production, critics have looked with puzzle ... 
··--·--··· 
ment at the drama beca'use Shakespeare combined three tales · 
having no apparent relationship into one play.. 'l1he story 
of the man who ·is willing to give up his life for his· friend·, 
the te.le of the casl,ets, and the love story of the Ch:J;':istian 
fo::t.' the c..Tev1e~;s do have a common general theme of love. But 
there is another underlying theme which is significant to the. 
meaning of the pl.::J.y-··the theme which examines the import<.:tnce 
ofworldly wealth. In the Antonio/Bassanio story, wealth is 
important because it brings Antonio to the point of sacri-
fice. In the Bassanio/Portia tale, wealth has made the lady 
Portia desirable yet must have no importance to Bassanio when 
ht~ chooses the casket. The Lorenzo/Jessica. story demonstrates 
not only disregard for worldly wea1th but the apparent squan-
dering of :Lt. 'l1here are also problems in the. characters of 
Antonio and Shyloch:. Antonio 1 s melancholy is difficult.· to 
expl:odn, and Shylock has been interpreted in nearly as many 
ways as there have been actors who have played the part. 
All of these difficul tj.es, including that of stlp})Osed 
'·· 
/" 
/2 
I 
disun:Lty, are resolved when the play is examined. in the \. 
atmosphere ·of its creation •.. The play ·hisforicaily was born 
to a nation struggling for material wealth. Its drama.tic 
inhE:Jritance was tha.t of the Christi<:m relig:i..ous tradition 
brought from the medieval times in the form of the m:i.racle 
plays. ~}he unifying element of the miracle cycles was the 
allegory of Christian salvation. And thus it is this sa1ne 
Christian allegory which unites ':Che Herchant of Veniceo ___ ....., ____ -. - ___ __,_ 
The Christian allegory also defines in a satisfying way the 
specific love v1h:i..ch each of the seemingly unrelated tales 
exen1I)1ifies. 'J.1he allegory brj_ngs together the apparently 
dissimilar attitudes toward ·worldly ·wealth. It is within 
the Christian. allegory that the roles of Antonio e.x:.d Shy-
lock, as well as all the minor characters, are precisely 
detex'mined. It is the purpos0 of this study to delineate 
the Christian allegory and thereby i.dentify the dominating 
and unifying theme of the play. 
Cri.tics have expressed various attitudes tovrard the 
play. The uni.fying eff.ects of the action and of the theme 
haye been questioned because Shakespeare apparently used 
many different sources and analogues for the plot. It :i.s 
this attitude vrhich V!. P. Ker reflects i.n hi_s conunent: urrhe 
caskets and the pound of flesh, in despite of all the author's 
3 
pains with them, are j_mr)erfectly harmonised. 111 Those vrho do 
recognize the unity of the play attribute the completeness 
to superficialities which are often. not evident ln the lines 
of the play. One such disposition is shovm by E. N. E.' Till-
yard, who sees the drama as a satisfactory whole because it 
j_s. always a success when produced before an audienceo 2 John 
Arthos agrees vrith Tillyard that the audience is "enter-
tained and deli.ghted • • • but we' and they r~he chare.cters 
7.: 
of the play], have not been redeerned. n.J Harold C. Goddard 
sees unity in .the play because of the figure of Portia4, yet 
she is not presE?nt in every scene, ,nor does she influence all 
the action. The effect of completeness provided the play by 
the Christian alleeory has been recognized by some critics 
of the play. 'lbe eat·ly editors went to considerable effort 
to show Biblical allusions and possible Christian themes 
underlying the action. Israel Gollancz is, perhaps, one or· 
1 W. P. Ker, EPic and Romance (London: The Nacmillan 
Company, 1922), p. 3~- ---
2E. 11. W. , 1rillyard, §h§J..:e~-eeare~~ f?r=hY. Col!!.ed:lt?.!?. 
(London: Chat to and Windus, 1965), p. 200. · 
3 John Art:r1os, The· Art -of Shal~es:e£.are (London: Bowes 
and Bowes, 1961+), p. 92:-· -~- -· -- _..,. 
lf-Harol d C. Goddard, The [~in E. of ~§.£:a1s._t:;,§}22i,~~;:Q. (Chi-
cago: Unj_versity of Chicago Press, 1951), p. 10rl. 
4 
the first to view the play as a drama of the Christian Atone-
ment. 5 Barbara Lewalski. further develops the evidence that 
points to a possible Christian theme. 6 The role of Antonio 
as the Christ is recognized by J. W. Lever, vrho also admits 
that the p~ay may be a Christia.n allegory. 7 However, no one 
has attempted to show the unifying result of the application 
of Chrj_stian allegory to all phases of the drama, the five 
acts of the plot, the various themes, and the entire fl._:r.§::...m~ 
It is the purpose of this study (1) to show that the 
play contains much of the symbolic allegory which was preva~ 
lent ·in the language of the church in medieval times, (2) to 
demonstrate that the allegorical traditions are present in 
all parts of the play, and (3) to reveal that the Christ:Lan 
allegory makes all aspects of the drama contribute to the 
entirety of its effect. 
---·----··-·---· 
5rsrael Gollancz, D:ll~.~;z, §.lld tlY..~ic_~(! ;Lg S}L~~ 
§E.~;. ~~ondon: Printed for Private Circulation, 1931), 
pp •. 13-6o. 
6Barbara Lewalski, "Biblical Allusion and Allegory 
in The Merchant of Venice," §hal~~~P~Elre Quarterl v, Vol. 13 ( 1 9 b2),- pp ::-3 27"-343-:--· . ·-- __,_ __ ;;;.,,.,,. 
7 J. VI. Lever, "Shylock, Portia and the Values of 
Shakespearean Comedy, " Sl}ak~r.£. £!:ill!::t2..rl;y:, Vol. 3 ( 195~:) 
CHAPTER II 
CHARACTEI~S 
Sl.nce drama depends almost entirely upon the words 
and interactj_ons of its characters for the development of 
meaning, it is the characters of the play which will be 
considered first in the exami.nation of the Christian alle-· 
~&~· 11Anthonio, a Nerchant of VeniCE'!, 111 is the 
character for which the play is named. This fact alone 
should discourage any attempt to prove that Shylock is the 
intended heroe It is also Antonio about whom the action of 
the play revolves, from his initial offering of himself for 
his friend Bassanio in the opening scene: 
Hy purse, my person, my ext.remest means 
Lie a11 unlock' d to your occasion~. 
(I. i. 138-9) 
to the final scene in which he offers himself as surety for 
his friend again: 
I dare be bound again, 
Hy soul upon the forfeit, that your lord 
Will never more break faith advisedly •. 
(V • i. 252-~L) · 
1 First given in Q3 as cited in Horace Howard Furness 
(ed. ), The Herchant of Venice, A New Variorum .Edition (New 
. York: 'D5ver'-'P1l"BIIcatTo ns;Inc. ·; rs1"'b4 ),}3:-ix .. ---·~ 
2William Shakespeare, The Herchant of Venj_ce, ed. John 
Russell Brown (Arden Edition; New York:- :RandomHouse, Inc., 
1964). 
(\ ''\ 6 / \~,/ 
Thus is begun and completed the role of Antonio in. the play. 
His offering of self has enabled Basse.nio to win the love of 
lady Portia. The offering is 1nade because of Anto11..io 1 s love 
for Bassanio of which he reminds his friend: 
You know me well, and herein spend 'but time 
To wind about my love with circumstance, 
And out of doubt you do me now more wrong 
In making quest:Lon of my uttermost 
Than if you had made waste of all I have. 
( I. i. 1 5 3-7 ) 
The sacrifice for love motif is the same as that which Christ 
uses to exemplj_fy. his commandment to the disciples at the 
Last Supper: 
This is 
another, 
Greater 
when any 
friends. 
my commandment, that ye love one 
as I have loved you. 
love then this bathe no man, 
man bestoweth his life for his 
7.: (John 15:12-3)..:> 
The parallel between .lilltonio and Christ is further streng-
thened by the fact that Chr·j_st adds that he will call his 
disciples "friends'' (John 15:15). The circle of action 
suggested by the repeated offer of sacrifice sets into 
3Geneva Bible, ( 1560) 1562, ed. Luther A. Weigle, The 
~ Teg_!ame111 QsJ_~~ (New Yorh:: 'Ehomas Nelson & Sons, 192i:"b)". 
Because of its wide circulation, availa.bility at low cost, and 
popularity among preachers during She.kespeare 1 s time, the 
Geneva Bible seems appropriate as a reference text. for• Bibli-
cal parallels in The Merchant of Venice. Also, as Richmond 
Noble notes in Shake-swarers--Bihlica].- I~nowledP:e (New York: 
The Nacmillan Corripany;19"35Y, pp.- 58-89-; :LTI~~.._ difficult if 
not impossible to identify any version of the Bible as a sin-
gle sourco in Shakespeare since individual J.:Lnes in the plays 
echo lines in several versions of the Bible avail2.ble to 
Shakespeare. 
motion the other theme f.~ j_n the play as well, implying the 
far-reaching effects of Antonio's act of love. Bassanio's 
request for another bestowal of riches from Antonio forces 
Antonio to borrov.r from the Jevr, Shylock. 'l1he loan enables 
Bassanio to V!OO and win Portia, the lady of Belmont. The 
. journey of Bassanio to Belmont makes it possible for Gratiano 
to meet Nerissa, fall in love with her, and gain her hand. 
The :Lmritations to dinner v~rhich· the Christian· gentlemen extend 
to Shylock. in appreciation of his loan to Antonio call the Jew 
away from his house when Lorenzo comes to steal the Jew's 
daughter Jessicao The bond between Shylock and Antonio actu-· 
ally permits Jessica to be united with her Christian lover, 
Bassanio 's union vdth Portia prompts her to act in behalf o:f 
Antonio in the trial scene and the trial brings Christj.ani ty 
to the Jew by conversion. Thus Antomo acts as Christ acts, 
when heaven is bought fo:t:~ sinful man with the death. of the 
physical being of the Redeemer on the cross.4 
Antonio not only suggests Christ as the Redeemer, but 
also Christ as the Man of Sorrows. The opening lines of the 
L~The comparison or" Christ's teaching to the action of 
Antonio does not originate here. See: Gollancz, £P-• 9.li·; · 
Neville Coghill, llfJ.lhe Governing Idee., " Sl~ s.J:Jee.:r2.. Pll.~.rt~;t, 
Vol. 1 (194?); J. A. Bryant, Jr., .H~l-.. ;Yt.§.'s yi~f!S!.. (Lexington, 
Kentucky: University of Kentucky Press, 19bl); Lewalski, op. 
cit.; Roland Hushat F'.r.ye, e_ha1~~~§£.~ §:lld Qhr:i .. st?:.Q!l ~J'in:i 
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton Un..i.versi ty Press, l9bJ)"; 
play long have confounded scholars. Antonio introduces him-
self: 
In sooth I know not why I am so sad, 
It wearies me, you say it wearies you; 
(I.i.l-2) 
Indeed, the.r:e is no valid literal ex-plana.tj_on of Anton:lo 's 
weariness or sadness anywhere in the play. Furness includes 
a good summary of opinions which· have been expressed explain-
ing why the merchant is weary and sad. The lines are said to 
be "the forebodings 01-l presentiments of. evil, 11 or 11the malady 
of the rich, 11 or an example of the 11blunted 11 ;feelings which 
have resulted from Antonio's wealth.5 Hargaret Webster notes 
that actors frequentJ.y give too much emphasis to the opening 
. lines in the interpretations of the ch.: .. u:·acte.L· of Antonio and 
are prone "to neglect the dignj:l;y, courtesy, and courage impli-
cit in Bassanio's description" CIII.ii.291-5)~ 6 Hiss Webster 
is entirely right, for if Antonio is played on.ly as a typical 
Elizabethan melancholic, the full significance of his sorrow 
is losto Antonio himself admits that his madness is part of 
the role he has to play: 
I ·hold the ·world but as the vrorld Gratiano, 
A stage, where every man must play a part, 
(I.i.77-9) 
---··-----
5Furness, Q..E.o £:i.:.i· , p. 2. · 
6 . ( Nargaret Webster, Shakespeare Without Tears New York: 
. ----~--...,., .. ---~--- -... .... -~Che World Publishing Company, Inc., 1966), p. 143. 
( __ 9'') 
Antonio's sadness and the part he is playing are, therefore, 
related. And i.f his part is that of Christ, the sadness is 
an appropriate introduction to Antonio/Christ,_ the Han of 
Sorrows. 
In the nj_neteenth chapter of Luke, Christ 1 s triumphant 
journey into Jerusalem is described: 
And when he was come nere, he behelde 
the citie, and wept for it, 
Saying, 0 if thou haddest even knowen 
at the least in this thy day those things, 
which belong unto they peace: but now 
are they hid ·from thine eyes. 
E'or the dayes shal come upon th.ee, that 
thine enemies shal cast thee in on everie 
side, 
And shal make thee eaven with the grounds, · 
and thy children which are in thee, and 
they shal not leave in thee a stone upon 
a stone, because thou knev?est not the t:Lme 
of thy visitation. 
(Luke· 19 : l+ 1-·4) 
'l1he evangelist does not explain why the Lord wept. Perhaps 
Chrir:~t sees the destruct:Lon of the city and has pity for it. 
But there is more to this chapter in Luke's Gospel. 
It begins with the story of Zaccheus, the rich publi-
can who has climbed a tree in order to see the Lord pass by. 
But Christ calls him down from the tree and announces that 
he wishes 'to enter Zacchetis 1 house. The crowd cries out 
against Jesus because he has entered the house of a man whose 
public reputation is that of a thief (for such was the repu.:.. 
tation of the tax collector). But Zaccheus vows to give half 
of his wealth to the poor and to pay back four-· fold any sums 
//--' 
/ 1 ()) l ____ ./ 
which he 1aay have exacted dishonestly. For his gesture, Christ 
promises Zaccheus salvation and ,the honor of being restored 
. to the house of Abraham. With this pledge, Christ acknowledges 
that even the rich may find heaven and eternal bliss, if' they 
are charitable with the wealth God has given them. To empha-
size this teaching, Christ relates the· parable of the talentso 
The lesson here is again about those who have been granted 
blessings j_n this life but who have done nothing for the good 
of their fellow men with those blessings. 
The tlrlrd incident which Luke relates is that of the 
procurement of the "colte 11 upon which Christ j_s to ride into 
Jerusalem. 'Iwo disciples are sent to obtain the animal, and 
are instructed by Christ to answer any man who may ask why 
they a:ce taking the beast that 11the Lord hathe nede of him" 
(Luke 19:31). The disciples are questioned, and they answer 
according to the command of Christ. Thus once again the sub-
ject of worldly possessions is discussed. Just as the rich 
·publican demonstrates the manner in which the rich of the 
world are to dispose of their riches, the rich lord shows 
ho·w man is expected to use the worldly goods which the Lord 
bestovrs and how he is not expected to hoard them. .So too 
the obtainment of the "col te II ·teaches a lesson. Chr:Lst l'em:Lnds 
his disciples that worldly possessions belong to the Lord and 
are given to man for the use of the Lord. There can be no 
11 ) 
mj.stake in the intention of the writer. All the incidents 
preceding Christ's weeping for the city of Jerusalem are 
lessons about the obtatning and disposal of the wealth of 
the world. Could it be that Chrj_st sees why the city will 
be destroyed, and he weeps for the causes: greed, selfish-
ness, mj_serliness? The intention of Luke is clari·fied by 
the incident told immediately after that of Ch:~:ist' s weeping: 
He V:rent also into the Temple, and 
began to cast out them that solde therein, 
and them that boght; 
Saying unto them, It is written, Nine 
House is the house of prayer, but ye 
have made it a denne of theves. 
(I,uke 19: L~5-8) 
Christ's role in Luke's narrative is clear. He does not 
condemn those who have been given earthly goods, only those 
who misuse them. The allusion Luke makes is easily under-
stoodo Christ weeps because of man's attitude toward worldly 
possessions .. 
Similarly when Antonio appears on the stage, he is 
sad and weary. He admits early in the first scene that he is 
playing a part, and "a sad one, 11 like Jesus in Joseph Fletch-
er's.poem, "Christ's Bloodie Sweat" (about 1613), where the 
sad.dened Christ is seen as an actor. 7 It is not strange that 
Antonio/Christ plays a role and is sad tn the first scene 
because the play is about worldly goods and man's attitudes 
7 Gollancz, Q.E.• ,gJ-,1 .• , p. ~.0. 
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toward them and uses of them. 'rhis theme or motif of wealth, 
its use and misuse, permeates the fabric of the play. 
Bassanio has borrowed from Antonio before and has 
misused the loan; however, he asks Antonio's :pardon and 
expresses a des:i.re "to get clear of a.ll the debts 11 (I.i.122-34). 
His choice of caskets shows that he has the proper feeling for 
earthly pos.sessions. They are a 11hazard" to man in his 
journey to heaven, a fact Y.lhich the other suj_ tors for Portia's 
hand· ignore. The lines wh:Lch introduce Portia and Ner;i.ssa in 
the play indicate that wealth is a burden: 
Por. By my troth Nerissa, my little body 
is aweary of this great world~ 
Ner. You would be ( mveet madam), if your 
miseries were in the same abundance as 
your good fortunes are: and yet. for aught 
I see, they are as sick that surfeit with 
too much, as they that starve with nothing; 
it is no mean happiness therefore to be 
seated in the mean • • • 
(I.ii.l-8) 
Jessica and Lorenzo also display a proper attitude toward 
the Jew 1 s money by spending it. 'I'he trial see ne may symbol-
·ically demonstrate what miserliness, as depicted by the Jew, 
really has done in the world. It has brought about the neces-
sity for Christ's sacrifice 9 for it leads to the sins of 
greed, avarice, selfishness, and pride in ownership of things 
which God has only lent to man. Bassanio and Gratiano also 
show disdain for worldly. goods. when they agree to give away 
the ri.ngs vrhich the woman have given them. For ;they are giv-
13 
ing away the material ri.ngs, but not their spiritual signifi-
cance. This is why Antonio can again hazard his life and 
soul for the spirit of fa:i,.th'fulness which the rings represent. 
Antonio's sacrifice, couched as it is in religious allusions, 
and paralleled to Christ's offer:Lng of hj_mself, invests 
earthly goods \'lith spiritual significance. Shylock, the 
usurer who locks up his hous(;~, is forced, to share his VJeal th 
with his daughter and her· husband. Portia no longer must be 
burdened with her wealth for she can share it with Bassanio. 
Bassanio, who has earned the wealth which Portia brings him, 
now is able to repay any debts which he owe:3 Antonio. Grati-
ano and Nerissa share the abundance of Belmont for their 
loyalty to Bassanio e.nd Portia. In order to put "possessions" 
in their right perspective--spiritual rather than material--
Shakespeare begins The Mere~~ 2L V~~ with an allusion to 
Antonio as Christ, the Han of Sorrows. 
Antonio's resemblance to the Nan of Sorrows does not 
stop in scene one. Lttke mildly tells of Christ who 11cast out" 
those who bought and sold in the Temple. Matthew's account 
of Christ's reaction to the money changers is more precise: 
And Jesus ·went into the Temple of GOd, 
and cast out all them that solde and 
boght in the Temple, and overthrew the 
tables of the money changers, and the 
seates of them that solde doves ••• 
(Matthew 2l :12) 
Christ '.s sorrow for manldnd is ex-plained by Luk.G 1Nith inci-
14 
dents which illustrate the Lord's attitude toward worldly 
goods and the way man has mj.sused thetn. In these examples 
Luke also demonstrates why Christ' i.s so aroused by the sight 
of men who have turned the Temple into a market place, a 
11denne of theves. 11 Luke is careful to give reasons; Natthew 
shows the intensity of Christ's emotions. These same intense 
emotions are disp).ayed by Anton .. i.o in the market place of Ven-
ice, which Shylock describes: 
Signior Antonio? many a time and oft 
In the Rialto you have rated me 
About my moneys and my usances: 
Still have I borne it with a patient shrug, 
(F'or suff'rance is the badge of all our tribe) 
You call me mj_sbeliever, cut-throat dog,, 
And spet upon my Jevrish garberdine, 
And all for use of that which is mine own. 
(I.iii.l01-8) 
The mistake-that Shylock makes here is to admit that he is 
a misbeliever, for he believes that his money is his own. 
He angers Antonio/Christ in the market place because he for-
gets that his riches are bestowed upon him by C-od to perform 
acts of goodness. They are not his to hoard, but they belong 
to the Lord. Antonio's action is justified by the example of 
Christ who overturns the tables of the money changers and 
upsets the seats of the dove sellers. Antonio's spitting also 
has precedence in the life of. Christ 9 for it was with spit 
that he opened the ears of the one who was deaf and dumb: 
And they broght unto hym one that was deafe, 
and stambred in his speache, and prayed him 
to put his hand upon him. 
Then he toke hym asj_de from the multi tude, 
and put hys fin{!;ers in hys eares, and did 
spit, and touched his tongueo 
And lokyng up to heaven, he sighed, and 
said unto hi.m, Ephphatha, that is, be opened 
And straight ways hys eares were opened and 
the string of hys tongue was losed, and he 
spake plaine. 
(Hark 7:32-5) 
Antonio's spittj_ng is an attempt to bring salvation to the 
15 
Jew, for traditionally the Jews were a blind race who neither 
saw the Truth nor heard the Word of God. St. Paul repeats 
this belief in h:ts epistle to the Romans: 
According as it is written, God hathe given 
them the spirit of slomber: eyes that they 
shulde not se, and eares that they shulde not 
heare unto this day. 
And David sa:Lth, Let their table be made a 
snare, and a net, and a stombling blocke, 
evon for a r(-l.componce unto them. 
Let their eyes be darkened that they se not, 
and bowe downe their backe alwayes. 
(Romans 11 : 8-1 0) 
In the medieval Church, the Je'N was combined vTith the usurer 
and the miser j.nto the- subject of the exemplum of the Peni-
tent Usurer. In this drama, the devils and angels vie for 
the sov~ of the dying usurer/Jew. ':Phe demons bring their 
accusations: 
.2.!..£. D?m~11: Every word of hys mouth 
was falsed & vntreth 
He wold noth vndyrstande & on hymself 
have rewth 
4th Demon: On wykkydnesse he powthe 
bed--&-eve-ry place 
All s3nne he loved but nothyng _goddys 
grace. -
8Mary C. Barnicle, 111'he Exemplum of the Penitent 
Usurer, 11 PI~, Volo XXXIII ( 1918), pp .. 409~·28. 
/./ ., 
c/1.? / 
Thus, among the sins of the usurer are listed: words 11falsed 
& vntreth" and 11noth vndyrstande. 11 The blindness and deaf-
ness of the Jews which was predj_cted by David and noted by 
Paul have followed them through the Niddle Ages to Elizabethan 
England and Shru~espeare. Shylock speaks in the character of 
the traditional Jew when he commands Jessica to 11stop my 
house's ears" (II.v.34). Antonio as Christ has rebuked Shy~ 
lock the Jm•1 for his financial practices in the market place, 
but his spitting is an attempt to open the Jew's eyes and 
ears to the Word of God, as dramatic action in the rest of 
the play attests. 
Antonio is l:tke Christ in his violent reaction to the 
greed of man for worldly goods; he is the castigator of the 
IDOhElY changers. Antonio is like Christ in his role of sadness; 
he is the Man of Sorrow who weeps for the destruction which 
man has brought upon himself because of his sins. There is 
yet another aspect to the sorrow which Christ bears. When 
Chrtst weeps over Jerusalem, he weeps because in his nature 
as God he foresees the tribulations brought about by man's 
sins. In his nature as Han, Christ also sorrows, as Hatthew 
relates: 
And he toke Peter, and the two sonnes 
of Zebedeus, and began to waxe sorowful, 
and grievously troubled. 
Then said Jesus unto them, Hy soule 
j_s verie heavie (even) unto the death: 
tarie ye here, and watche with me. 
So he went a litle further, and fel 
on his face and prayed, saying, 0 my 
Father, if it be possivle, let this 
cup passe from me: neve1;;theles, not as 
I wil but as thou wilt. 
(Matthew 26:37-9) 
17 
Here Christ sorrows in dread of the coming torture and execu-
tion v1hich he must undergo to redeem man from his sins. 
Christ's explanation for his sorrow and heaviness is simply 
that 11the spirit in dede is readie, but the fleshe. is weake 11 
(Hat thew 26 :LJ.3). Antonio also suffers from a weakness caused 
by his role of Christ the Man for he is uncertain of his role, 
as he reveals to his friends: 
But how I caught it, f9und it, or came by it, 
What stuff 'tis made of, whereof it is born, 
I am to learn: 
And such a v1ai1t-·wi t sadness makes of me, 
That I have much ado to knovv myself. 
(I. :i .• 3-7) 
Antonio, in his role of Christ, shares his uncertainty with 
John Hilton's christ in~ Jte.K&~· In their roles as 
Christ the Man, l'fi...ilton's Christ and Antonio/Christ each is 
aware of a role to be played, but is without knowledge of the 
exact form that role is to take in the drama of rEldemption. 
Thus the flesh, weak in accepting the role of sacrifice, is 
also weak because it cloes·not have full knowledge of what 
that role will consist. 
Antonio's wee.riness also is part of Christ's role as 
scapegoat for man's sins. The prophet Isaias smv the role 
which the Redeemer would play as being the result of the 
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sins of man which had wearied the Lord (Isaias 43: 24). Mala-
chias likevfise rebuked the priests for wearying the Lord with 
their false teachings (Malachias 2:17). The idea of the 
Christ who is burdened with the sins of man had been given 
graphic form by medieval times in the symbol of the cross 
which Christ himself carried to Calvary. :i.1he symbol of Christ 
bearing the burden of man's sins was also dramatized, as the 
York Qr.uc!:f::i..xio_ll play j_llustrates. Jesus spea.ks to Hary and 
John who keep vigil beneath the cross: 
With bitterest bale have I bought 
'l'hus, man, thy misdeeds to amend. 
On me for to lock stay thou not 
How humbly my body I bend. 
No wj_ght in this wide vrorld ·would ween 
What sorrow I suffer for thy sake. 
Man, my care for thy kind to be seen, 
True tent unto me shalt thou take, 
And trust. 
F'or foxes thEdr dens have they, 
Birds have their nest so gay, 
But the Son of Han this day 
Has not where his head he may rest.9 
Christ, lih:e Antonj_o whose 11losses • • • have of late so 
huddled on his back" (IV.i.27-8), is weary. 
Antonio, like Christ, also plays a lonely part. His 
sadness, weariness, and loneliness are echoed in his replies 
·. 
to his friends who try to cheer him out of his melancholy. 
Browne ( ed. ) , R~l_.~_giOlt§_ J?ra. __ ~_n_~ 2: Hysterv ( --- -- --- -~--~ New York: 1'-leridan Books, Inc., 195o), 
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Salerio and Solanio attempt to offer solace by. offering what 
they believe to be understanding. They conclude that Anton:i.o 's 
"mind is tossing on the ocean" with his merchant sh:i.ps. Sol-
anio says: 
And every object that might make me fear 
Misfortune to my ventures, out of doubt 
Would make me sad. 
(I. i. 20-2) 
And Salerio adds: 
I know Antonio 
Is sad to think upon his merchandise. 
(I. i. 39-40) 
But Antonio replies in a strange manner: 
Believe me no, I thanl.;;: my fortune for it--
Hy ventures are not in on€:) bottom trusted, 
N'or to one place; nor j_s my vihole estate 
Upon the fort tine of this present year: 
Therefore my merchandise makes me not sade 
(I. i. 41-5) 
There is an echo here of the words of Christ: ''My kingdom is 
·not of thi·s worlde" (John 18:36). Later in the scene, Antonio 
tells·Bassanio: 
Thou know 1st that all my fortunes are at sea; 
Netther have I money, nor commodity 
To raise a pre sent sum. 
(I.i.l77-9) 
Antonio's puzzling words are, at times, contradictory. His 
'ventures are not j_n one bottom trusted, 11 nor are they trusted 
"to one place, 11 or are they "of this pre sent year, 11 but they 
are all "at sea. 11 'I'he \'ieal th of Antonio seems to be like the 
"unsearchable riches of Christ" about which the apostle Paul 
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speaks (Ephesians 3:8). Most important, however, is the rela-
tionship between Antonio's riches and his ships at sea. 
In the opening lines of the play, as Salerio and 
Solanio· try to comfort Antonio, Salerio makes a strange com-
parison. Admitting that he would be troubled also if he had 
such ventures forth as Antonio, he states: 
My wind coolj_ng my broth 
Would blow me to an gue when I thought 
M1at harm a wind too great might do at sea. 
I should not see the sandy hour-glass run 
But I should think of shallows and of flats, 
And see my wealthy Andrew dock 1d in sand 
Vailing her high top lower than her :d.b,s 
To ldss her burial; should I go to church 
And see the holy edifice of stone 
And not bethi.nls: me straight of daneerous rocks, 
Which touching but-my gentle vessel's side 
Would scatter all her s:pices on the stream • • • 
(I. i. 22•33) 
The church built of stone reminds Saleric:i of rocls:s which 
endanger a ship for the Church is founded upon the life-giv-
ing rock wh:Lch is Christ. 10 The ship j_s the symbol for the 
Church, the mast of which is the Cross. 11 The ship whj_ch is 
the Church rides upon the waters of baptism and grace. 12 
Spices which the ship carries are also symbols of Christ's 
Qhurch (Canticles 3:6, 4:12, 5:5). The Church is universal 
1 0 George Ferguson, Sig_!l§. §_~d .§X1.!9£J-s in C~}:slli~U. 
~iih Ill}.1~t?;:~.t~ol)_~ J..r9.~ £~1_n~.1E£S ~t ~ Re~§.~.a.nc:!~' 
York: Oxford UnJ..verSJ.ty Press, 19ol), p. 4Lt• 
11 ~~1£· t pp. 180-1 • 
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like the ships of Antonio that sail the world, "From Tripolis, 
from Hexico and England,/From Lisbon, B?.rbary, and India 11 
(III..ii.268-9). The rumors which say that all of Antonio's 
ships have been wrecked, those rumors which delight Shylock, 
are actually threats to the very existence of the Church •. 
The Church is being threq~.tened by the greed of man for mater-
ial possessions which Shylock exemplifies. Anton.io 's ships 
do come to :port, however, in the final act of the play·after 
Shylock is converted to Ch~istianity. Thus, through the love 
and unselfishness which breeds mercy and kindness, the char~ 
acters succeed in preserving the hope for salvation Which the 
1're1v Church, under Chr·ist, brings to man~ The seriousness of 
the threat which greed presents to the sh:i.p of the Church is 
represented by impending shipwreck. In a like manner, Jude 
uses the image of the merchant with ships laden with riches, 
j_n his description of the fall of Babylon: 
For in one houre so greate riches are 
come to desolation. And everie shippe 
master, and all the people that occupie 
shippes, and shipmen, and whosoever tra-
vail on the sea, shal stand a farre of. 
And crye, when they se the smoke of her 
burnyng, saying, What (citie was) like 
unto this great cj_ tie? 
And they shall cast dust on their heads, 
and crye weping, and wailing, and say, 
Alas, alas, the great citie, where j_n 
were made riche ~11 that h~d shippes on 
the sea by her coastlines for in one houre 
she is made desolate. 
(Revelation 18:17-9) 
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The destruction which man causeshecause of greed is appro-
priateJ.y shovrn in terms of the market place. For here in the 
market the rich are- niade richer .:wd the poor poorer. So 
also in· Shal:.espeare, man's loss of the eternal \Vealth of 
heaven, throltp,h _sin, is ·dramatized by the imase of the ship, 
the Church, 1.-'!recked on the shoals of the evil of ereed. Know-
ledee of the meaning of the-symbol of the ship also clarifies 
Salerio 1 s reference to the 11na1~row 11 seas in his announcement 
of the rumor that Antorlio 1s shir) h~ts met destruction: 
Sol. !'!ow what nevrs on the I-.{ial to? 
~· ~.vhy yet it lives 'there uncheck 1 d, 
that Antonio hath a shii-1 of rich lading 
w·rack' cl on th(~ narrov,r seas • • • 
(III.i.l-3)-
Tho usual term for the sea is n~/ide 11 ; here the seas are nar-
row becc.'twe they I:dr,:nify 11the way naror;e that leadeth unto 
lj.fe 11 (Hatthew 7:1L~)., 
The use of words denoting wreckage is not confined 
to the ships of Anton:i.o, hor:ever. ~-'.'hen Ba.ssanio requests 
the loan from Anton:i.o, Antonio replies: 
Try what my credit can in Venice do;_ 
'J.ihat shall be racked even to the uttermost 
To furnish thee to I.3elmont, to fair Portia. 
(I. i. 180-2) 
"Racked" is used here :Lron:Lcally, for vi hen Antonio' r:; ships 
become "'wracked" his credit :Ls ffiso "racked. 11 The punning 
on the word is given even more significance by the use of 
another term, 1'b:ceak. 11 Antonj_o informs Shylock: 
Shylock, albeit I neither lend nor borrow 
By taking nor by giving of excess, 
Yet to supply the ripe·wants·or my friend, 
I'll break a custom • • • 
< r. iii. 56-9) 
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Later, in the same scene, Antonio employs the term again when 
he realizes that Shylock will lend the money only on his own 
terms: 
But lend·it rather to thine enemy, 
.. 'I!Jho if he ·break,. thou may' st ·with better .face 
Exact the penalty. 
(I.iii.130-2) 
And, in an attempt to conceal his hatred, Shylock asks: 
Pray you tell me this,--
I:f he should br·eak his day what shoul·d I gain 
By exact:i.on of the forfeiture? 
( L j_ii. 158-60) 
The 11w.rackingi1 and 11racldng 11 are ·words of double intent.. As 
the wr~eck:Lng of the ships signifies the threatened destruc~ 
tion of the Church, Antonio's "racked" credit symbolizes 
Christ's purchase of salvation for man with his "racking" on 
the Cross. The illustrations in medieval art of Christ 
stretched on the Cross which lies on the ground depict the 
building of the New Church in which Christ is the cornerstone. 
The pinners and painters of the York play of the Cruci~~xio~1 ~ 
very appropriately "build 11 the New Church as they nail Christ 
to the Cross on the ground. The terms which are used durj.ng 
this action are of ship-b-uilding and carpentry. Thus in 
13 ~ 
A. C.. Cawley ( ed$ ) , Ev~}E§:..l:}. §!;pel tt~.-~1~~1 !1it;'2:cl.t 
P-,1~.;:[§. (Nm'l York: E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 1959), pp. 145-55. 
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stretching and nailing, the soldiers of the play are really 
constructing for man his s8.lvation~ So it is in the play· 
drama of redemption, just as Christ's racking on the cross 
begins the crucif:i.):...i.on. But it is the bl~ealr.:i.ng of the bonq 
which causes Shylock 1 s ·ctemand for Antonio'£~ sa.crifice, just 
·as j_t .j_,s Ghrist's d<:~at-h, culmtnated with tho b::cea.king of. the 
bones of the crucified, that completed the redemption of man. 
In Shakespeare's play the New Church j_s threatened, rebuilt, 
and renewed by Anton:Lo 's will to be sacrifj_ced. 
The allu~:s:i.on to Antonio's function as the Christ in 
the play is not conf:Lm~d to the imagery of 11wracld.ng 11 and 
"breaking. 11 In the o1;eni1ig scene~ Gratiax:to i.s disturbed by 
Antonio's obviouB distress and he advi::;cs: 
But fish not with this melancholy bait 
For this fool gudgeonz this opini.ono 
. (I.i .. 101·~2) 
Unl\:nowl:i.ngly, Gratiano has come upon the rea. son for Antonio 1 s 
melancholy, for in the role of Christ he ;1;.!?.. the bait. The 
image of the fish has represented Christ sj_nce the earl:iest 
history of the Church.. Not only did the graphic depiction of 
the fish disguise the symbol of the cross, but the five letters 
forming the Greek word for fish <IXf9Vt) Vlere the initial 
letters of the words: Jesus Ghrist God's Son S.::tvior~ 14 The 
lL~Forguson, 21!.• s:J~-·, Po 11. Ferguson also indicates 
that the fish vms also used in Christian art to designate St. 
Anthorcy of Padu~ who, tradition taught, preached to the fishes. 
fish image was used in the expression of. "fishing" for the 
souls of men. It had its beginnings in the Old '1\:~stament 
(Jeremias lt9: 23 and Habacuc 1 : 14-5) and was used by Chri.st 
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himself when he summoned Peter and Andrew to become his dis-
ciples: 11Folowe me, ancl I wil make you fishers of men" (Hat-
thew 1.,_:19). Honor:lous·of Autun, writing in the qeginning of 
the twelfth century, summarj.zes the tradition as he has inher-
ited it from Gregory the Great, Odo of Cluny, and Bruno of 
Asti: 
Leviathan the monster· who swims in the sea 
of the world, is Satan. God threw the line 
into the sea. The cord of the line is the 
human descent of Christ, the bait is His 
dj.vinity. Attracted by the smell of flesh 
Leviathan tries to seize it but the hook 
tears his. javrs. 15 . 
. Cons:tder Shylock's vJOrds to Anton.i.o at the beginning of the 
play: "Your worship was the last man in our mouths" (I. iii. 55). 
Later Shylock says of Antonio: trhj_s flesh is good to bait 
fish withal" (III.i.47) .. Bassanio confesses to Portia the 
reason for his reaction of dread to the letter from Antonio: 
I have engag 1d myself to a dear friend, 
Engag'd my friend to his mere enemy 
'I'o feed my means. Here is a letter lady 
The paper as the body of my friend 
And every word in it a gaping wound 
Issuing life-blood. 
(III. j_i. 260-5) 
In order for Bassanio to seek the hand of Portia, it has 
been necessary that Antonio offer his pound of flesh as bond 
to the Jew; thus Bassanio admits that Antonio has done 
feed 11 his means. The Body of Christ is another synonym for 
the Redeemer just as The Vlo:cd is synonymous. Since Chrj.st 
must die in order to become the Redeemer~ The Word is asso-
ciated with the blood of sacrifice. The pound of flesh doe&~ 
.·feed Bassanio 's means. It is the bait used to obtain the 
loan from Shylock, as AntorLi.o, :punning on "bate 11 states: 
'I'hese grj_efs and losses have so bated me 
That I shall hardly spare a pound of flesh 
'11o-morr01.u, to my bloody credj.tor. 
(III. iiL32~4) 
.Antonio, as Christ, uses his pound of flesh to fish for the 
soul of Han, when he ma.kes it possible for Bassanio to obtain 
Portia, but he e.1so bc:d.ts the Devil and Jew, Shylock. As Jew, 
Shylock is brought into the fole because Antonio's offer of 
sacrj_fice has prompted him to demand justice, and his demand 
for justice has given Antonio the op:portun:i.ty to plead for 
mercy for the Jew. Gratiano advises for the j_m.mediate moment. 
•rvnw fish for the Jew? 11 he asks. But in the allegory of redem:p-
tion, Gratiano has forgotten that before the coming of the 
Redeemer there was no hope of heaven for man, but with the 
sacrifice of Christ, the portal of heaven is opened once again. 
In addition to the Han of Sorrows, the Savior ·who 
bears the burden of Han's sins upon his back, the life-giving 
rock, the racked Christ whose stretching on the Cross begins 
the Church, and the bait for men's souls, Christ is also known 
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as The Lamb. John, the Apostle, identifies hj_m e.s such: 
r:ehe next day John seoth Jesus comming · 
unto him, and saith, Behold the lambe of 
God, which taketh away the sinne of the 
world. 
· (Joh..n 1 :29) 
It is this figure for Christ that is alluded to in Antonio's 
statement: 
I am the tainted WE)ther of the flock, 
Meetest for death • • • 
(IV.i.114-5) 
Antonio is tainted because as Christ he bears the sins of man, 
and as \:vether he is the sheep and sacrificial animal. F.a.is 
role as Christ the Lamb is further alluded to as he explains 
why Shylock cannot be persuaded t6 accept repayment for the 
loan in ducats rather than in Antonio's fJ.esh: 
You may as welJ. use question w:Lth the wolf, 
Y..lhy he hath made the ewe bleak for the lamb: 
. . . 
As seek to soften that--that which what's harder? 
His Jerrish heart! 
(IV.i.73-4,79-80) 
Antonio's role as the Lamb is strengthened by the comparison 
of Shylock to the wolf. In Christian art, the ram, or male 
sheep, frequently is depicted fightj_ng the wolf; such a scene 
symbolically portrays Chri9t fighting with Satan. 16 Antonio 
is also an imitation of the Redeemer in the prophesy of Isaias 
who describes the Savior as "a sheep n led "to the slaughter, 
and shall be dumb as a lamb.before his shearer. • . " (Isaias 
1 6J:i'erguson, 21?..• cit. , p., 23. 
-- ----
- ----
-- -- ---~- - - - ---- -· - - -- --- -
53:7). Antonio announces his role: 
o • o but since ho stands obdurate, 
And that no lawful, means can carry me 
Out of his envy's reach, I do oppose 
My patience to his fury, and am arm'd 
To suffer viith a quietness of spirit, 
The very tyranny and rage of his. 
( IV. i. 8- 1 3 ) 
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And so at the trial, Shylock, e.s the shearer, stands whetting 
his knife, and Antonio, as the sacrificial lamb, stands "dumb. 11 
In add:Ltion to these major figures of Christ, Antonio 
satisfies other demands of his character. J?or example, when 
Anton.i.o says: 
--the weakest ki.nd of fruit 
Drops earliest to the ground, and so let me • o • 
( IV. i. 1 1 5- 6 ) 
and vows: 
Yet to supply the ripe wants of my friend 
I'll break custom ••• 
(I. iiL 57-8) 
he is speaking in the same terms as Christ, who teaches: 
Verely, verely I say unto you, Except 
the wheate corne fall into the grounde 
and dye, it bideth alone: but if it dye, 
it bringeth forthe muche frute. 
(John 12:24) 
In these words, Christ teaches two le~sons. He is the fruit 
which must fall to the ground and die to prepare the way for 
a renewal of life. And man must leave his life on earth to 
enter heaven. In a sense, the words of Christ are words of 
hope. As long as man prepares for the life after death, 
--- -
---- ----
--- ------ -
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physicC~.l death should not cause him fear. Thus, Antonio, in 
his role of Christ encourages Bassanio not to worry about the 
bond with the Jew but to think only of his courtsh..i.p of Portia. 
Salerio conveys this idea as he describes the parting: . 
I saw Bassan:i,.o and Antonio part, 
Passanio told him he would mah:e some s:peed 
Of his return: he answered, 11D::> not so, 
Slubber not bu.siner:ls for my salw Bassanio, 
But stay the very riping of the time, 
And for the Jew's bond which he hath of me--
l,et it not Einter in your mind of love. • • 
(II. viii. 36~·42) 
Antonio 's worcl.s tell Bassanio _that the fruit will ripen in 
time, and when the fruit ripens it falls. It is then that 
the Redeemer ·will die so that man can live .• 
Another significant aspect of the Antonio/Christ tale 
is that Shylock insi.sts that the pound of flesh cut from Antonio 
will be 11the heart of him if -he forfeit" (III.i.ll?). The heart 
as a symbol of the source of "understanding, love, courage, 
devotion, sorrow, and joy, rr17 and its religious impostance can 
be found in various places in the Bible as exemplified in 
I Samuel 16:7. The significance of the heart can be seen in 
numerous vrorks of art that use the heart to _symbolize the 
martyrdom of both Christ crucifj_ed and of the saints. 
In his. ro_le as Christ, Antonio also gives good example 
by satisfying the commandment: 
G:tve to everie man that ash:eth of thee: 
and of him that taketh away thy (goods,) 
aske them not againe. 
(Luh:e 6:30) 
17Ferguson, £1?.• fit., p. 48. 
Antonio is contemptuously said by Shylock to be "like a fawn-
j_ng publican" (I.ii:L36). The fawning which Shylock describes 
is the humility which the Publican demonstrates in the parable 
of the Pharj~see and the Publican (Luke 18:9-14.). The publican 
Zaccheus has already been examined in detai.l in this study, as 
e, p:i.ous man who gave av18S half of his goods to 'l:he poor. 
Indeed, it must be said that Christ in the scriptures clearly 
preferred the humble Publican to the self-righteous Pharisee. 18 
In aligning Antonio with the Publican and thus placingShylock 
in the position of a Pharisee, Shakespeare adds further ten-
sion j_n the drama betV!een the Savior and the Jevr ~ between 
Christ and Satan. 1 9 
There is further significance in the ne.me which Shal\:e-
speare has chosen for his Christ figure. '~ntonio'' in Latin 
means "inestimable. 1120 Perhaps Shylock is punning on the 
name when he says: "A pound of marf's flesh taken from a man,/ 
Is not so estimable ••• 11 (I.iii.l61-2). Anton:i.o is the 
namesake for three interesting saints. St. Antony, the 
18E. F. Ludowyk, UnsJ.e.J:.?ta~sJ ... ~p._g_ §11als§.§~.Qtt (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 19b2)"; p. 122. 
l9For fu;ther discussion of the implications of this 
reading see: Lewalski, OJ2. cit., p. 331. 
2
°FJ.ora Haines IJaughead, D:L£.ti:..<2..P..s~t.Y. £1. Giv~l.l Ham..~ 
(Glendale, California: Arthur H. Clark Company, 193L}), p. 32. 
patriarch of all monks, gave away a11 of his riches (for he 
was a wealthy man) at the age of twenty, to live a life of 
poverty. 21 St. Antony of Padua, who died in 1231, vms known 
as the "hammer of heretics, 1122 not really much different from 
the title "castigator of misbelievers." St. Antony Della 
Chiesa, who preached in the early fifteenth century, was 
noted for his effective sermons against usu:ry. 23 
Within the realm of the play, Antonio satisfies the 
demand that he must be worthy of his part as Christ. He 
exists in the highest regard of the other characters in the 
play, with the exception of Shylock. To Bassanio, Antonio 
is 11 • • • the kindest man/The best condj_tioned and unwearied 
spirit/In doing courtssies 11 (III.iL291 .... 3). Solanio knows 
Antonio to be "good" and 11honest 11 (III.i.12). l.orenzo recalls 
1'how true a gentleman" he is (III.iv.6). 'l1he Duke sees 
Antonio as a "royal merchant' (IV.i.29) as does Gratiano 
(III. ii. 238). Antonio is to Portia. "the semblance of my soul 
(III.iv620). Thus it is that Antonio, both in the literal 
level of the story and in the Christian allegory, is the hon-
orable figure who must play a role. His roles are various 
----·-_....,;,-
21Donald Attwater, fl J?Jctj..o:g~-z £! Sai!1.1§. (New York: 
P. J. Kenedy & Sons, 1958), pp. 22-5. 
22I"t22:-d. 
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in nature, but are at all times honorable, honest, kind, 
righteous, unselfish, and filled with love. It is with these 
characteristics that Antonio plays Christ as the Redeemer; 
he is the Nan of Sorrow, the God who bears the burden of 
man's sins, the chastiser of greed, the bait for the Devil, 
the castigator of unbelievers, the Lamb, the fruit that must 
drop so that man may live, and the humble publican. He is 
the Christ. 
There is, perhaps, no character in the creation of 
Shal~espeare which has aroused more controversy than that of 
Shylock. As early as 1709, critics perceived that he might 
have been intended as a tragic fj_gure. 24 Yet Dbgget, acting 
in the early eighteenth century, played him as a clown. 25 
The beginn5.ng of the nineteenth century saw Shylock performed 
with "savagery" under the interpretation of Edmund Kean. 26 
Reflecting the conception which the Victorian period had of 
Shylock, S:i.r Henry Irving gave Shylock the pathet:i.c, preju-
diced, broken character of which twentieth-century actors and 
24D. Nichol Smith, Ei..e.h.teenth-C~:n,tg;r;y_ ~_ys ~n §_l}aJ-\.eq_-
pea.;tQ_ (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 19o3), p. 11. 
25 . V!e bster, O:t?_. Qi t_. , p. 146. 
26Ibid. 
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critics are often fond. 27 Even Sir Israel Gollancz, whose 
allegorical reading of the plaJ deepens ::i..ts meaning, regards 
the "monster Shylock, this cormorant 1128 as Shakespeo.re 's 
"usurer hero. 1129 Boas also saw Shylock as a problem charac-
ter, halfway between '~nartyr and criminal. ,;30 Using the tech-
niques of character development which. Snah:espeare employed as 
evidence, E. E. Stoll argued that Shylock is the villain.3l 
Such later critics as N. C. Bradbrook,32 Grebanier,33 and 
- Norrnan Nor\vood Holla.nd34- also see Shy:j_ock as the villain of 
the play. It is Hardin Craj_g, however, who identifies the 
·reason for this varied approach to the character of Shylock. 
He admits that Shakespeare has created such a significant 
character that i.t 11has made some critics distort the play and 
27Ibid. 
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29lli"t.ci· ' p. 25. 
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(London: Oxford University Press, 1951) . 
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make it on and off the stage as a tragedy of Shylock. 1135 
There ~s no question about the breadth of Shakespeare's Jew. 
The complexity of the ).'Ole which Shylock plays has provoked 
almost constant attempts to rewrite the play in order to sat-
isfy contemporary interpretCJ.tions of the part. Dogget's 
clown interpretafion was made possible by an adaptation of 
George Granville. 3 6 The twentieth century has produced some 
adjustments of the play. The .play, ~ 12Ex o.f B~l!Q.c;>_nt, 37 
makes Port:ta sympo.thetic wj_ th a Shylock who has had to become 
Christian in order to keep his lands. Bassanio hates Shylock 
because he is a Jew. A Hebrew novel by Ari Ibn Zahav became 
a play enti tlecl Sh._.ylg_~k §:_nd His Q§....Ufil}_te:.r:, by Haurice Schwartz, 38 
in which Shylock is portrayed as the lovlng Jewj_sh fathe:c ·who 
suffers martyrdom at the conclusion of the drama. Such modern 
attempts to show Shylock in a favorable.light have prompted 
the writing of:· S4_;zlo_s;k: The F..i~ .... Y. 2..£ .§. .Qh{kl'etcte;r.,, 39 a 
study which attempts to reveal the true Elizabethan attitude 
·----~----
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toward the Jevr, such an attitude the author assumes Shakes-
peare also V/Ould possess. The author, Hermann Sinsheime:t·, 
himself of Hebrew parentage, sees Shylock as the culmj_nation 
of hundreds of years of tradition. '.rhus, reaction to the 
character of Shylock, both in the world of dramatization and 
scholarship~ seems to be either to show that Shylock must be 
changed in order to be completely sympathet;ic, or that he is 
a villain completely, without change. In either instance, 
the suggestion is that Shakes11eare did not intend to portray 
Shylock sympathetically. And in Shylock 1 s role in the Chris-
tian allegory, he cannot be. 
Shylock's introduction on the stage identifies h:Lm 
im.rnediately as an opposing force to the good characters who 
have already made their .entre.nce. In his :Lni tial e.ppearance, 
Shylock is a bargainer. His hesitation to Bassan:Lo's request 
for a loan places him opposite Antonio who has demonstrated· 
the precept: 
Give to him that asketh, and from him 
that wolde borow of tnee, turne not avmy. 
(Hat thew 5: Lr2) 
Shylock also shows himself to be the opponent of Christianj.ty 
in his first soliloquy wh5.ch begins at the twenty-sixth lj_ne 
he speaks in the play: 
Row like a fawning publican he looks! 
I hate him for he is a Christian: 
But more, for that in low simplicity 
He J.ends ou.t money gr·atis, and brings dovrn 
------- ------------------------------------------------- ---- --------
-· -- - -- - ---·· --- -- --
The rate of usance here with us :i.n Venice. 
If I can catch him once upon the hip, 
I will feed fat the ancient grudge I bear him. 
He hates our sacred nation, and he rails 
(Even there where merchants most do congregate) 
On me, my bar gains, and my well-won thrift , 
Which he calls interest: cursed be my tribe 
If I forgive himr 
36 
(I.iii.36-47) 
In this opening speech, Shylock identifies the many roles 
which he will play in the drama. In his contemptuous atti-
tude toward publicans, he associates himself with the phari-
sees, whom Christ reproached because of their hypocrisy. In 
his hatred of Antonio because he is a Christian, Shylock names 
himself to be any of the powers that oppose Christ: the Jews, 
the Devj.l, Judas, the Old Church, and sin. His hatred for 
Antonio's "low simplicityn aligns him 1;7ith pride. Antonio 
brings on Shylock's wrath because he lends money without 
interest and thereby "brings down the rate of usance. tt Thus 
Shylock is characterized as the usurer. Shylock's "ancient 
grudge" may be that of the Jewish nation, but tradition tells 
of a more ancient grudge, that of Satan against Christ. 'l1ra-
dition saw that Satan envied Christ's position in heaven at 
the side of God the Father. It was the envy which Satan bore 
Christ that r-:I:i.l ton depicted in Par.§.di§!t LQ..st_. · Antonio 1 s rail-
ing against bargains, thrift, and interest, have something to 
do with Shylock's role as usurer, but they also bear a rela-
tionshj_p to the sin of Avarice, which was the personification 
of thrift. Ironically, Shylocli speaks the truth :Ln his line: 
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11Cursed be my tribe/If I forgive him, 11 for if Christ did not 
die on the cross, if he had been pardoned by the ~.Tews and not 
crucified, manldnd would inherit the curse placed on Adam and 
Eve. Like the Jews as a nation, which Shylock will portray, 
he does not hear Bassanio while he, himself, thin..'l{s aloud, 
for Bassanj_o must ask him: 11.Shylo ck, do you hear? 11 (I. iii. 48). 
To which Shylock ironically replies: "I am debating of my 
present store, 11 which is a series of roles,. all of which sig-
nified evil to the Christian world. 
Because Antonj_o must borrow money for his friend Bas-
sanio, the most essential role that Shylock plays is that of 
usurer. In order to .see why Shylock in the role of usurer is 
such a great sinner, the concept of usury and the teachings 
of the Church against taking interest must be ex.ounj_ned. 
Because money neither deteriorates nor bears fruit, both the 
Hebrews and the Greeks taught that it must be freely lent fo:r. 
the love of God from whose bounty it comes. It is therefore 
a sin against nature and against Charity to lend at exorbitant 
rates. L1-0 In an age when trade was not particularly important 
to the masses,' this doctrine was a logical admonition against 
excess, which is the quotient that makes ordinarily benign 
actions of man sinful. The problem, as Lopez sees it, vms 
4°Robert Lopez, The Birth of Euro1)e, trans. J. M. Dent 
& Sons, Ltd. (New York: 11." EVallS ar~~d--Corripany Inc., 196'7), 
p. 30~ .• 
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that 11At the time of economic awakening the Church had still 
not succeeded in freeing herself from her own doctrineby 
drawing a distinction between usury and commercial interest. 1141 
This lack of distinction was a problem in the Elizabethan per-
iod, which may explain the perplexity inherent in any study 
of the usurer, Shylock. Shylock would not be thought evil by 
an Elizabethan audience merely because he was a money lender. 
The truth is that the usurer/sinner was he who charg6d exces-
sive interest, and he who would be saved from eternal damna-
tion gave his excess to the poor (Proverbs 28:8). The idea 
of the sin of excess can be traced to the common trading that 
took place in the local market places. Barter was a practice 
that allowed a man to obtain goods other than those he grew 
or made. But what if the person going to market takeB with 
him goods that belong to another for the purpose of rese~ling 
them, what could he justly receive as recompense for the trans-
portation? To anffiYer such questions, the churchmen of the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries developed what.is called the 
doctrine of the 11 j1.1.st price. ,/!·2 Roughly, it meant that the 
seller could charge whatever fairly paid the cost of malting 
or obt~ining the product, plus whatever amount would permit 
lj.2Sidney Painter, H~diaeval Soc:i.e:ty_ (Ithaca, New 
York: Cornell University Press, 1951), p. 89. 
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him to live in the manner in which his father and grandfather 
had lived. To charge an excess meant that there would be 
money left over that ·would not be put to use. But how j_s a 
merchant to ltnow if the price he :i.s charging is enough to 
keep himself and his fam:i.ly fed and clothed, and what if what 
he charges is more than enough? In tll.e first instance, the 
merchant would find out soon enough~-if he had not charged 
enough he would starve; in the second, he would follow the 
teaching of St. Thomas Aquinas who states that the excess c·an 
be charged if it is given to a worthy cause such as to the 
poor. '11hUs Thomas explains the difference betvreen usury that 
is a sin and usury that is not: motive.43 If the price 
charged is not the rr::sul t of greed, the price is right. The 
Chu:rch's teaching becomes clear with Thomas. If the excess 
is given away for a worthy cause, it will not de:orive the 
agent of his salvation. If, however, the excess is not shared 
with his fellow men, the usurer is damned for his greed. The 
difference beti':een the two types of interest taking or usury 
can still be seen in modern society. The countless numbers 
of statutes regulating interest rates and rates of profit 
attest to the fact that usurers are still in existence. The 
pawn-broker who lends five dollars on a ring worth two hundred 
dollars with the stipulation that if the loan is not paid 
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within a. month the ring becomes his is a usurer. The soldier 
who lends his buddy ten dollars until pay day at which time 
his return will be twenty dollars is a usurer. What defines 
the usurer is not that he makes a profit or charges j_nterest, 
but that the money acquired because of the transaction is in 
excess of what is fair and reasonable. 
How the Jews became nomads of the Western World can 
be discovered in any good history book,44 but because they 
were not owners of land, they became natural agents of trade. 
Thus, through necessity and proximity, they became the money 
lenders, 1::_. ~.· , the usurers. Sinsheimer remarks that it vvas · 
the Crusades which forced the Jews more and more into the 
money lendin,s business since tho Europeans no longer had to 
depend soJ.eJ.y upon the Jews for trade.45 It canbe seen why 
the Jews were noted for their high rates of interest; the 
breeding of money was the only means they had to support them-
selves. Shylock, the Jewish usurer, is thus a tradition 
nearly seven hundred years old 1.•rhen he reaches Elizabethan 
England. 
The Jew which the Elizabethans knew vms that of .Scrip-
ture and that of tradition, since 1290 marked· the date of his 
44Friedrich Heer, 2.1he Medj_eval ~' trans. Janet 
Sondheimer (New York: The New .lhnerican Library of World Lit-
erature, Inc., 1963) • 
. 45sinsheimer, .2.12.· cit., p. 120. 
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expulsion from England. As a Jew of Scripture, he was seen 
as the crucifier of Christ, 11the historical fulfillment of 
the Satanic type Cain, who slew the spotless AbeL rr4 6 He 
would also be seen, from the Gospels of Paul, as a member of 
a race "to be redeemed. tl~7 Accompanying the scriptural Jew 
would be the figures of Judas, Barabas (for he vvas chosen 
over Christ), the Synagogue as representative of the Old Law, 
and whatever qualities had been associated with the Jew of 
the Scripture over the centuries, such as, blindness, faith-
lessness, vengefulness, hypocrisy, and guilt for the ldlling 
of Christ. The tTew of tradition is the Jew of the ~arket 
place.- Here enters the Jew usurer, the miser Jew, the Jew of 
Avarice, the Jevv of Vice, and the Devil of a Jew. The Jew 
knovrn to the Elizabethan was a compor:d.te creature, an inher-
tance of attitudes over three hundred years old ·which them-
selves were old traditj_ons. Even the unfortunate Lopez, 48 
who has been used by some cri tics49 to prove that the Eliza-
bethans did have some knowledge of contemporary Jews, seems 
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to have been the victim of the medieval attitudes of mistrust 
which were held toward the 50 Jews. Shakespeare's Shylock is 
also a complex character, for, as Bryant admits: "Behind him 
lie the tangle of dead convention that scholars have been at 
great pains to unravel. u5l The task, then, is to begin to 
unravel that tangle Of convention. 
It has been mentioned before that Shyloch: identj_fies 
himself as an enemy of Christ by his remark "I hate him for 
he is a Christian. 11 But before this aside, Shylock sho<'!S hj_m·-
self to be an opposing force. Ludovryk calls his behavior on 
stage as the scene begins, a "storm" because of hj_s entrance 
ih dark clothing in contrast to the bright colors worn by the 
others, because of his repetition of "well, 11 and his ungrace-
ful asides such as 11Yes, to smell pork. 1152 . But there is more 
to Shylock's 11storra, 11 for it is a storm of hatred. His repe-
tition of 1 ~1vell" is part of his mocking of Bassanio: 
Bass. Ay sir, for three months. 
Sl:!T. For three moJ:?.ths, well. 
Bas~. For the which as I told you, Antonio 
shall be bound. 
ph:y_. Antonio shall become bound, well. 
~a~~· Be assur'd you may. 
Sh_:y_. I will be as sur 'd I may: and that I 
50s. 1 . ~ns Wlmer, 
51.. t 
.t5ryan · , QJ2.. 
2..12.· ci_t. , p. 67. 
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may be assured, I will bethink me,--
may I speak with Antonio? 
Ba_~.§.· If it please you to dine wlth us. 
s:g._y. Yes, to smell pork, to eat of the 
habitation which your prophet the 
Nazarite conjured the devil into: I 
will buy with you, sell with you, talk 
with you, walk with you, and so follow-
ing: but I will not eat with you, drink 
with, nor pray with you. 
(I. iii. 2-32) 
'11le contrast between the polite and courteous speech of the 
first scenes and this discourse, calls attention to the char-
acter whose speech is out of order in this polite world* the 
character of Shylock. Shylock's mocking parallels him to the 
Priests, Scrib,2s, 'Elders, and Pharisees who mocked Christ as 
he hung dy1ng on the Cross. And _in his same mocking speech, 
Shylock sho-ws himself to be the traditional Jevr of tho- market 
place who buys and sells with Christians, yet, ironically, 
does not partake of the feast of the elect, that of eating 
the body and drinking the blood of the redeemer, Christ. 
Shylock follovrs these lines vrith his announcement of his hatred 
for Antonio because he is a Christian. Shylock hates without 
reason for Antonio's attitude is that of traditional Chris-
tianity; he lends without interest, and he reacts violently 
to the avarice of man that prom~(:)ts him to be usurous. Shylock 
makes his position more clear in the trial scene: 
So can I give no reason, nor I will not, 
111Iore than a lodg 1 d· hate, and a certain 
loathing 
I bear Antonio, that I follovr thus 
A losing suit-against him! 
( IV. j_. 59- 62) 
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Thus, like Iago, Shylock will not try to explain his actions. 
His role j_s that of Christ-hater, and it needs no explanation. 
However, in submitting to his own feelings, Shylock trans-
grosses one of the basic precepts of the New Law of God: 
Wherefore love ye your enemies, and 
do good, and lend, loking, far nothing 
againe, and your rewarde shalbe great, 
and ye shalbe the children of the moste 
High: for he is kinde unto the unkinde, 
and to the evil. 
(Luke 6:35) 
Christ makes allowance for man's emotional responses to his 
fellow men, but, he instructs, man should attempt to overlook 
the hatreds. However, Shylock seems to find pleasure .. in hj .. s 
own 1.vill: 11it is my humour, " he states as his reason for his 
hatred of Antonio. Shylock cannot explain his hatred, for it 
is part of the role 1w must play. As the embodiment of the 
nation of Jevrs who crucified Christ, he actually is a partici-
pant in the redemption story and as such is necessary to the 
salvation of man. His further hatred for Bassanio 1 s feasts 
(II.v.14-5) is also part of his role as Jew, for onJ.y the 
Christians have been given the means to gra.ce and salvation, 
the ~eception of the body and blood of Christ as their spirit-
ual food. The contrast in the initial scene of Shylock is 
that of hatred in a world of love.53 This is why his words 
53Nark Van Doren, Sh.gl;;_~§.]_~.§:re (Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday & Company; Inc., 1939), p. 87. 
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are so jarring. The storm he brings on to the stage is the 
necessary evil which the Jews must perform in order to make 
the Crucifi.xion possible. Yet the irony of it all is that 
Shylock is acting out a role that begins before the crucifi-
xion, in the character of the Jew which evolved after the 
sacrifice of the cross. The irony of it all is that Shyloclt 
is unaw,?-re of the role he is playing. 
Shylock, the Jew, is also created in the figure of 
Judas. I.~auncelot is aware of the significance of the role for 
he advises his old father: 
• • • my master 1 s a very Jew ,--give him a 
present? give him a halter! 
(II. ii.lOl) 
Grati.ano also seems to know the appropriate end for the Jew 
Judas: 
Beg that thou may 1st have leave to hang thyself,~­
And yet thy wealth being forfeit to the state, 
Thou hast not left the value of a cord, 
Therefore thou must be hang'd at the state's 
charge. 
( IV. i. 3 60-3 ) 
Gratiano 1 s vwrds do more than· recall the fact ti1at J'udas 
hanged himself, and that Shylock, in the role of Judas, should 
do·likewise. According to the Bible account of Judas' betrayal, 
Judas is prompted by greed: 
•rhen one of the twelve, called Judas 
Iscariot, ·went unto the chief Pr:i.ests, 
And SEtid, What wil · ye give , and I VIil 
deliver him unto you? and they appointed 
unto him thirtie (pieces) of silver. 
And from that time, he soght opportun-
itie to betraye him. 
(Matthew 26:14-6) 
Shylock's initial enmity is also caused by greed: 
I hate him for he is a. Chrj_stian: 
But more, for that in lmv simplicity 
He lends out money gratis, and brings 
down· 
The rate of usance here with us in Ven~ce. 
(I. iii. 37-40) 
Judas, like Shylock, is part of the scheme of redemption, for 
Christ declares that the betrayer is fulfilling the prophecy: 
And as they did oat, he said, Verely I 
say unt.o you, that one of you shal betraye 
me. 
And they were exceading sorowful, and 
began everie one of them to say unto him, 
Is it I, Haster? 
And he answered and said, He that dippeth 
his hand ·with me·in the dish, he shal betraye 
me. 
Surely the Sonne of man goeth his way, as 
it is written of him: but wo (be) to that 
man, by whome the Sonne of men :Ls betrayed: 
it had bene good for that mari, if he had 
never bene borne. 
(Hat thew 26: 21-Lf.) 
Just as·Judas' role becomes less the result of greed and more 
the part of a role to be filled, so Shylock leaves his begin-
·ning greed behind, and becomes a creature of hate who demands 
Antonio's death because it is his "humour. 11 Judas, upon 
learning the. portent of his ac t:i.on, suffers ·despair, tradition 
states, and hangs himself. Shylock also discovers what his 
demands for justice have brought him,. the forfeiture of his 
lands and the peril of his life which is at the mercy of the 
Duke, and declares: 
Nay, take my life and all, pardon not that,--
You take my house, when you do take the prop 
That doth sustain my house: you take my life 
When you do take the means where by I live. 
(IV. i.370-3) 
But here, symbolically, the New Law supersedes the Old, and 
it is not necessary for Shylock to die. Portia turns to 
Antonio and asks: 111.'Ihat mercy can you render him Antonio ? 11 
And Gratiano, answering as the Old Law would, says: 11A he.l ter 
gratis, nothing else for Godsalte! 11 The justice for Shylock 
under the Law is the justice for Judas-·-hanging. But Antonio, 
representing the Nevi Law, shows mercy. Only one half of Shy-
lock's goods will be confiscated by the state during his life. 
If Shylock accepts the New Law and becomes a Christian, he may 
keep half of his goods for his lifetime. It is here the simi-
lari ty bet1.veen Shylock and J"udas ends. Judas is a condemned 
man by his actions. Shylock should be condemned by the Law 
for his actions, but through the vJorkings of Antonj_o the Christ, 
he is given inercy and his life. Ironically, Shylock has pre-
dicted his own end in his speech, for the prop that sustains 
man's house is the Church, and the means by which me.n lives is 
Christ. In agreeing to become Christian and to give all his 
wealth to Lorenzo and Jessica upon his death, Shylock has pro-
vided himself the prop and the means to live. How Shylock, 
the Jew, became the usurer turned Judo.s, is explained by the 
fact that tradition had already fused the three characters 
before Shakespeare's ..... L-:Lme. In· the miracle plays Judas was 
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seen in the red beard and hair that marked the Jew. 'l1he actor 
playing the role of Judas was expected to imitate the medieval 
moneylenders by carefully essaying each piece of Judas' silver. 5LJ. 
In the role of Judas, Shylocl\: bargains for the pound of flesh. 
Discovering the implications of the Law without mercy, Shylock 
seeks death. But unlike Judas' tragic end, Shylock 1 s co:nclud-
ing scene is filled with the bl~ssings of the New Church, mercy 
and life. 
Shylock's role as Judas, the betrayer of Christ, is 
only a portion of his part as a figure representing the Jevvs 
as Scripture described them. The first verbal notice the 
audience receives that Shylock is a Jew, is his speech refus-
ing Bassanio's invite.tion to dinner. He ansvJers Ba.ssanio: 
Yes, to smell pork, to eat of the habi-
tation which your prophet the Nazarite 
conjured the devil into: I will buy with 
you, sell with you, t~lk with you, walk 
with you, and so following: but I will 
not eat ·with you, drink vdth you, nor 
pray with you. 
(I. iii. 29-33) 
Shylock's answer places him in the position of one of those 
invited in the parable of the supper. In this parable, Ghrist 
tells of the man who mc>.de a great supper and invited many to 
eat with him. But all those invited refused to come, making 
various excuses. And so the rnan sent out his servant to 
54sinsheimer, QE.• cit., p. 115. 
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stwmon all the poor, the crippled, and the blind to his table. 
And the man who made the supper said:. 
For I say unto you, that none of those 
men which were bidden, shal taste of my. 
supper. 
(Luke 14: 24) 
The lesson of the tale is that Christ was born to the Jews 
to bring them salvation. But tpey do not recognize him and 
therefore refuse 'to attend his banquet of redemption. Thus 
Christ calls upon those outside the Jewish faith to come to 
him, and in doing so gives to them the salvation v1hich was 
promised the Jews.· Initially, Shylock uses his Jewish heri-
tage as an excuse not to attend the banquet, but his ultimate 
attendance foreshadows his conversion in the end, which ts 
part of the Christian story--that the Jews vrill be finally 
included in the fold of the elect (Apocalypse 21). The din-
ner to which Shylock is invited is a type of Last Supper, 
for following it, the significant action of the play begins. 
It is during this night that Bassanio embarks for Belmont in 
an effort to improve his "estate. 11 11/hile Shyloch: is away at 
this supper, Jessica leaves her father's house for her life 
with her Christian husband. In order to strengthen his theme 
of conversion of the Old Church into the New, Shakespeare 
doubles the action. It is al~o on this night that Launcelot 
Gobbo leaves the service of the Je'.'l for a position in the 
house of Bassanio, the Christian. Symbolically, the Old Law 
is being substituted by the Ner1 Covenant. 
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The name which Shakespeare gives to his representative 
of the Old Law in Thfi_ l'te.r_gha.U~. ot V~:giq_~ is significant. It 
is likely that Shylocl\: is the English form of the Hebrew 11sha.l-
ach11 which was tran:slated into English editions of the Bible 
as "cormorant" (Leviticus 11:17 and Deuteronomy 11+:17). 'l1he 
cormorant is found as a symbol for usur.ers as early as 1590 
in the anonymous play Ti tu~ (V. 5) vrhere the line t:away, thou 
money-mongring cormorant 11 is delivered to the usurer, Philar-
gurus. Shakespeare applies the term "cormorant 11 in Co_£io_lf¥.ill§. 
to patricians who "make edicts for usury, to support usurers" 
(Coriolanus I,j_, 83-4, 125).55 The use of the name "Shylock, 11 
with its Hebrew counterpart of 11shalach, ,,. meaning a large rav-
enous sea bird and hence a greedy, gluttonous person, places 
emphas.is upon Shylock's role as the avaricious usu.rer who hopes 
to "catch hj_m (Antonio) on the. hip" and "feed fat the ancient 
grudge" he bears him. The image of the ustrr-er who is related 
to the voracious sea bird bears a relationship also to the 
Christ who will be the bait, both Shylock and Antonio thus 
participating in the drama involving the sea of life and the 
ship of the Church. Sinsheimer notes that the two syllables 
--------
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G. L. Kittredge (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1945T, p. ix. 
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of the name Shylock also call to mind the typical medieval 
English conception of the Jew, as the 11cautious and cowardly 
person, specially one vrho keeps himself hidden from fear of 
officials, 11 as is also reflected in the. Elizabethan term 11Shy-
cock, 11 which has the same meaning. 56 
Shakespeare's apparent attempt to identify Shylock 
with the Biblical Jew as well as the traditional Jew can be 
seen in his choice of names for the three Jews of the play. 
Noah had three sons, from whom, the scriptures tell us, all 
mankind vms descended: Shem, Cham, and Japheth. Japheth had 
a son named Thubal. Cham had a son named Chus. And. in the 
line of Shem are the descendents Shelach and Jescha.57. Shy-
lock is called 11old Shylock" by the Duke (IV.i.l72) and Lorenzo 
sees him as "father Jew n (II. vi. 25). Shylock 1 s knowledge of 
the Bible, though incorrect, ties him to his Old Testament 
heritage. As an excuse for usury, he recalls the story of 
Jacob and the spotted sheep. Vlhereas Christians saw Jacob 
as a type for Christ and one singled out by God to fat;her 
the house into which Christ was to be born, Shylock the Jew 
s~~s him as a trickster, who, through his cleverness, obtained 
the blessing of God in the increase of sheep. What to the 
56s·· h · · t :t.ns e:t.mer, op. Q._:t,__. , p. 87. 
57Ibid., pp. 8'7-8. 
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Christians is the result of God's special pre-ordination, is 
to Shylock only Jacob's Pl'owess. In fact, Shylock sees him-
self as Jacob. Note Shylock's recounting of Jacob's action: 
11the sldlful shepherd pill'd ~certain wands" (I.iii.79). 
The use of the pronoun 11me 11 may be an affectation or an Eliza-
bethan grammatic convention, but it has further weight in the 
fact that the wives of both Shylocl~ and Jacob are named Leah. 
·Shylock projects his own usurous character into the character 
o£ the Old Testament, in order to justify his greed; his is 
an attempt to sound pious by mouthing scripture, which action 
Antonio justly chides. Ironically, Shylock's role as Jacob, 
the founder of the house of David and forefather of Christ, 
is as unwi11j_ng as that of the Jew invited to the banquet of 
salvation. Jacob's cleverness, guided by the hand of God, 
is an analogue for Portia's cleverness, guided by the hand 
of God, in the trial scene. Hence, the irony of Shylock's 
proof here is that it is turned back and directed.against him. 
Thus, in the finest dramatic irony of the play, the trickster 
becomes the object of his own trickery. ~Yhen he hears of 
Jes~ica's elopement with the Christian, he cries: '~he curse 
never fell upon our nation till now" (III.i.77-8). Shylock's 
association with Jacob is really part of his salvation, for 
it is predicted by the apostle Paul: 
And so all Israel shalbe saved, as 
it is written, The deliverer shal come 
out of Sion, and shal tur·ne away the 
the ungodlines from Jacob. 
(Romans 11:26) 
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What seems a curse to Shylock. is really deliverance. Jessica, 
his offspring, symbolj_cally represents the Jewish heritage 
which Christ possessed. Her union with the Christian is the 
hope for salvation about which Paul writes. The end of the 
play speaks of the gift recej_ved from Shylock, the rich Jew: 
Ner. There do I give to you and Jessica 
From the rich Jev1, a special deed of gift 
After his death, of all he dies possess'd of. 
Lox:. Fair ladies, you drop manna in the way 
of starved people. 
(V.i. 291-l.j.) 
Thus, in the character of Shylock_, there is a paradox. As a 
figure for- Jacob, ho possesses the "manna 11 or bread of life, 
the life tree of Chri.st, but as· the Jew he is unwilling to 
accept the role and is blind to its significance. 
'I'here is a pare.dox also in the term of contempt used 
often to name Shylock. Solanio calls him 11the dog Jew" 
(II. viii. 4) and "impenetrable cur" (III. iii.l8). Antonio com-
pares him to the ~'wolf" (IV.i.73), and Gratiano exclaims, "0 
be thou damn'd, inexecrable dog! 11 (IV.i.J.28). The e::-..'})ression 
has double meaning because the dog58 is the symbol for faith 
58Holland also notes that the name 11Fido 11 comes from 
the Latin fides, which means faith. Norman Norwood Holland, 
The SI1.akesrJe~_re2_:g_ };maginatio:q._ (New York: Hacmillan, 1964), 
p. 106. 
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because of its devotion to its master. But Antonio names 
Shylock correctly, for in his desire for Antonio's flesh he 
is the Wolf, or Satan, which will devour the Lamb, Christ. 
Shylock himself acknowledges his role in his warning, "Since 
I am a dog, beware my fangs 11 (III.iii.?). Shylock is a dog 
because he denies the faith, whereas he should join the faith-
ful. He. transforms the_animal into a wolf because of his 
hatred and avarice. 
The difference between what Antonio sees in Shylock, 
the wolf, and wh~t the other characters see, the dog; is 
really the explanation of Shylock's function in the_play. 
For he does not loo1: any different from the others; Portia 
must ask at the trial scene, "Which is the merchant here? 
and which the Jew?" (IV.i.l70). Yet beneath his business-
like exterior, Shylock is the embodiment of all the hatred 
the Jews had for Christ. He pretends to be Jacob, but he does 
not understand Jacob's role in the Bible at all. After con-
fiding to the audience the malice which he bears Antonio, he 
chides: Antonio: 
Why look you how you storm! 
I would be friends v,rith you, and have 
your love, 
Forget the shames that you have stej_n 'd 
me with, 
.Supply your present v1ants, and take no 
doit 
Of usance for my moneys, and you' 11 not 
hear me,--
This is kind I offer. 
(I. iii.l33- 8) 
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If Shylock sees kindness as meaning hatred for another, then 
it is logical that his _eat'lier exJ)lanation that goodness means 
-sufficiency (I. iii.l0-5) is part of his character. Shylock 
is the personification of the deceit of appearance. His · 
words to Launcelot Gobbo show his own deception: 
WolJ., thou shalt see, thy eyes shall be 
thy judge, 
'J.1he difference of old Shylock and Bassanio ;--
(II.iv.l-2) 
Appearances do not reveal the true spirit of man which :Ls 
held VIi thin. This truth is dramatized Vthen Bassanio must 
choose among the. gold, si=!-ver, and lead cash:ets. Christ 
reproached the· Pharisees for their insistence upon a good out-
ward appearance when inside they wer~ sinners: 
In dede ye Pharises make cleane the out 
side of the cup, and of the platter: but 
the j_nwarde parte is ful of ravening and 
wickednes. 
(Luke 11:39) 
For all outward signs, Shylock demands Antonio's pound of 
flesh because by Lavr it is his upon forfeit of the bond. But 
his aside reveals th8 true reason for his demand for Justice--
hatred. As long as no one can peer into his heart and say, 
11Shylocll:, you hate, therefore, you desire this man's death," 
Shylock believes that his doing wrong cannot be seen. Hence, 
he ariswers·the Duke's question: 
)?uke. How s':'lalt thou hope for mercy rend'ring 
none? 
§.h;y:. 1Nhat judgment shall I dread doing no wrong? 
(IV. i. 88-9) 
-----
__ , _____ _ 
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Shylock is like the Pharisee ·who has practiced his religion 
with the outward signs only: 
Two men went up into the Temple to pray 
the one a Pharise, and the other a Publican. 
The pharise stode and prayed thus with him 
self, 0 God, I thanke thee that I am not as 
other men, extorsioners, unjust, adulterers, 
or even as this Publican. 
I fast twise in the weke: . I give tithe of 
all that ever I possesse. 
(Lulw 18: 10-2) 
v· 
Christ indicates which man is more blessed, the publican. 
The difference between the two men is not their posi tj_on in 
life or the amount of sins that each has committed, but· the · · 
spirit in .which· each man approaches God. ~Phe Puhlic~n is 
humble, but the Pharisee is proud in spirit. '11hUs his out-
ward signs of worship, fasting, and tithing, are worthless 
without the inner spirit of humility. It is with this teach-
ing in mind that the apostle Paul tells the Romans: 
But he is a Jewe which is one within~ 
and the circumcision (is) of the heart, 
in the spirit, not in the letter, whose 
praise is not of men, but of God. 
(Romans 2:29) 
Charles Hi tchell points out that it j_s Shylock 1 s concern for 
t~~ outer appearances which represents the fallacy in his 
much-talked-of speech, beginning 11Hath not a. Jew eyes? 1159 
His claim of humanity is through outward appearances only: 
--·---
59charles Mitchell, 11The Conscience of Venice: 
Shru:espeare 's Hc~rchant, 11 !-L9J:!..t.PA..l o.f. Eg_g.:jj,~h. g_:q_q Qg_rm.g_ll:h<:.. 
Ph:ll21..2.&Y.., VoJ.. LXIII, No. 2 (April, 1964), p. 224. 
I am a Jew. Hath 
not a Jew eyes? hath not a Jcv: hands, organs, 
dimensions, senses, affections, passions? fed 
with the same food, hurt with the same vreapons, 
subject to the same diseases, healed by the 
sarae means, warmed and cooled by thE: same 
winter and summer a.s a Christian is?--if you 
prick us do we ·not bleed? if you tickle us do 
we not laugh? if you poison us do \Ve 1iot die? 
(III. i. 52-60) 
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Shylock cannot be Jacob because he has not the spirit within 
him. In like manner, he cannot .offer "kind 11 to Bassanio and 
Antonio, because within, his spirit is that of the wolf. 
The apparent mistake :Ln Shylock's ree.soning in his 
speech of defense is that the similarity \Vhich men share in 
their physical being does not necessarily meke them the same 
in spirj_t. This concept is what the apostle meant by "the 
Jew within." But there is yet another error in Shylock's 
argument. Shylocl~ says: 
I am a Jew .. Hath 
not a Jew eyes? hath not a Jew hands, 
organs, dimensions, senses, affections, 
passions? fed with the same food . . . 
(III. j_. 52-5) 
The answer to Shylock 1 s questions is "No, 11 according to the 
scriptures. In his Epistle to the Romans, St. Paul writes: 
that he soght: 
obtained it and 
ened. 
Israel hathe not obteined 
but the election hathe 
the rest have bene hard-
According as it is written, God hathe 
given then the spirit of slomber: eyes 
that they shulde not se, and eare.s that 
they shulde not heare unto this day. 
(Romans 11:7-8) 
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Shylock, in his role of Jew, becomes vrhat prophecy says of 
him. In the sc.ene in which Bassanio asks Shylock for the 
loan of three thousand ducats, Shylock and Bassanio first 
appear on stage alone. Hov1ever; at the point at ·which Bas-
sanio.invites Shylock to dinner, Antonio/Christ enters. 
Shylock is apparently blinded to the identity of 
Antonio for he asks, "wpo is he comes here? 11 (I.iii.3L~). It 
seems unlikely that Shylock would not recognize someone who, 
he says, has spat upon him .. It is also meaningful that as 
soon as Antonio enters, Shylock can hear no longer, until 
Bassanio, interrupting Shylock's thoughts, calls out: "Shy-
lock, do you hear? 11 (I.iii.Lf8). Shyloch.: the Jew nej.ther sees 
. the Redeemer coming nor hears him bearing the Word. Shylock 
continues to satisfy the role of the blinded and deaf Jew 
when he instructs his daughter J'essica to look not and hear 
not: 
Hear you me, Jessica, 
Lock up my doors, and when you hear the drum 
And the vile squealing of the wry-neck 1d fife 
Clamber not you up to the casements then 
Nor thrust your head into the public street 
To gaze on Christian fools with ve.rnish 1 d faces: 
But stop my house's ears .•• ( rr.v. 28-34) 
Shylock's refusal to hear is seen again, when Antonio is 
imprisoned. Antonio implores: 11Hear me yet good .Shylock 11 
(III. j_iL 4). But .Shylock will not listen. Again Antonio 
says: "I pray the~ hear me speak 11 (III. iii.ll). Shylock 1 s 
ansvrer is emphatic: 
I 111 have my bond. I will not hoar thee spea..l{, 
I'll have my bond, and therefore .speak no more. 
I'll not be !rrade a soft and dullo..ey'd fool, 
To shake tho head, relent, and sigh, <?.lid yield 
To Christian intercessors: follow not--
I 111 have no spealdng, I will have my bond. 
(III. iii.l2-8) 
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Contrary to what is truth, Shylock c<~lls the Christians "dull-
ey 1d." And he states that he will not yield·to Christian 
intercessors, yet if it were not for the Christian interces-
sion of mercy in the trial scene, Shylock would be denied 
not only his wealth but his life as well. The tradition of 
a curse put upon the Jews in the form of blindness and deaf-
ness was a popular subject for medieval artists. The owl 
became the symbol of Jewry because it closes its eyes to the 
sun as the Jews shut their eyes to the light, or word of 
God. 60 In like manner, the Synagogue, which represents the 
. Old Law of Jewry, is often seen depicted as a female figure 
with blind-folded eyes. 61 Shylock accepts the curse placed 
upon his nation as he admits 11suff 1rance is the badge of all 
our tribe. 11 His blindness and inabj_lity to hear the .Word is 
part of his role as the Jew of scripture. 
There is more, however, to the curse which the Jews 
must suffer because of their participation in the crucifixion 
60Emile Nale, The Gothic Im~@ (New Yorl{: Harper & 
Row, Publishers, 1958 )~-p; 45-,-
61Jbid. ' p. 189. 
of Christ. As Christ looks upon Jerusalem and the nation 
which.gave him birth he grieves for it, saying: 
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, which killist the 
Prophets and stoned them vrhiche are sent 
to thee, hov.r often wolde I have gathered 
thy children together, as the benne gath-
ered her chicken~ under her wings, and ye 
wolde not! 
Beholde, your habitacion shalbe left unto 
you desolate. 
For I saye unto you, ye shal not se me 
hence forthe til that ye say, Blessed (is) 
he that cometh in the 1-lame of the Lord. 
(:Matthew 23:37-9) 
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The house of the Jev.r is left empty when Jessica flees from 
it for a life with her Christian husband. At last Shylock 
ackno·wledges the words of Christ when he recognizes: 
Vlhy there, there, there, there! a diamond 
gone cost me two thousand ducats in F'i'al1k-
fort,--the curse never fell upon our nation 
till now, I never felt it till now, --two 
thousand ducats in that, and other preci.o:us, 
precious jewels; I would my daughter \Vere 
dead at my foot,· and the jev1els in her ear: 
would she ·were hears 'd at· my foot, and the 
ducats in her coffin: 
(III. i. 76-82) 
But Shylock feels the curse not at the_loss of his daughter, 
but at the loss of material goods. He would rather have his 
daughter dead and the wealth returned than have her alive but 
with the loss of some of his riches. Shylock feels.the curse 
when it touches his purse. He does not recognize that the 
Word is being fulfi.lled in the person of his daughter, who, 
sharing in his Jewish progeny, will bring the Jevrs to redemp-
tion in the end. But this occurs only after the Jews 
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recognize Christ, which Jessica does when she seeks salvation 
by marrying a Christj_an, thus symbolically establishing the 
62 New Church. Ultimately it is Shylock who suffers the curse 
that falls upon the Jews. In demanding Antonio's flesh. Shy-
lock assumes the guilt ·which the Jewish nation bore for the 
63 death of Christ. Shylock demands: 
My deeds upon my head! · I crave the law, 
The penalty and forfeit of my bond·. 
(IV. i. 202) 
Thus it must be that he· forfeit all his ·wealth, as the court 
of Venice demands. Further, in insisting upon Antonio's 
(Christ's) death yet refusine to hear the Word, Shylock the 
Jew calls down death upon his nation, for without Christ there 
is no life. But the mercy of God wh:Lch was granted Han in 
the form of a redeemer gives Shylock his life and passes the 
heritage of his nation as represented by his wealth on to 
those descendents of Lorenzo the Christian, and Jessica the 
Jewess turned Christian. 
In addition to the role of Judas in particular and 
the role of the nation of Jews in general, Shylock assumes 
other parts. When Shylock begins to cite scripture as an 
excuse for his practice of usury, Antonio wisely notes: 
62samuel I-~Iather notes, under his treatment of Jacob 
as a type for Christ, that the spouse of Christ is the Church 
composed of both Jews and Gentiles. 'l'he ?'iEQ£2_~ Qr T_;ypei2_ 2.[ 
the Old Testament (second edition; London: Nathaniel Hil1ier, 1765T- .. -------
63Lewalski also note:3 this. 2.1?.· ci_i., p. 339. 
Mark you this Bassanio, 
'l1he devil can cite Scripture for his purposc,--
An evil soul PJ.'oducing holy witness 
Is like a villain with a smiling cheek, 
A goodly apple rotten at the heart. 
0 what a goodly outside falsehood hath! 
(I.iii.93-7) 
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Antonio's 11sermon rr6L~ calls attention once again to the theme 
of outw~rd appearance opposed to the inner quality of man. 
The outward appearance of Shylock's words is that his prac-
· tice of usury is considered in the Bible as a legitimate 
means whereby man can increase his worldly goods. But Shy~d 
lock does not understand the spirit of the Jacob passage of 
Genesis, and in rnisj,nterpreting the passage becomes the agent 
of the devil. Antonio's warning is part of the teaehing of 
the New 'l1estamont. St. Paul teaches: 
For suche false apostles are deceitful 
worb.irs, and transforrne them selves j_nto 
the Apostles of Christ. 
And no marveile: for Satan him self is 
transformed into an Angel of light. 6 (2 Corinthians 11:13-4) 5 
In his reference to Satan, Paul alludes to the temptation of 
Christ which is recorded in l·Iat thew: 
Then the devil toke him up into the hoJ.ie 
Citie, and set him on a pinacle of the 
temple, 
---·---··---
61
+E. F. C. Ludovryk, Und~rstand;i.p._g §.Jl§Ji.Q.~.R§.Q;t~~· (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Fress, 1962), p. 1.30. 
6511he comparison is noted in: Richmond );.Table, Sh§JsQ..·· 
~J2.§lar~~-~ B:LbJ.ica_l Kg_owl€.Q.g_§.. g_g2:_ Use of U~§. Bo.£..~ ?f .Q.Qilill.On 
Pr_gx.~.t. (Nevr York:· IvJ:acmillan Company, 1935), p. lblr. 
- .. -···· ···- ......... ·----~---~---~--~-----------
And said unto him, If thou ·be the Sonne 
of God, cast thy self downe: for it i$ 
·written, that he wil give his Angels charge 
over thee and with their hands they shal 
lifte thee up, lest at anie time thou 
shuldest dash thy fot.e against a stone. 
· (Matthew 4~5~6) 
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Shylock's role as Satan is supported by the fact that Laun-
celot Gobbo sees his master as "a kind of devil" (II. ii. 23), 
and "the very devil incarnation" (II.ii.26). Jessicu calls 
her father's house "hell" (II.iii.2). But a more pertinent 
tradition mEJ.y be reflected in the figure of the J·ew usurer 
who plays the part of .Satan. In the play, The Re~.~er's 
:±_rage.fly_, which was entered in the stationer 1 s booh:s in 1607, 
Vendice advisc~s: "l'his Indi.an devil/lfilill quickly enter any 
man but a usurer;/He prevents that by entering the devil 
first. rr66 It is a logical conclusion that any man who is so 
misshapened with greed that he becomes a usurer would also 
be possessed of a devil. Shylock is, therefore, 11a kind of 
devil. 11 
The attempt to appear religiously inspired in his 
trade which Shylock makes in his discourse on Jacob and the 
sheep also establisnes him in the character of another famil-
iar role in tradition, the role of Vice. Bernard Spivack 
explains that no part of the typical performance of the fieure 
66John Webster and Cyril 
Tragedy, 11 Fou.r.. fl~~ (Nevr York: 
p. 317. 
'l'ourneur' nrrhe Revenger Is 
Hill and Wang, Inc., 1956), 
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of Vice in the medieval plays is more outstanding than his 
sldll in "moral disimulation. 1167 He continues that the char-
acter of Vice translates 11 • • • into vivid dramatic image 
the habitual self-deception or blindness of mankind to the 
real rlf-J.ture of the temptations to which it succumbs • 
It is Shylock 1 s imitation of the role of t!.1e medieval Vice 
figure that has tricked so many actors and critics into see-
ing the damnable evil spirit as a sympathetic character. It 
is Shylocl: as Vice that makes the "Hath not a Jew eyes" speech 
so convincing. In the.role of Vice, Shylock arouses sympathy 
for a character that is full of greed and hatred for those 
around him who personify love. It is, perhaps, this same 
tradition of Vice which John :tvrilton effectively rec:~:·eates in 
his Satan of P€£..§_di§§. Lost_, so effectively, in fact, that 
there are those who would make Satan the hero of the epic of 
man's fall. This traditional figure of Vice, which was so 
well known to the followers of the miracle plays, is the sub-
ject of Bassanio's sober co~~ents on the caskets: 
So may the outward shows be least themselves,--
The world is still deceiv'd with ornament--
In law; what plea so tainted and corrupt, 
But being season 1d with a gracious voice, 
Obscures the show of evil? In religion, 
What damned error but some sober brow 
67Bernard Spivack, §hgk~~~~r~. and the AlL?~9I.X £f 
Evil (l'Tew York: Columbia University Press, 1958), p. 157. 
68):bid_. 
Will bless it, and approve it with a text, 
Hiding the grossness with fair orrw.ment? 
There is no vice so simple, but a.ssumes 
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Some mark of virtue on his outward ~a~t~~ _ 69 ( IL .. ~J .• 73-82) 
Vice, Bassanio says, speaks with half truths, thus throwj.ng 
its victim off guard. Therefore, when Shylock says that 
Jews and Christians are "fed with the sarae food, 11 he is 
partly correct. Physically, they live on the same nourish-
ment. But ·what Shylock does not sa.y is that they do not share 
the same spirttual food. The Christians thri.ve.on the spirit-
ual food of love and forgiveness, whe~eas Shylock, as the 
greedy usurer, d:Lnes on covetousness and hatred. 'I1he Chris-· 
tian ~nstills new life by giving mercy, but Shylock the greedy 
usurer perishes in his tak.ing of justice. St. Paul speaks of 
the world's Shylocks when he says: 
For they that are after the flesh, favour 
the things of the flesh: but they that are 
after the Spirit, the things of the Spi.rit. 
(Romans 8:5) 
Shylock's world sees similarity in the physical qualities of 
man; hence, his ,_..rorld is a world of the flesh. Therefore, 
it is appropriate that he demands the pound of flesh from 
Antonio. But the characters with which .Shylock contends are 
filled with a quality beyond the appearance of flesh, and 
with that interior quality of goodness, they return to Shylock 
69spivack also notes that this is the s:Lgnificance of 
Bassanio 1 s words. Il?_id. 
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some of the goods which he has thought were his life. 
The dramatic figuJ.:-e of Vice is a character belonging 
to the morality plays, the more sophisticated dramas of the 
late medieval and early Renaissance period. The moralities 
were generally dramatizations of the battle between the Vir-
tues and Vices for the soul of man. The Vice of Avarice 
belongs to earlier dramatic presentations which over a period 
of centuries had developed into a composite made up of such 
characters as the usurer and the miser. Usury was seen as a 
sin because it provoked the accumulation of an excess of 
worldly goods. By extension, the usurer became the miser 
because he could not spend all that he had. The Avaricious 
man was often pictured in t,)1ose scene of the damned being pun-· 
ished, with bags of money tied around his neck. 70 Since usury 
was almost synonymous with Jewry to the medieval mind, it was 
not uncommon to find the p.s.rt of Avarice represented as a Je1;v. 7l 
Ironically, the ability to deceive, which Shylock so well inher-
i ted from the figure of Vice, v:as also a propel'ty of Avarice. 
In the ;p~hma£_hj_'?..:. of Pruclent:i.us, Avaritia. poses as thrift to 
"d . t' . 1 72 ece~ve ne peop e. Thus Shylock's proverb which seems to 
70Adolf Katzenellenbogen, ;0.llef\o_r_j.e~ of tl}.§:. V~.r~..§. 
and yic~.§. j.n He_<ji.a.syal ;~pt, trans. Alan J. P. Crick D~Tew 
York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1964), p. 58. 
71Bernard Grebanier, The Truth About S:Q;y_logk (New 
York: Random House, 1962), p:-33. 
72Katzenellenboge:n, 21?.· .9_it., p. 2 
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be a good precept for the Chrj_stian to follov/ is really a 
front for the avarici.ous thrift of greed. Shylock quotes: 
Fast bind, fast fi.nd,--
A proverb never stale in thrifty mind. 
(II. v. 53-4) 
The lines are actually more than "niggardly prudence 1173 as 
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Miss Lewalski sees them, but an identification of Shylock with 
one of the Deadly SiLs, that of Avarice. Shylock, like Avari-· 
tia, uses the term "thrift" to justify hisgreed--"well-won 
thrift 11 (I. ij.i. 45) as he calls it. His attempts to di.sguise 
sin seem never to end. Another proverb of his reads: 
And thrift is blessing if men steal it not.· 
(I. iii. 85) 
Clec>,rJy, Shylock ernbodj_es the chj_ef characteristj_c of both the 
fj_gures of Vice and Avarice: their ability to me:uw the most 
heinous sin seem justifiable. 
Shylock's thrift is also part of his role as miser. 
It is said that Macklin's nineteenth-century impression of 
the miser-Jew Shylock was suggested to him by Shylock's first 
WOrdS On stage, 11three thOUSand dUCats. II rrhe repetition Of 
the tl!. and Q sounds "have lickerish sounds as if he were tast-
ing them. "7LJ. Indeed, there seems much sense in this portrayal. 
The excess appetite for money is appropriately symbolized by 
73Lewalski, £1?.• cit., p. 330. 
7L~Wil1iam Sheltespeare, The Herchant of Venice, ed. 
H. L. Withers (Boston: D. c. Heafh-~&"companY": 19(.1<))-; p. xvi:i.i. 
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the semblance of an appetite for food. Another manner of 
depicting the miser can be seen in the virtue-vice cycle of 
the Cathedral of Notre D.stme. In this artistic conception 
the two most perilous desires of the flesh are lechery and 
avarice and their representative figures are placed at the 
center. Each guards the treasure which she holds dearest. 
11he wanton bows before her mirror; the avaricious woman bow·s 
toward her treasure chest.75 Likewise to Shylock, money is 
all important. He states to the court at the trial: 
• • • you take my life 
When you do take the means whereby I live. 
( IV. i. 3 7 2-3 ) 
Shylock's house is also an example of his miserliness. Amid 
the amplitude of his worldly goods, his servant Launcelot is 
11famish 1d i:n. hi.s service" (II.ii.lOl). It is proper that 
Shylocl~ is troubled by his dream, as he relates to Jessica: 
There is some ill a-brevring toV!ards my rest, 
For I did dream of money-bags to-night. 
(II.v.l?-8) 
The miser did not have a beautiful death to look forward to. 
Not only Vvas he pictured by the Christian artists as being 
dragged to death by his money bags, but one artist pictured 
the death of the miser in which the money bags beneath his 
bed are being guarded by a snake form, and it is shown biting 
·---------
?5Katzenellenbogen, £!?.· cit., p. 80. 
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76 his elbow. Shylock's role as usurer in the play parallels 
the importance which he gives to the outward appearance of 
things, to the things of the flesh as opposed to things of 
the spirit, and to his part as betrayer of Christ. The Jews 
expected a king of material existence. But Christ came as a 
king "in the spirit. 11 The ca.sket story duplicates the moral. 
Appearance is decej_ving whether it be the. slick words of Ava-
rice or the glitter of gold and silver casl;:ets. It is that 
which is within that is important. Launcelot's confusion of 
the proverb is shown w·hen he says: 
IJ.1he old proverb is very v:ell parted 
between my master Shylock and you sir, 
you have "the grace of God" sir, and 
he hath "enough. 11 
(II. ii.l42-L,.) 
Shylock's "enough 11 is his excess e.::1.rthly goods, in a sense, 
his worth, but Bassanio 1 s vrorth is "the grace of God" which 
is ·within and cannot be seen. Perhaps the word Shylock chooses 
to signify his consent to the outcome, 11content, 11 is really 
an ironic admission that, with the excess of his wealth stripped 
away, he is once more continent and, bein~ so, is part of those 
who will be rewarded in the spiritual world. 
C. L. Barber says that Shylock "embodies the evil 
side of the power of money, 117? but his role really is more 
76Rene Huyghe (gen. ed. ) , J.,arou_~_st2 Eng.Y.9J:..<2.P.§_<ii.a Qf 
gy~§l.nttlJ..~. §:1~1 He~~1. A:r_t_ (New York: Prometheus Press, 
1963), fig. 728, p. 309. 
7? C. L. Barber, §h§_l::'-.£.§l?..~cg:i' s ~~~et=bY.£ .9~~~19QY.. (Prince-
ton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1959), p. 167. 
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complicated than that. He is the Judas, the denier of Chr:Lr::t. 
He is the Jew alid all that th13 name implies. He trj.e.s to be 
Jacob, but becauc.:;e he cannot see the trnth he fails in h.is 
attempts to play the part. He is the Old Church, the Old IJmv 1 
the race that is blinded to the Light ax~ deaf to the Word. 
Like the Jews who look for a .redeemer 'Nho looks like a kj_ng, 
Shylock puts too much value on outward appearances. He is a 
Jew at heart, not necessarily on the outsj.de. In addition to 
the part he plays as the Jevr of the scriptures, Shylock satis-
fies the traditional visions of the Jew. He is the usurer, 
Satan, the evil of Avarice, and the descendent of Av~~rice, 
Vice. His emphasis on money takes him out of the realm of 
spiritual goodness and into the YIO.rld of depravity of the 
flesh. He is everything a:r.d anything which opposes the spirit 
of Christ. He is Shylock. 
Portig_ 
Perhaps tbe mo.st memorable character in ~:_he N~r.ghru!..t 
£f Y.§Jl...i£..!?.. is that of Portia. Her qualities of goodness seem 
to be all those qualities of human perfection. Nearly every 
critic is her admirer; Elmer E. Stoll calls her nthe fairy 
princess of Belmont. n78 But this term seems to be a name for 
her chosen out of desperation for a better, more explicit term. 
'18 . 
Elmer Edgar Stoll, .01.b?l~es:9.-E2:2£§.. :_?tudiq_;~ (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1927), p. 47. 
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In the world of the play, she is lih:ewise admired. Unlike 
Antonio and Shylock, Portia receives enmity from no other 
character in the play. Morocco declares: 
Why that's the lady, all the world desires her. 
F'rom the four corners of the earth they come 
To kiss this shrine, this mortal breathing saint. 
(II. viii. 38-40) 
Antonio quizzes Bassanio about Portia: 
Well, tell me nov/ what lady is the same 
To whom you s1Noro a secret pilgrimage--
( I. i.ll9-120) 
And Horocco.further describes her: 
• an angel in a golden bed 
(II. vii. 58) 
When asked her opin:lon of Portia, Jessica gives the female 
view o.f ''the lady 11 ; she likes ·Bassanio 1 s vrife: 
Past all ex:pressing,--it is very meet 
The lord Bassanio live an upright life 
For having such a blessing in his lady, 
He finds the joys of heaven here on earth, 
(III.v. 67-70) 
The allusions to Portia are rather of a spiritual nature than 
that of a 11fairy Princess." To all, she is the "lady. 11 .She 
is the saint to whose shrine the pilgrims.come from all over 
the world. One step furtl~r on the chain of being, she is 
"an angel," and thus she bestows the "joys· of heaven. 11 She 
is the abstract quality of goodness that must be completely 
felt rather than merely seen. As represented by her fellow 
creatures, Portia closely resembles the divine in her role 
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as the ideal. 79 As Antonio plays the role of Christ the 
Redeemer, and Shylock plays the role of the forces which 
oppose Christ, Portia represents those qualities \Vhich will 
bring man to union at la·:::t with C-od in Christ. 
X~ Nercha:t].t 2i.. Ven:hc~is a play about the falsity 
of worldly goods. Antonio must oppose avarice in his struggle 
to redeem Bassanio. Shylock uses his heritage as a Jew to 
cover his inner corruption, symbolized by his inordinate 
desire for material riches; he is the personification of 
miserliness, avarice, and Satan. Portia is present in the 
play to counteract Shylock's depravity. The medieval artists, 
both pictorial and dramatic, personified all the virtues and 
vices to make their qualities more understandable to the 
children of the Church. Each Vice had opposing her (for the 
figures were usually shown as female) a corresponding Virtue, 
who, in the dramatization, \vas successful in defeating the 
Vice. The Virtue which opposed and defeated Avarice was always 
Caritas or lovs. Portia plays the role of Caritas. 
If anyone is tempted to argue that Bassanio 1 s only 
intention toward Portia is to marry her for her money, he has 
not looked closely to Bassanio's words describing his desire 
to woo Portia. Portia is said to be "richly left 11 v.rhich 
implies material wealth. But the play teaches that worldly 
· 79 G. 1Nilson Knight, Th.?.. Cqpist.iilll f.<enaiss§nc__£ (:New 
York: W. W. Norton 8.c Company, Inc. , 1963), p. 120. 
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wealth is not her chief attribute. Also, Bassanio notes that 
she is "fair 11 and further that: 
. • • sometimes from her eyes 
I did receive fair sp~echl$s~ messages 
. (I .. ii.l61-4) 
Therefore, there has already been communication between Bas-
sanio and Portia, for to the Renaissance mind the eyes were 
the windows of the soul, and soul-mates frequently found each 
other by these 11spee chless me ssagos 11 which Lassanio and Portia 
exchange. In addition, Bassanio confesses his poverty to 
Portia before his venture as he reminds her: 
When I did fj_r st impart my love to you, 
I freely told you all the wealth I had 
Ran in my veins, --I was a gentleman,--
And the.n I told you true: and yet dear 
Rating tnyself at nothing, you shall see 
lady 
How much I \'Jas a braggart;.:..._. 
(III. ii. 252-7) 
':£lhe important problem is to determine \vhat part riches play 
in their .courtship. 
Bassanio receives a loan from Antonio who in turn 
has borrowed from the Jew in order that Bassanio may make 
the journey to win Portia. Worldly goods are disd.ained in 
the play, yet Portia seems endowed with an endless wealth. 
To the literal minded, Bassanio 1 s improvement in estate is 
the worldly riches of which Portia seems possessed. On the 
symbolic level, it is clear that Portia's wealth is not of 
this world. Her dwelling place at Belmont represents some-
thing more than a mere house with a garden. The story of the 
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caskets proves that riches are not the road to happiness. 
Clearly, the theme of the play asks the question: 11'Nhat are 
the riches of life?" The first answer is charity and unself-
ishness, for this is wb.at Antonio plainly demonstrates in his 
willingness to risk hj_s life to help Bassanio. It is more 
than unselfishness, for Antonio chances to sacrifice his life 
by his bond. Another of the riches is humility, for it is in 
·this attitude that Bassanio approaches the choice of the cas-
kets. Bassanio seems to have some inner knowledge that the 
"richly left" Portia is more than just gold and silver, for 
he advances to the choice with the following contemplation: 
So may the outward shows be least themselves,--
. The world is still decei.v 'd vii th ornament--
( III. ii. 73-4) 
Honesty also represents a richness in one's life which will 
be an investment in the riches of eternal life, for Bassanio 
is completely honest in his admission that his only wealth 
runs in his veins; thi.s wealth is his humanity, his capacity 
for friendship and love. Love prompts Antonio's unselfishness 
and willingness to sacrifice. Love prompts Bassanio's pilgrim-
age to the "saint" of Belmont. Portia intervenes for Antonio 
because, as she explains: 
• • • this Anton:i.o 
Being the bosom lover of my lord, 
Hust needs be lilm my lord. If it be so, 
How little is the cost I have bestovted 
In purchasincs the semblance of my soul, 
From out the state of hellish cruelty!--
( I I I. i v. 16-21 ) 
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Portia's words describingher function in the rescue of Antonio 
from the ~rew 's bond are words of the market place. The trial 
becomes a purchasing, ironic becau:~e Christ's sacrifice is 
also seen as a purchasing of man's soul. The terms of the 
purchase in the Old Law are Christ 1 s ·suffering and death. But 
in the New Law of Love, Portia purchases both Antonio's life 
and the life of Shylock with Mercy, which is the manifestation 
of God 1 s love. Thus Portia can rightfully say, irhow little 
the cost 11 (III.iv.l9). Portia, as the figure, or ideal, of 
love, bestows upon those around her the kindness and goodness 
which God's mercy contains. These are the riches man should 
. 
seek in the ·world--goodness, kindness, mercy, and Love. But· 
Shakespeare did not originate this concept of riches. In 
creating his play, he drew upon traditions that can be traced 
as far back as the elevent.h century. The eleventh-century 
artist saw Caritas, love, as a figure which carried the bread 
and wine of eternal life, shown as a loaf and a vessel. But 
she m1.ght also carry a strongbox from which she distributes 
an abundance of her riches, depicted in the form of earthly 
wealth such as gems and coins. 80 Portia, as the embodiment 
of Love, distributes her riches lavish1y: 
Pay him six thousand, and deface the bond: 
Double six thousand, and then treble that . 
(III. ii. 298-9) 
----------------
80Katzenellen'bogen, Q.R· s;it_., p. 56. 
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In doing so, she is like Antonio vrho sends his ships of the 
Church out upon all the waters of the world. Likewise, she· 
welcomes all to share her wealth at Belmont where the play 
ends. In her actions_of·love, she enacts the commandment 
_acknowledged by Christ: 
Then beholde, a certej_ne expounder of the 
.. Law stode up, and ternpt?d him, saying, 
~!faster, what shal I do, to inherite eternal_. 
life. 
And he said unto him, Vlhat is written j_n 
the Law? how readest thou? 
And he anstvered, ·and· sai.d, Thou shalt love 
thy Lord God with e.ll thine heart, and vri th 
all thy soule, and vrith all thy strength, 
and with all thy thoght, and thy neighbour 
as thy self. · · · 
Then he said unto him, 1£hou hast answered 
right: this do, and thou shalt live. 
(Luh:e 10:25-8) 
The Law speaks of·love. Shylock demands the Law and Portia 
e.dmin:Lsters it; her. mercy speech is nothing more than an 
explanation to Shylock of the law of eternal life. And Antonio, 
employing his forgiveness, acts out the law of love and thus 
gives Shylock a chance to live. 
The theme of love and mercy are sometimes confused in 
Christian teaching because the one begetsthe other. God shows 
his mercy for mankind by allowing Christ to sacrifice for man. 
Man shows his love for God by being merciful to his fellow 
man, as the Sermon on the Hount teaches: 
Wherefore love ye your enemies, and do 
good, and lend, loking, far nothing 
againe, and your rewarde shalbe great, 
·and ye shalbe the children of the moste 
High: for h:: is kinde unto the unk:inde, 
and to the evil. 
Be ye theri:dore merciful, as your Father 
also is merciful. 
(Luke 6:35-6) 
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Portia adds further Christian meaning to the concept of mercy 
in her "mercy" speech at the trial. She teaches: 
'l'he quality of mercy is not strain 'd, 
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven 
Upon the place beneath: it is twice blest, 
It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes ••• 
( IV. i. 179-8 3 ) 
In this pass_age Portia likens mercy to the rain from heaven 
which is the grace of God. 'l1hi.s is the ree,son it is "twice 
blest. " For he who besto\'rs it obtaj,ns grace from God for his 
action, and he ·who receives mercy receives it because of God 1 s 
love. Thus it was that Herrad of Landsberg depicted Hercy 
and Avarice in· chariots :pulled by animals. Avarice j_s under 
the tow of the fox, which, because of his cunning and guile, 
was the symbol for the Devil, and the lion, symbolic of Ambi·· 
tion because of his fierceness and pride. Mercy, however, is 
pulled by the symbol for Christ, a lamb, and a dove, _symbol-
izing purity and peace but also the Holy Spirit.8l The repre-
sentation of mercy and love, which Portia portrays, is really 
part of Antonio/Chri.3t, who is the lamb "meetest for death.u 
The presence of the dave, or the Holy Spirit, is in Bassanio, 
who has it from Old C~boo in the form of the dish of doves. 
81~~' p. 61. 
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The marriage of Portia and Bassanio is a sort of union of that 
part of God which assumed the form of Man, and that part of 
Nan that possessGs God ·within~ Old Testament scholars would 
recognize this as the concept of Corporate Personality in 
which the individual is identical to the tr:Lbe, and the total 
group is God. In the play, Portia is mercy, reason, charity, 
and wisdom, the active form of the God; Antonio represents 
82 the passive spirit, and Bassanio is the fle:sh. In Chris-
tianity this conce};t is carried forward in the :i.dea that Christ 
is the head of the Body Church, and ma:roJdnd is its members or 
limbs. The marriage of Portia and Bassani.o is an apocalyptic 
vision of the £Tew Church, retain:lng the Spirit of God that 
has blessed the Old Church which is symbolj.cally transferred 
by Old Gobbo from th<~. Jew to Bassanio, but also possessing a 
fusion of the renewed law· of Love which is the spirit of Ch:J::•i.st. 
Shylock ironically recognizes this in Portia in her role as 
judge when he remarks: 
•• 0 wise and upright judge, 
How much more elder art thou than thy looks. 
(IV. j_. 2L~6-7) 
The Law which Chr:L1'3t cormnanded to be read, is to love. Christ 
came to renew the com .... 'Ylandment, not to change it. Portia's 
plea for mercy becomes a summary of the Creation of Man, his 
--------
82A. C. Charity, ::S'vent s and Their Afterlife (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Uni v er si ty .Pre ss-;T96.6J:-p :-43:- ..... - --·-
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Fall, God's justice, and the sacrifice of the Son- of- God-made-
man for Man 1 s sins: 
But mercy is above this scep:f;red sway, 
It is enthroned in the heart.s of kings, 
It is an attribute of God himself; 
And earthly power doth then show likest God's 
When mercy seasons justice: therefore Jew 
Though justice be thy plea, consider this, 
That in the course of justice, none of us 
Should see salvation: .we do pray for mercy, 
And that same prayer, doth teach us all to render 
The deeds of mercy. 
(IV.i.l89-98) 
Although Adam became the proprietor of Paradise because of 
God's love, he lost his abode through God's justice. Shy-
lock as Old Adam83 lives by the law of justice. Heaven 1 s 
gates were closed to him, hence, Portia's words ''in the course 
of justice none of us/Should see salvation. 11 But the prayers 
for mercy were a.nsvmred in the form of Christ, who "doth teach 
us all to render/The deeds of mercy." In her role of Love 
and Mercy, it is appropriate that Portia should have no vj_si-
ble father, for her existence is that of the spirit. The 
lottery that her father devised is one that determines man's 
fate by the quality of his inner spirit. It well demonstrates 
the difference between those who tr~ly love and those Vlho 
profess love but are really lj_ke the choosers, proud and 
ambitious within. Her father's commands are not unlike those 
83John Middleton Hurray notes this in the forward of 
Sin she i~ner, 2.12.. p_~t_. , p. 11. · 
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of God whose will cannot be broken. 
Portia's role as the figure for love and mercy makes 
her the most important person in the trial scene. Because 
of Portia, Ba.ssanio is well able to repay the bond. Thus 
Shylock's demand for the flesh is no longer a "merry jest. 11 
The appearance of a jest is stripped away, and Shylock's evil 
is exposed to light. Because of Portia, Antonio is allowed 
to live, as he admits: 
Sweet lady, you have given me life and living; 
For here I read for certain that my ships 
Are safely come to road. 
(V.i. 286-8) 
In this portion of the drama, Portia becomes a type of Virgin 
Nary, who gives Christ his form in flesh. For Christ must be 
clothed in humanity in order to conquer the enemy, Satan. 84 
Portia' not only saves Antonio's pound of flesh, but after her 
successful performance at the trial, Antonio is informed that 
his ships (the Church) have returned safely. Through the 
efforts of Portia, the Justice of the Old Adam has been 
thwarted and the greed of Shylock's usury has been vanquished. 
The ship of Church is no longer endangered and may continue 
its mission without the curse of Old Testament justice and 
without the threat of man's greed. H01rrever, Antonio is not 
the only merchant in English literary history to be saved by 
8~ale, QR· £it., p. 340 
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the graces of a woman. In the Vernon manuscript of Mary 
miracles85 is an account of a merchant who had borrowed from 
. a Jew pledging the Virgin as surety. The night before pay-
ment is due, he finds himself far away, across the sea. He 
casts into the water a chest which is filled with his payment, 
and prays to the Virgin that it will reach the Jew safely. 
The Jev1 receives it knowing from whom it came but hides it 
away. On the merchant's return, the Jew denies the payment, 
but at the church where payment was pledged the image of the 
Virgin reveals the cheat to the consternation of all the other 
Jews. Another book of miracles, the !"I:bracles_ de Nq.."t£.§..-D.§fll.~, 
is a collection of stories of mercy in 'vvhich the Virgin saves 
Hall whom justice human and divine had condemned. 1186 ·But the 
image of the 1ady vrho intercedes with mercy is not the sole 
parallel found between Portia and the Virgin Mary. 
When Bassani.o describes Portia to Antonio, he compares 
her to the object of the quest of Jason: 
Nor is the v:ide world ignorant of her worth, 
For the four winds blow in from every coast 
.Renowned suitors, and her sunny locks 
Hang on her temples like a golden fleece, 
1Nhich makes her seat of Belmont Colchos 1 strond 
And many J'asons come in quest of her •. 
(I. ii.l67-72) 
8~ ? John Edwin 1.'!ells, A Hanual 91. ~-h~ r:'!.r_;L ting§_ ;!Jl Middle 
En.>dish (New Haven: The Connecticut Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, 1916), p. 167. 
~6Ibid_., pp. 258-9. 
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The pagan story of the fleece has its counterparts in the 
Christian typology as well. Gideon, a judge of Israel, asked 
for a sign from God that he would deliver Israel. The first 
sign occurred one night when dev.,r fell on the fleece ·which lay 
on the threshing house floor but did not fall on the floor 
about it. As a second sign, God caused dev1 to fall a second 
night on the floor around the fleece, but the fleece remained 
dry~ The early Church fathers taught that tbe fleece upon 
which the dew from heaven fell, i. g_. the grace of G-od, was 
the Old Testament anti-type for the Virgin Mary, for through 
her, God sent his Son to redeem Israel. (Judges 6:37). 87 The 
significance of the Christian interpretation of the fleece is 
that the Church took the pagan story, found a corresponding 
story i.n .the Bible, ·and, in order to make the pagan symbol 
significant, gave importance to the Bible story. The dew fall-
ing on the fleece was seen as a type for Christ, as the Church · 
fathers explained (Psalms 71:6). 
In addition to the fleece, another type for the Virgin 
Mary is Daniel. This tradition is explained in Speculum_ 
E~9_lesi~ In P:nn~t_1tiat and the combination of illustrations 
of the fleece story and the story of Daniel is found in a 
doorway apparently dedicated to the Hother of God in the 
---------
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cathedral at Laon. 88 rrhe tradition seems to spring from the 
story of Daniel in the lion's don. Because Daniel had destroyed 
an idol of the Babylonions, · he was thrown into the lion's den 
and a huge stone was rolled in front of the door. But Daniel 
receives food from the prophet Habukkuk who passes it to him 
without breaking the seal on the door. In the same manner, 
tradition tells us, ·Christ entered the womb of Nary without 
destroying the seal of her virginity. 89 It is Daniel, under 
the Babylonian name of Balthassar, who is recognized by· 
Nabuchodonosor as having the spirit of the gods within him 
(Dani.el 4:5). Shylock does not understand the import of his 
admiring exclamation at the trial: 
A Daniel come to judgment: yea a Danj_el! 
0 wise young judge how I do honour thee! 
(IV. i. 219-20) 
For just as the Biblical Daniel in his youth revealed the 
evil beneath the righteous facades of the elders when they 
lied about the purity of Susannah, so will Portia take away 
the deceptive front which Shylock uses to hide the true rea-
son for his desire for Antonio's death. 
There is another irony in the choice of names which 
Sha..~espeare gives his judge who comes in disguise. Balthassar 
88JJ?..:ig_. , . p. ll~8. 
89 rb~£., p. 149. 
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is the name Daniel is given in his position as a servant to 
the Babylonian kings. It is also the name which Bede report-
edly gives to one of the three wise men. The significance 
of the myrrh which this wise man brings to the Christ child 
is that it testified to the fact that the Son of Han must die. 
The name of Portia apparently derived from the Latin J2.£ili~9.1t§., 
meaning a gate, entrance, or passage, is an appropriate name 
for a figure Vlhich stands for the Virgin Mary. The ge,te is 
a symbol for the Virgin not only from its significance in the 
Daniel story, but because her gate is the gate of purity 
through which Christ entered and left in the form of the Son 
of Nan, and because His coming opened the gates of heaven. 
Portia's words sj_gnifying the fact that she is to be· VJon "at 
her gate 11 and lost there also are appropriate: 
Come Neris.sa, sirrah go before: 
Whiles we shut the gate upon one wooer, 
another knocks at the door. 
(I. ii.l26-7) 
The allusion is repeated as the coming of Bassanio is announced 
in _the manner of an angel of the Lord: 
Hadam, there is alighted at your gate 
A young Venetian, one that comes before 
To signify th'approaching of his lord, 
(II.ix. 86-8) 
Jessica has commented that with Portia Bassanio has won 
"heaven on earth. 11 Portia, at whose gate suitors come from 
·all over the world, represents the entry which the souls of 
the pure in spirit \Vill make into heaven. 
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If, indeed, Portia represents spiritual admittance 
into heaven, :i.f she plays the part of the Virgin Hary who inter-
cedes for Man, if she is the spirit of love that redeems man, 
then what relationship does she have to Antonio the Christ? 
First of all, she says that Antonio is the 11semblance of my 
soul. 11 They are alike j_n sp:i.rit. Yet Antonio must perform 
the sacrifice, and Portia must administer justice and mercy. 
Perhaps they together represent, as Bryant states it, 11a partial 
manifestation of vvhat, according to the Christian idek of human 
regeneration, it takes to save a man."90 Antonio dispatches 
his ships to ports all over the world. Portia attracts suitors 
from all over· the world. Antonio as Christ sends out his apos-
tles to the four corners of the world to offer man the·grace 
the Church brings. Portia as love, mercy, the grace of God, 
attracts man to salvation. It is also significant that both 
Antonio and Portia are closely related to the s·ea. ·Antonio 1 s 
ventures are upon the seas in ships. The Christian concept of 
the ship as a type for the Church also includes an explanation 
of the sea as the waters of Baptism which the New Church brought. 
All the suitors of Portia must cross the sea to come to Belmont, 
thus alluding to the idea that Belmont is a kind of '~ther 
world." Portia's handmaid Nerissa derives her name from the 
90 J. A. Bryant, Jr. , HiQpol;yta 's. Y:i-..§:Z (University of 
Kentucky Press, 1961), p. 43. · 
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Nereides or sea nymphs. The appropriateness of Portia's dis-
guise at the trial scene may he part of the role she plays a.s 
the spiritual nature of Christ. As a spirit, her sex is insig-
nificant, both the Greeks and Christians agr·eed. 9l Also, since 
God is seen as a male f:i.gure, she assumes the masculine form 
when spea.king the words of w:i.sdom at the trial. Knight points 
out that her hi-sexuality at the trial signifies a type of 
union of Church and State in a Christian kingdom which admin-
isters justice but tempers it with mercy, the male figure being 
justice and the female representing the mercy.9 2 Perhaps the 
role of :Portia is best sur.amarized by John Niddleton M~ray in 
his introduction to Sinsheimer 's book, Sh,y_~ock. He states: 
Phoenix 
The Sha.lr.:e:::>peare woman, created in the 
swirling matrix of Reformation and Renaissance, 
the collapse of an old order and the travail 
of a new, comes trailing clouds of great glory. 
She has been the woman in the old Catholic 
godhead; but now, like the Botticelli Venus, 
she descends from the sky, and ascends from 
the sea, in one single epiphany. She marks 
and embodies, a new conjunction of earth and 
Heaven, the reconciliation of flesh and Spirit 
in a new creation. The pagan Great Hother of 
Nediterranian civilsation and the Virgj_n of 
medieval ?hristendom embrace.one anq~her9~nd are one, ~n a complementary ~ncarnat:t.on. 
9lG. Wilson Kni.co;ht, _The G ld L b ·nth (L d · -f>---~U ... .§L~r -*-·--- o n on . House, 1962), p. 10. 
92Ibid. , p. 70. 
93Sj_nsheimer, on. f.tt·, p. ll~. 
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To Ba.ssanio, however, Portia's most important role is that of 
the spirit which becomes the possession of Bassanio, when 
Portia announces: 
Bassanio 
Happiest of all, j_s· that her gentle spirit 
Commits itself to yours to be directed, 
As from her lord, her governor, her king. 
Hyself, and what is mine, to you and your 
Is now converted. 
(III. ii.l63-7) 
Bassanio, vvhose name may be a pun on the Latin root 
word basilJl!l meaning a kiss, the token of love, and "base tt 
meaning earthly, is a most worthy person to be redeem~d by 
his friend and loved by the lady Portia. He is Antonio's 
''most noble kinsman 11 (I. i. 57), and is regarded by Salerio and 
Solanio as a .'t,vorthier 11 friend of Antonio than they (I.i.61). 
Nerissa identifies him as a ttscholar 11 and "soldier" and decla:res 
to Portia that "he of all the men thEtt ever my foolish eyes 
look'd upon, was. the best deserving a fair lady" (I.ii.l09-13). 
Portia concurs, adding that she remembers "him vvorthy of thy 
praise" (I.ii.ll4-5). Yet Bassanio humbly +epresents himself 
as a· poor '~entleman'' when he comes to woo Portia (III.ii.250-7). 
His humility is also apparent when he admits to Antonio: 
• • . to you Antonio 
I owe the most in money and in love • • . 
(I. i.l31) 
Despite his own low estimation of himself, Bassanio j_s always 
called by his peers, ''rny lord." Clearly, Bassanio is noble 
and worthy. Yet he confesses to Antonio: 
1 Tis not unknown to you Antonio 
How much I have disabled mine estat<", 
By something showing a more swelling port-
Than my faint means would grant continuance: 
Nor do I now make m.oan to be abridg 'd 
From such a noble :;;-ate, but my chief care 
Is to come fairly off from the great debts 
Wherein my tine (something too prodigal) 
Hath left me gag'd. 
(I. i.l22-31) 
.tviuch attention has be,?n called to the "prodigal 11 aspect of 
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Bassanj_o 1s actions prior to the play. What is important here, 
however, is that as a debtor, he is first pleading for a second 
chance which he declares to Antonio: 
And from your love I have a warranty 
To unburthen all my plots and purposes 
How to get clear of all the debts I owe. 
(I. L 132-1~) 
This he can do because Antonio's love for him has already been 
assured. Secondly, Bassanio's chief care is to :pay up all the 
old debts. He is not sure that he can succeed completely, but 
is willing to aclmowledge his po_sition as debtor for all the 
credit Antonio has extended. The extent of his bondage to 
Antonio is made clearer in the final act of the play as Bassanio 
introduces Antonio to Portia: 
This is the man, this is Antonio, 
To whom I am so infinitely bound. 
(V. i.l34-5) 
The relation-ship between Bassanio and the figure of Christ is 
eternal, indeed, infinite~ Bassaniois obligation to Christ 
makes him vrorthy of eternal salvation within the Church. The 
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feeling which Antonio has for Bassanio is also important. 
Solanto says of Antonio: 
I think he only loves the world for him,--
( II. vii. 50) 
This association with the world mD.kes Bassanio a logical type 
for Mankind, for Christ so loved man that he gave his life for 
him. Symbolically, Bassanio in ~he role of Nan.kind brings 
about Christ's encounter with evil in the world and his trial 
on the Cross to save Nan from that evil. For it· is Bassanio 
who bargains vlith Shylock the Devil for Antonio's bond. How-
ever, the allegory seems to be one of the New Jerusalem where 
the sacrifice does not need to be bloody, and the keys to the 
kingdom seem to be already bestowed. As Antonio announces to 
Bassa.nio: 
My purse, my person, my extremest means 
Lie all unlock'd to your occasions. 
(I. i.l38-9) 
Thus armed with the riches of Christ and. his Church, Bassanio 
can approach Portia, the eternal spirit. Portia j_s "lock 'd" 
(III.ii.40) in one of the caskets, and Bassanio is told that 
if he really loves her he vrill make the right choice. The 
dualj_ty of the Antonio/IJortia role of Christ as Nan and God 
is important here. THhen Antonio announces in the trial scene 
that he vd.ll pay the debt "instantly with all my heart 11 
(IV.i.2?7), he indicates his willingness to pay the debt which 
is really Bassanio's. Yet it is Portia who declares: 
Since you are dec;tr bought, I ·will love you 
dear. 
(III. iii. 312) 
'I'he relatj.onship between Antonio and Portia is that between 
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Christ, whose payment of death on the Cross has given man hope 
for eternal happiness, and the eternal happiness itself as 
represented by Portia. 
Also important here is that at this point in the drama 
Bassanio has not yet possessed Portia, that Wisdom vrhich he so 
sadly and disastrously lacl;:ed in the past. The ties are not 
made in Church before Bas.sanio responds to the summons of 
Antonio. There is another tash: which he must perform to win 
·the lady. He must be present at the death of the friend who 
has assumed his debts. As noted by Bryant, Christian dogma 
req_u:Lres the sinner who is being ransomed to be present at the 
sacrifice, and, further, the witness must witness it vrillingly 
out of love for the Redeemer .. 94 Antonio explains this tradi-
tion in his letter: 
.•. (since in paying it, it 
is impossible I should live), debts are 
clear'd between you and I, if I might 
but see you at my death: notwithstand-
ing, use your pleasure,--if your love 
do not persuade you to come, let not 
my letter. 
(III. iii. 314-20) 
94Bryant, ££· cit., p. 38 .. 
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It is this same tradition vrhich stands behind the Catholic 
Church Law requiring the parish to 1 ~i'li tness" the sacrifice of 
the Ha.ss on Sunday. Bassanio proves himself more than worthy 
of Antonio's sacrifice. He not only attends the trial but 
offers himself in the stead of Antonio for forfeit of the pound 
of flesh, not once but twice. Bassanio tri19s to cheer Antonio: 
Good cheer Antonio! what man, courage yett 
The Jew shall have my flesh, blood, bones 
and all, 
Ere thou shalt lose for me one drop of blood. 
(IV. i.lll) 
Antonio's answer declares again the role of the Redeemer: 
I am a tainted wether of the flock, 
Neetest for death,--the weakest kind of 
fruit 
Drops earliest to the ground, and so let 
me; 
(IV. i.ll4- 6) 
. ~Phe following lines of Antonio/Christ are part of a symbolic 
entrance of another character. Antonio instructs Bassanio: 
You cannot better be employ'd Bassanio, 
Than to live still and write mine epitaph. 
(IV.i.ll7-8) 
Following these words Nerissa enters to announce the coming 
of Balthazar who is Portic>-/Spiritual Life, disguised. Antonio 
tells Bassanio that the Son of Han mus!_ die in order for man 
to live. Yet Bassanio does not understand, and he once more 
offers to forfeit "hands, my head, my heart" (IV.i.208) if 
Shylock will not accept the money for the loan. 'I'o prove fur-
ther his quality, Bassanio finally offers his everything to 
save Antonio: 
Antonio, I am married to a wife 
Which is as dear to me as life itself, 
But life itself, my wife, and all the world, 
Are not with me esteem'd above thy life. 
I would lose all, ay sacrifice them all 
Here to this devil, to deliver you. 
(IV. i. 278-283) 
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The trial, therefore, is not only a trial of Antonio, but of 
Bassanio as well. .Symbolically, he does forfe:i..t his life for 
Antonio when he gives up to the judge, Balthazar, the ring 
which Portia had warned him not to lose. 'J}o Portia's warning 
Bassanio replied: 
Parts from this finger, then parts life from 
hence,--
0 then be bold to say Bassanio'.s dead! 
(III. ii.l84-5) 
Bassanio 's role as Redeemable l'1an1dnd is also part of 
another pose which he assumes. In his pleas to the judge to 
·do something to save Antonio, he remarks that if his forfeit 
will not suffice then "malice bears down truth" (IV. i. 210). 
The allusion here is to the New Church \Vhich contains the Truth 
in the body of Christ.· 1.1.'hat he is saying is that malice, as 
personified in Shylock/Satan, will prevail over the Church if 
his (Bassanio's) death will not suffice. The answer is that 
Bassanio's forfeit is not enough. It must be Christ's death. 
Bassanio 's association ·with the Cru-ist, resurrected after his 
bloodless, symbolic sacrifice at the trial, is apparent when he 
announces: 
Nost worthy gentlemen, I and my friend 
H.si.ve by your v:isdom been this day acquitted 
( IV. i. 401+-5 ) . . . 
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It is plain that the trial is not one for Antonio/Christ alone, 
but, as was Christ's trial and crucifixion, }'[an.'L<::ind's as well. 
Insofar as Shylock is concerned, the trial contrasts the inflex-
ible Jewish concept with the merciful Christian attitude toward 
existence. But Christ died on the Cross in the stead of man-
kind so that man could regain his place in eternity. Bassanio 
is the good, but waJ1,7ard Christi-an in h:Ls other actions as well. 
Portia's instructions "confess and live'' are obeyed twice by 
Bassanio. When he confesses.hisdissipating habits to Antoni.o, 
Antonio offers Bassanio credit to allow him to improve his 
"estate." Bassanio playfully confesses his love to Portia and 
symbolically suffers his penance at the hands of his "torturer" 
(III. j_i. 3!.:--9) in the conversation that follows. There follows 
in this scene of confession a speech near to prayer, which 
Portia recites while Bassanio wrestles with selection of the 
caskets before him. She entreats: "Live thou, I live--" and, 
as j_f she is viewing Bassanio in conflict, she declares: 11I 
view the fight." But Bassanio's conflict with the offers of 
the goods of the world proves him the victor as he chooses the 
lead casket vthich contains Portia's picture. Again Portia 
prays: 
0 love be moderate, allay thy extasy, 
In measure rain thy joy, scant this excess! 
I feel too much thy blessing, make it less 
For I fear surfeit. 
(III. ii.l09-13) 
In the v_ery human terms of love, Portia calls down blessing 
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in the form of rain, yet her mind knows that excess and surfeit 
are opposing forces to the graces of love. But Bassanio reaps 
blessings from his 11confession" for his inner spirit has been 
fused with love and the outer appearances of the riches of the 
world tempt him not. 
Bassan:Lo has proved in other ways that his spirit is 
that of the true Christian. Just as Antonio grants Bassanio 
his suit, Gratiano's suit is immediately granted. Bassanio 
greets Gratiano and Gratiano replies: 
Gra. I have suit to you. 
~.§l.S~. · You have obtain' d it. 
Gra. You must not deny me, I must go with 
you to Belmont. 
B<?.:_~_§.. Why then you must---
( II. ii.l68-71) 
In this scene Bassanio plays the part of the just servant of 
the parable. During the trial scene Shylock baits Bassanio 
in a dialogue on cruelty, hate, and murder. Bassanio remarks 
that: 11E.'very offence is not a hate at first!" (IV.i.68) Shy-
lock's reply chides Bassanio for advocating turning the other 
cheek: 
What! wouldst thou have a serpent sting thee 
twice? ( iv. i. 69) 
Shylock sets himself in opposition to Bassanio when he refers 
to "the difference of old Shylock and Bassanio 11 (II. v. 2). The 
difference between the house of the Jew and Bassanio is noted 
by Launcelot Gobbo when he states to Bassanio: 
• • • you have 11the grace of 
God" sir, and he hath "enough. 11 
(II. ii.l43-4) 
As part of the New Church, Bassanio plays the part of priest 
also. 1Nhen Nerissa and Gratiano confess their love they are 
symbolically betrothed: 
PJ?..r.· Is this true Nerissa? 
~:t· Madam it is, so you stand pleas' d withal. 
Bas~. And do you Gratj_ano mean good faith? 
Gra. Yes--faith my lord. 
Bass. Our feast shall be much honoured in 
your marriage. 
(III. ii. 208-13) 
In addition to the part Bassanio plays as the New 
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Church, he has the important role 9f Christian lover. Unlike 
Shylock who tries to give his vices the names of Christian 
virtues, Bassanio often mclces clear what the true riches of 
the world are by using the terms of the market place to mean 
some aspect qf love. After choosing correctly the lead casket, 
Bassanio admits: 
I come PX ~~ to give, and to receive, 
(III. ii.l40) 
. . . 
As doubtful whether what I see be true, 
Until confirm'd, s~S,tl 1 d, ratified by you. 
(III. ii.l4 7-8) 
Portia answers in equally appropriate terms of the market place. 
She wishes to stand high in his "account," and, she continues: 
I might in virtues, beauties, livings, friends 
·Exceed account: but the full sum of me 
Is §El~ of something: which to term in gQ.sB, 
Is an unlesson 1 d girl, unschool 1 d, unpr.9.ctised 
(III.ii.l55-9) 
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Bassanio has gained the true riches of the world, Portia and 
all she represents. And whatever he has gained in his hazard 
is his 11int 'rest ri (III. ii. 220). Thus Bassanio demonstrates 
the rj_ches of Christian love. 11he riches to be gained in this 
love are the riches of eternal life. 
Bassanio has proved himself to be the true Christian 
lover who woos the lady for love, not for her wealth in worldly 
goods, for he offers to give up all for the life of his friend. 
When Portia, as the judge, asks Bassanio for the ring in token 
of the love he bears the judge for freeing Antonio, Bassanio 
repli.es: "alas it is a trifle" (IV.i.426). He says ~his in 
order th,Stt the judge may thirik it not worth the taking. But 
the ring symbolizes the troth betvreen Bassanio and Port:La. It 
is a mab~:cial manifestation of that spirit v,rhich in common they 
share. Their love without the ring will not change because it 
is .. of the spirit. But Bassanio vlill not part with the ring. 
This demonstrates that his offers of sacrifice were human after 
all, as the words of Christ echo "the spirit is willing but the 
flesh is weak. 11 At Antonio's command, howeyer, Bassanio relin-
quishes the ring. Because of his loss, Bassanio finds himself 
once again the object of Antonio's will to sacrifice. Antonio 
says to Portia: 
I once did lend my body for his wealth, 
Which but for him that had your husband's 
ring 
Had quite miscarried. I dare be bound 
again, 
Hy soul UIJO'n the forfeit, that your lord 
Will nevel' more break faith advisedly. 
(V.i. 249-53) 
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The ring has been a test for Bassanio. Since the loss of it 
signifies Bassanio's death, and, of course, the loss of every-
thing else that is dear to him, his unwillingness to part with 
it sho·ws hovJ weak his flesh really is. Even though he has 
offered himself repeatedly to die in the place of Antonio, 
Bassanio is still Harudnd, the limbs and members whose head 
is Chrj_st, for whom Christ must repeatedly offer himself as 
forfej_ t for his weaknesses. Bassanio, who realizes the treach-
ery of worldly riches, should realize that the ring is only 
a m-9.terial object that signifies nothing about the spiritual 
qualj_ty it represents. Since he retains that essential redeem-
j_ng s:oiri t to the end, he is still worthy of the spirit vthich 
the ring represents although he no longer possesses the material 
evidence of the ring. 
Grati8J1Q. 
Gratia Dei. ir: Latin means the grace of God. The Latin 
phrase can add significantly to the und~rstanding of the char-
acter of Gratiano. Perhaps Gratiano does re};resent the grace 
of God. It is Gratiano who approaches Bassanio \Vith a suit 
that must not be denied him. That suit is to accornpany Bas-
sanio to Belmont. If Gratiano is the grace of God, it explains 
why Bassanio is enabled to choose correctly, for something 
accompanies him that inakes it pos~3ible for him to win the spirit 
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that is Portia. However, in the Italian comedies of Sha'ke-
speare 's time the clown was often named Gratiano. Known as 
Dot tare Gratiano, this clown was a comic who was always talk-
ing.9-5 Gratiano does fit this description for Lorenzo declares: 
I must be one of these same dumb wise men, 
For Gratiano never lets me speak. 
(I. i.lOL:.-5) 
However, Gratiano announces his role in his first appearance 
on the stage. He asks Antonio: 
Let me play the fool, 
(I. i. 79) 
0 my Antonio, I do know of these 
That therefore only are reputed wise 
For sayj_ng nothing; when I am ver.y sure 
If they should speak, ·would almost damn those ears 
Which (hearing them) would call their brothers 
fools,--
(I. i. 95-9) 
There is a significance of the fool who is wise that is traced 
back to the teachings of St. Paul. He writes: 
Let no man deceive him self. If anie 
man among you seme to be wise in this 
worlde, let him be a foole, that he may 
be wise, 
(1 Corinthians 3:18) 
Thus the tradition of the wise fool, so common to the drama 
of Shakes:;,1eare, is one of .Christian origin. It is this part 
which Gratiano plays in 'rhe fierchant of Venig_£. He mouths 
truths, although those truths are often ignored. Bassanio 
95Ludowyk, .Q.Q•. ci.t_. , p. 123. 
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reflects this attitude: 11Gratiano speaks an infinite deal of 
nothing 11 (I. i.llL~). 
Yet wisely Gratiano informs Antonio: 
You have too much respect upon the world: 
They do lose it that do buy it with much care,--
( I. i. 7LJ--5 ) 
Gratiano's words are true. The play's princi}Jle function 
is to demonstrate this. But ironically, Gratiano is talking 
to ono who will "buy it with much care," ·with a probably pun 
on "care 11 meaning love. 
Again the fool Gratiano mouths truths: 
Why should a man whose blood is warm 
within, 
Sit like his grandsire, cut in ale.baster? 
Sleep when. h<-:: wakes? and creep into the jaundice 
By being peevish? 
(I. i. 83-6) 
Gratiano recalls the teaching of Christ: 
And Jesus said unto him, Let the dead 
burye thE:lir dead. 
(Luke 9:60) 
Once again there is irony in the words of Gratiano, the fool. 
Antonio's nature as Son of Man will not sit like the God of 
the Old Law but with his warm blood, he will redeem man. At 
the trial scene, Gratiano performs his role of soothsayer. 
Just as Shylock mocked Bassanio when Bassanj_o asked him for 
the loan, G~atiano now mocks Shylock. But the difference is 
in the timing of the mockery. Each time Portia judges accord-
ing to- justice, Shylock commends her with 110 no,ole judge! 11 
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and 110 wise and upright judge. 11 Then the spirit of the t.rial 
changes and Portia finds the flaws in ·the Jew 1 s justice. She 
announced: 
Por. But if in cutting it, if thou dost shed 
One drop of Christian blood, thy lands and goods 
Are (by the laws of Ve~ice) condiscate 
Unto the state of Venice. 
Gra. 0 upright judge!-·-
M~rk Jew,--0 learned judge! 
Shy. Is that the law? · 
E~~· Thyself shalt see the act: 
.For as thou urgest justice, be as sur 1 d 
Thou shalt have justice more than thou desir'st. 
Gr0_. 0 learned judge !--mark Jew', a learned judge. 
(IV. i. .305-12) 
Gratiano functions as a mouthpiece of the faith as it is 
written. When Portia asks Antonio what mercy can be given 
the Jew, Gratiano sees the Jew in the role of Judas and pre-
scribes 11a halter gratis. 11 Perhaps there is more substance 
to the role whi.ch Gratiano plays than merely that of speaker 
of the word of the scripture. Gratiano seems to have a favor-
ite expression; five times in the play does he ffivear by some-
thing 11in faith. 11 Perhaps Gratiano represGnts that faith 
which can exist only on what is written. Thus his presence 
is necessary to remj_nd man of the firm basis for religion that 
is found in the scriptures. As the ·grace of God, he accom-
palues Bassanio to Belmont. There he is able to win a lesser 
Portia, Nerissa. He is also the only character consciously 
to attempt merriment in the play. · His initial request to play 
the fool indicates that he sees this as part of his role: 
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-With mirth and laughter let old wrinldes come, 
And let my liver rather heat with wine 
Than my heart cool with mortifying groans. 
(I. i. 80-2) 
For the supper, Bas:3e,nio requests that Gratiano put on his 
"boldest suit of mirth 11 (II.ii.l93) but asks that he temper 
his "skipping spirit 11 while at Belmont, because he is 11too 
wild, too rude, and bold of voice 11 (II. ii.l73). Bassanio 1 s 
reasoning is that although Gratiano's friends do not see his 
merriment as a fault, among strangers it might indicate that 
he is 11too bold. 11 Gratiano is able to be sober enough to win· 
Nerissa. But as soon as he has obtained her troth, he reverts 
to his old bawdy jol:-.tng. Gratiano has within him the spirit 
of the flesh. ~:'he V/ord 11sl;J_pping 11 whj_ch identifies his spirit 
is a word that belo.1:..gs to the heart. His presence in Belmont, 
in a spiritual atmosphere, seems to signify a union of the 
flesh ·with the spirit. Vlhile Bassanio and Portia are united 
on a spiritual plane, Gratiano and Nerissa are united on a 
physic.stl plane. Thus they can talk of having babies and pro...: 
tecting each other from adultery. 
Gratiano's role, like those of Antonio, Portia, and 
Bassanio, is multiple. He is a figure of faith and the grace 
of God that Bassanio takes with him to Belmont. He is the 
wise fool who voice.s rote teachings of religion without real-
izing their full import. And he is ·the merry fool, who can 
change his appearance· to show modesty, but whose merriness 
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signifies the human spirit within, the heritage of the flesh 
which will insure generatiop. 
~iCl.Q. .9-nd Lorenzo. 
The charEJ.cter of Jessica has been much condemned 
because of her elopement vrith Lorenzo, for her 11theft 11 of her 
.father's money and jewels, and for her unwise spending of her 
stolen wealth. Rather than condemnation, Jessica deserves 
the utmoot sympathy. For Jessica the Jewess symbolizes all 
the goodness that came from the Jewish nation, and reminds 
us that Christ's Church was originally to be composed of Jews 
and Gentiles. The name seems to have been chosen vrit.h extreme 
care. In Hebre\1!, the masculine form of Jessica, Jesse, means 
weal thy. 96 The fend.nine form is construed to mean C-od's grace 
and riches. 97 Jesse is also another form of the name Isaj_ah, 
which in Hebrevv mee,ns light. 9B There is, however, a significant 
relationship between these varied meanings and the name. Jesse 
himself is an Old Testament figure. Asthe grandson of Ruth, 
he fathered David and from this line came Christ the Redeemer. 
Jesse is often pictured in a lying position with a vine or tree 
--~.--,..·--
96Flora Haines 
(Glendale, California: 
p. 101. 
9?Ibid. 
Laughead, Dictionar,;y of Q;i.y~X!;. Jf_g_tnes 
The Arthur H• Clark Company, 1934), 
98ri::>nald Attvrater, A Q:i.:_ct:;Lm~ pf §.'ltnts' (New York: 
P. J. Kenedy & So.ns·, 1958), p. 273. 
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growing from his loins. 'rhis is the symbolic means of show-
ing the human ancestry of the Son of Han. 'J.lhe tree, with its 
seven branches which stood for· the seven kings of Judah, the 
ancestors of Christ, became a model. for the seven-branched 
candlest}.ck which is known as the Jesse candle. The tradition 
is.recorded in Isaiah 11:1-3 where the prophet instructs that 
the flower from this tree will not judge according to the 
sight of the eyes or to the hearing of the ears. This proph-
ecy is fulfilled in .TI2& ~-gh~nt_ o:[ Ye!J..~ ·where the theme 
of the deception of appearances is a major topic. Both the 
name J·esse and its later form of pictorialization are asso-
ciated with the light. It is the fruit of the tr.ee of Jesse,· 
the Light, which is Christ. 
In the play, Jessica. is told by Lorenzo: 
Descend, for you must be rny torch-bearer. 
(II.vi.40) 
Jessica replies in approprj_ate terms: 
What, must I hold a candle to my sheJlles? 
(II.vi.41) 
And although the moon is shining brightly on the night during 
which the last act tah:es place, Portia rewarks as she approaches 
her house where Lorenzo and Jessica have been left in charge: 
That light v.-e see is burning in my hall: 
Hm•: far that little candle throws his beams! 
So shines a good deed in a naughty world. 
(V.i. 89-91) 
The candle is Jessica, and the beam which it thro'HS is the 
. . 
... promise that God will send a Redeemer to buy Han's sins • 
Jessica- leaving her father's house _symbolizes the departure 
of the spiri.t of God from the Old Church because the New Church ( . . 
is now at hand in the person of Ghrist. The light in the Old 
Church was the promise of a Savior-but with his coming (in the 
play i~ the person of Antonio) the light becomes manifest in 
the New Church. The seven branches of both the tree of Jesse 
and the candlestick are seen as the seven gifts of the Holy 
Spirit. Thus when Jessica leaves her father's house she also 
takes wisdom, understanding, counsel, fortitude, knowledge, 
piety, and fear of the Lord. In Christian art, the Jesse 
candlestick was often pictured vlith the scroll of the Law, 
indicating that the light had passed from the Old Law to the 
New.99 The wise virgins of the scripture who prepared for 
the coming-of the bridegroom (Christ) also are depicted in 
Church art .carrying a torch. During baptism, the newly bap-
tized child receives his candle which is a symbol of the light 
h . h '11 f'll h' 1 f th t t' f d lOO Th t h w J.c WJ. J. J.S sou rom a J.me orwar . e ore 
was also an emblem of the Betrayal because Judas betrayed 
Christ during the night. Jessica also betr£l.ys; in doing so, 
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"Larousse, 212.· £.:it· , p. 25. 
100Robert Lesage, Vestra.ent.-'2. and Churc;,h E.!I£_nitu:r.§., 
'I\1rentieJh Q~ntm;:...z. Encxs:).o-pedia of patho:J:.ig_ism, Vol. lllh (New 
York, 1960), p. L~8. . 
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however, she.betrays the Jew in order to bring the Light to 
the New Church. 
Thus it is seen that Jessica's action in leaving her 
father's house is a figure for the passing of blessedness 
from the nation of Jews to the New Churc·h in the form of the 
Light, a Savior, the progeny of Jesse and David. Another 
action takes lJlace in the house of the Jew which symbolizes 
the inheritance which the New Church will receive from the 
Old. Before Shylock leaves his house for the supper with the 
Christians, he calls to his daughter who answers: "What is 
your will?" (II.v.lO). Shylock replies: "There are my keys" 
(II.v.l2). What ha:; happened here is that Shylock has willed 
his wealth to the I~w Church by the transferrence of the keys. 
In the richly suggestive language of Shakespeare, the keys, 
an attribute of Saint Peter, also strengthen the suggestion 
of Jessica's movement into the New Church. Thus Shylock's 
action foreshadows the trial when his goods will be taken avmy 
and given to his Christian daughter. 
The theft of Shylock's money and jewels can also be 
seen in the light of goodness. Bec~use of Jessica's action, 
Shylock reveals his greed and avarice by letting fall the 
facade of a "merry sport" which covers his true purpose in the 
bond. One recalls that Jacob's wife Rachel also took from her 
father as her spouse Jacob prepared to leave his father-in-la'lv 1 s 
hous(~ (Gene sis. 31:19-35). t.Tessica 1 s purchase of a monl\:ey with 
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Shylock's ring does not imply her frivolity, for her action 
is really one of putting S::.>,tan, for whom the mo!Lltey is a type, 
in bondage. Shyloch: as Satan reacts to the knowledge of the 
monkey purchase: "thou torturest me Tubal" (III.i.llO). The 
spending of money which may or may not have something to do 
with her "unthrift love" (V.i.l6) is also a redeeming qualj.ty 
for Jessica, because the Christian was expected to spend what 
earthly ·wealth he acquired. The attribute of thrift vras 
defined by medieval Churchmen as that of miserliness. 'l1o have 
11unthrift 11 love in this context means, thereforG, to give 
freely of love as was also expected to be clone with worldly 
possessions. Jessica's redemption is secured by the fact that 
she des:Lres to: 
•.• end this strife, 
Become a Christian and thy loving wife! 
(II. iii. 20-1) 
For it is written: 
And he said unto them, Verely I say unto 
you, there is no man that hathe left house, 
or parent~, or brethren, or wife, or child-
ren for the kingdome of Gods sake. 
Which shal not receive muche more in this 
worlde, and in the worlde to come life ever-
lasting. 
(Luke 18:29~30) 
Jessica's role then is not only to carry symbolically the 
Light from the Old house of the Jew to the New Church of 
Christ but to satisfy the prophecy of the Light by becoming 
part of the newly enlightened Church of God. Lorenzo is a 
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fitting name for her spouse. The derivation of his name is 
probably the Latin rrord 1~ meaning Laurel. Since the 
laurel was an emblem for victory, the name would imply '~ne 
who is victorious. 11 As the person who wins Jessica, he becomes 
a type of conqueror, one who successfully woos the daughter 
of Jewry, the synagogue, and in their marriage she becomes the 
New Church, the bride of Christ. 
Tll.~ .9.1.9~_21~: Q.M Father g~pbo and ;Launcel.?.t §ToE_bo 
Although usually seen as merely object~ of comedy, 
the clowns in Th~ ~.chant of·~ play significant and 
meaningful roles that help identify and strengthen the theme. 
La.uncelot is disndssed by Shylocl\: and recommended to Bassanio 
on the basis of his attj_tude toward wealth: 
Bas~. I lmow thee vrell, thou hast obtain'd thy suit,--
Shylock thy master spoh:e with me this day, 
And hath preferrid thee, if it be preferment 
To leave a rich Jew's service, to become 
The follower of so poor a gentleman. 
(II. ii. 137-41) 
Thus Gobbo is actually recommended because of his 11unthrift 11 
that is so like Bassanio's. His passage from the house of the 
Jew to the house of the Christian Bassanio, simulates the 
flight of Jessica from the house of her father Jew to be the 
wife of the Christian Lorenzo--a passing of life from the Old 
Church to the New. In Launcelot's comic speech boasting of 
his 11new 11 service, he enumerates humorous1y the charetcteristic 
figures.of the Old Church as seen in the Old Testament: 
I shall have good fortune; go to, here's a 
simple line of life, here's a small trifle of 
wives,--alas! fifteen wives is nothing, aleven 
widows and nine maids is a simple coming-in 
for one man, and then to scape drov1ning 
thrice, and·to be in peril of my life 
with the edge of a feather bed, here are 
simple scapes: well, if Fortune be a 
woman she•s·a good wench for this gear: 
father come, I'll take my leave of the 
Jew in the twinkling. 
(II. ii.l52- 60) 
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As Gobbo reads the lines in his hand he recalls all the tribu-
lations of the Old Church: the necessity of marrying many 
wives to propagate the chosen race; the mistresses that were 
brought to insure safety from heathen tribes; the great flood; 
the great 11perilrr of lust that many of the fathers of the race 
such as Samson and David encountered. Ironically, the Fortune 
to ·which Gobbo alludes will indeed be a woman, the New Church, 
which appropriately, it seems in this passage, vlill insure 
regeneration of mankind and f:::-uition of the Grace .of God. 
The "miniature morality play 1rlOl which Launcelot 
enacts at the beginning of his first scene (II.ii.l-30) is, 
in fact, a debate between the Body and the Soul for the pos-
_session of man. The conscience represented by the heart is 
the governing spirit of the body whereas the 11fiend" as Gobbo 
so merrj_ly misinterprets, is his spirit, or ·Soul, that advises 
101
charles Hitchell, 11The Conscience of Venice: Shake-
speare 1 s Herchant, 11 Jol;l._:r·nal 2f. English ~sl ~.£.illan:Lc Phi)-9l;?gx, 
Vol. LXIII, No. 2 (April, 1964), p. 215) 
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him to flee from the house of the devil. The comedy is that 
Gobbo, who so yearningly wishes to be seen as a man of great 
sexual pro\vess, converts his 11spirit," the Soul, into an evil 
spirit, the tlfiend" because to do so would suggest his asso-
ciation with those spirits of evil that support his lusts. 
But whatever Gobbo sees as eternal bliss, the movement from 
the house of the Je'vv to the house of the Christian is an answer 
to the ancient promise that man would not suffer eternal death 
but ·would be sent a redeemer who would reopen the gates of 
heaven: 
1@.ll· Ergo Master I,auncelot ,--talk not of 
Master I,auncelot father, for the young 
gentlerne.n (according to fates and destj_nies, 
and such branches of learning), is indeed 
d~ceased, or as you would say in plain terms, 
gone to heaven. 
(II. ii. 57-62) 
The presence of Launcelot at Belmont likewise restates 
in comic fashion the drama that is being presented~ Launc~lot 
bai.ts Jessica who, as part of the Nevr Church, is the mistress 
of Belmont in the physical absence of Portia who is the wis-
dom and grace of God. He says: 
Yes truly, for look you, the sins of the 
father are to be laid upon the children, 
therefore (I·promise you), I fear you,--
I was always plain with you, and so·now 
I speak my agitation of the matter: 
therefore be o' good cheer, for truly I 
thinl<;: you are damn' d, --there is but one 
hope in it that can do you any good, and 
that is but a kind of bastard hope neither. 
And Jessica. asks: · 
And what hope is that I pray thee? 
To which Launcelot .r~plies: 
Harry, you may partly hope that your 
father got you not, that you are not 
the Jew's daughter. 
(III. v .1-10) 
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The significahce here is that as the New Church Jessica is 
not her f~1.ther's daughter; the .Synagogue. Launcelot, in his 
ov1n twisted way reminds her of the Old Law, but does not real-· 
ize that Belmont is the site of the New Law. L.;mncelot 's 
rebuke that 11\'/e were Christians enow before" (III. v. 20) in 
the usual inversion of Gobbo, tells of the successful apostle-
ship of Christ and his Church. When Lorenzo enters, he attests 
the fact by calling attention, in the bawdy terms that Gobbo 
understands, to the brotherhood of man that has resulted: 
I shall ansr::er that better to the common-
wealth than you can the getting up of the 
negro's belly: the Noor is with child by 
you Launcelot! 
(III.v.34-6) 
In like manner Lorenzo announces Gobbo 's role j_n the play: 
How every fool can play u:pon. the 1vorcl.! 
I thj.nk the best grace of wit will shortly 
turn into silence, and discourse grow 
commendable in none only but parrots: 
go in sirrah, bid them prep.are for dinner! 
Just as Gratiano, who plays the wi.se fool, speaks the Word 
without understanding it, Launcelot Gobbo, the clown speaks 
the Word but twists it. And both 11fools 11 will enter the final 
act of the play, their knowledge of the Word being wit that 
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gives them the grace which includes them j_n the supper which 
Launcelot (as a comic John the Baptist perhaps) is bade to 
have prepared. But Launcelot leaves the stage vrith one more 
"prophecy. 11 He assures Lorenzo: 
For the table sir, it shall be serv'd 
in,--for the meat sir, it shall be cover 1d,--
for your cpming in to dinner.sir, why let it 
be as humours and conceits shallgovern. 
(III.v.55-8) 
The table is the spiritual banquet at ·which the souls of the 
just will be invited at the day of their resurrection. The 
meat will be cove~ed for, as the body and blood of Christ, 
the Church will offer it under the appearances of bread and 
wine. Those attending, the elect, will be "coming in" accord-
ing to their desire and merit. 
The character of Old Gobbo certainly is a type of 
Shylock, without the malice and greed that has changed him 
from a Jew to a devil. Like Shylock, who is blinded to the 
worldngs of salvation present in the figure of the Son-of-
God-made-man, Old Gobbo does not recognize his son either. 
Like Shylock, he plays a part in the story of Jacob, for his 
son Launcelot plays the same trick pn him that Jacob played 
on Isaac, that·is, "he pretends to be a hairy man and obtains 
his father 1 s blessing. ,,l02 Old Gobbo 1 s principal function, 
hovrever, is to bring symbolically to the Christj_an Bassanio, 
· 
102Holland, o~. cit:_., p. 107. 
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the gift of the Holy Spirit, the dish of doves, who 11 • • • at 
Pe11t0cost . restores that lost union of man with man, ,.J_03 
the gi.ft of tongues. Old Go bbo 's gift is essential to the 
drama for without the presence of the Holy Spirit and the seven 
gifts which it brings, the trial scene would be meaningless. 
For. it is written: 
Not by the workes of righteousnes, v;hich 
we had done, but accordyng to his mercie 
he saved us, by the washlng of the new 
birth and the renuyng of the holie Gost. 
(Titus 3 :5) 
~ Others: §_9_lanio, Sal~!:i£, Horocc<?, Arrqgon, t4_~ J2uJ~ 
The various minor characters of the play als·o assume 
important roles in this drama of salvation. In the characters 
of Solanio and SEJ.lerio are given the examples of noble, cour-
teous, .faithful, kind, unselfish Christian men who are able. 
to ·withstand the temptations of this greedy, market-place 
world, and whose attitudes toward the world and its riches 
are so well expressed in their speeches of consolation to 
Antonio. In Horocco and Arragon, with a possible punning on 
"more" and "arrogance, 11 are characters representing the 
deceiving appearances of greed and pride. Although perfect 
gentlemen like Solanio and Salerio, their faults are proved 
103 G. Wilson Knight, The Christi2n Renaissance (New 
York: W. W. Norton 3< Company-;:t"nC:-;--I§63), -r;:--82. In his 
discussion of tongues, Knight notes the significance of 
Pentecost. 
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by their choices of gold and silver. Thus these minor char-
acters not only identify the forces that are battling in the 
play, but they are tokens of the note in the gold casket "all 
that glisters is not gold" (II.vii.65). 
The DWre's role in the play is small. But his role as 
symbol of ul time.te power in the cldministration of law and jus-
tice is identified in Antonio's prophetic speech. 
The duke cannot deny the course of law: 
For the commodity that strangers have 
With us in Venice, j_f it be denied, 
. Will much impeach the justice of the state, 
Since that the trade and profit of the city 
Consisteth of all nations. 
(III. iv. 26-31) 
Here Antonio not o::c.Lly names the source of the pm'ier of God on 
earth, the head of state, but he illustrates the element of 
stability which the law gives to man. The trade and profit, 
whether of love and salvation or of greed and vmrldly riches 
are the "trade and profit 11 that 11consisteth of all nations." 
The struggle betvreen the tv10 is common to all men, even "stran-
gers. 11 It is significant that both Antonio and Shylock agree 
in their appellations for the Duke: 11your grace. 11 His is the 
only-role which both accept for its surface value. Indeed, 
the Duke's command: 
Hake room, and let him stand before our face 
(IV.i.l6) 
gives him the characteristic name for the Almighty God of the 
Old Testament, the face of the Lord. It is important that the 
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final judgment rendered Shylock and Antonio is made, not by 
Portia who is regarded as judge in the tri.sl.l scene, but by the 
Duke: 
Th~t thou shalt see the difference of our ~pirit 
I pardon th~e thy life before thou ask it: 
For half thy wealth, it is Antonio's, 
The other half comes to the general state, 
'Which humbleness may drive unto a fine. 
(IV. i. 364-8) 
It is apparent, therefore, that the Duke is really the embodi-
ment of all the power in the play. As his title signifies, he 
is the Duke, the vicar of God on earth. Just as God allows man 
to seek his own salvation on earth with the grace of God's 
Church to aid him, so the Duke permits the forces of greed--
Shylock, and love--the Christians, to vie for the body of Christ/ 
Antonio. The ultimate decision gives to the Old Church "pardon" 
(IV.i.365) and to the New the 11wealth 11 (IV.i.366) of the ldng-
dom of heaven. The Duke, therefore, is Shalre.speare 's indication 
of the presence of the spirj_t of God on earth. 
CHAPTER III 
THE ']RIAL AND AFTER 
The conflict of the trial seen~ has been defined in 
a variety of approaches. It has been traced historically to 
a possible source in a book by Alesandre Sylvain, entitled 
Epitomes de cent histoires, translated into English about 1596 
------ - ·-- -----
by Lazarus Piot. 1 An allegorical interpretation is given by 
. Kenneth Muir who sees it as a conflict betv;een the Old and 
New Testaments. 2 One of the closest analogues, however, which 
ties the scene to a long tradition is that of the allegory of 
the Four_: .!?~!?:.!.~ g_f. Goq. 3 
The allegory originates in the scriptures (Psalms 84:11, 
Daniel 8: 12) whei~e it is suggested that mercy and peace con-
tend·with truth and justice. It is an allegory included in 
the Jewish .tviidrash of the tenth century4 and Hugo of St. Victor 
(1097-1141) is apparently aware of the expanded version. for he 
includes in Annotation~§ in guosd~!!_! Psal!!!..~ David the following 
1Grebanier, op. cit., p. 271. 
2Kenneth Huir, Shskes-oeare: The Comedies (Englewood 
. -~~----Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentlce-Hall, 19o5,, n. 51. 
3The parallel was seen by Hope Traver, ThE: Four: p~u@~ 
ters of goq (1907) and Gollancz, .2.£· _s_it. For a further sum-
mary of the scholarship in this area see: Allan Holaday, 
"Shakespeare, Richard Edwards, and the V:Lrtues Reconciled," 
J~£?2_al of Englis!]_ a!_!3 _Germ~!lic Ph:h_lolos.::L, Vol. LXVI, No. 2 
TApril, 1967), pp. 200-20~ 
4 . - . Traver, lbld., pp. 12-14. 
notation: 
When Hisericordia urged that if all who 
sinned were condemned~ God would be wholly 
deprived of servants.~ 
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From what i,s extant of one of the oldest morality plays, The 
Pride of Life, the Four Daught~.r~ of God see:n to be an analogue 
to that play. 6 
In the allegory, four sisters, r{ercy, Truth, Righteous-
ness, and Peace argue for the soul of man~ Because of God's 
lavJ, man cannot be saved, but as Hugo notes, Hercy arguing states 
that God will have no one to be his servant because all mankind 
has sinned. To bring 9eace to Heaven, God proclaims that if 
someone else is found to die for man's sins, man will once again 
be allowed to enter Heaven. Since there is no one found who is 
willing to die for mankind, the Son of God offers hims~lf for 
sacrifice. The conflict is not really much different from that 
of the Psychomachia, in which the Vices and Virtues contend for 
the soul of man. A re·:nnant of these conflicts can be seen in 
the medieval morality play, Ever;y:mal'\. Another allegory which 
seems to bear a more ps.rticular resemblance to T~ Herchant of 
Ven=!:_.~ is the exemplum of the E_en..:i ten~ Usurer_:. 7 Here the demons 
·------·----
5Ibid., p. 15. 
6Ib:!-_£, p. 125. 
?Quoted frof} HS of Jacob's 'Sell, Nagdalen College, 
Oxford, i'1S60. f. 236 • Barnicle, ..2.:E. cit. , pas-sirf!. 
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and the angels argue over the soul of a usurer. The argument 
of mercy in this exemplum is like that quoted by Hugo: 
pou lord, both man & beste sauyst, and 
bryngyst to reste. 
Euyr p~ mercy meste to man is multi-
plied! 
However similar these pieces of literature are to the theme 
of The Merchant of Venice they are similar in theme only. It 
-- ------- -- -----,·-' 
might be said that a.s :imch similarity can be found in the Bible, 
for mercy is one of the basic tenets of the New Testament as 
well as one of the Precepts of the Old. 
The allegory of Man's salvation as it appears in The 
Merchant of Venice.is more alive than the abstractions of the 
analogues. It iB like the New Testament story of Christ itself, 
and it speaks in the language of the market where Christ enc oun-· 
ters the flevj.l. of greed and avarice. .It speaks in the language 
of love where the good but wayward Christian encounters the 
temptations of the world but resists them for the greater wealth 
of the eternal kingdom. It speaks in the language of the flesh 
where faith is present to temper and restrain the tendencies of 
the flesh. 
Portia represents all that is good--spiritual and tem-
poral. Her role in the drama of Christ's sacrifice for man is 
summarized by Lorenzo: 
Madam, although I speak it in your presence, 
You have a noble and a true conceit 
8 . !~., p. 415. 
Of god-like amity, which appears most strongly 
In bearing thus the absence of your lord. 
But if you knew to ~1om you show this honou~, 
How true a gentlem&n you send relief, 
How dear a lover of my lord your husband, 
I know you would be :prouder of the work 
Than customary bounty can enforce you. 
(III.iv.l-9) 
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Thus, through Portia's actions, God is at last equated to Love; 
her "god-like amity" is what mak~s the absence of the Lord from 
man bearable. Her absence from Belmont is explained by her 
words: 
I have toward heaven breath'd a secret vow, 
To live in :prayer and contemplation. . 
(III.iv.27·-8) 
Thus her presence at the trial is a sort of prayer and contem-
plation. This is made manifest in the "Quality of Nercy" 
speech •. An examination of the conversation prior to Portia's 
mercy speech demonstrates that what appears to be a contest 
between Justice and Mercy is not a contest at all: 
Por. 
iiri't. I do •. 
Do you confess the bond? 
Por. Then must the Jevr be merciful. 
Shy. ·On \'Jhateompulsion must· I? Tell me that. 
(IV.i.l76-9) 
The tone of the words is clear. There is no choice between 
Justice and Mercy. Note also the woras of Christ: 
Be ye therefore merciful, as your Father also 
is merciful. 
(Luke 6:36) 
and of Christ's apostle Paul: 
-- . 
B~. ye courteous one to another, and tender 
hearted, forgiving one another, even as God 
for Christs s~te forgave you. 
(Ephesians 4:32) 
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And again, St. Paul: 
Now therefore as the elect of God holye 
and beloved, put on tender mercie, kindnes, 
humblenes of rrilnd-;-mekenes' long suffring. 
(Colossians 3:12) 
Mercy has become the Law, the New Law which will govern the 
New Church. Justice is the rule of the Old Law, the Old Church. 
But Shylock demands the "law" (IV. i. 202). What Shylock 
demands. becomes his fall, because in demanding the Law he con-
demns himself. Thus the Word is fulfilled: 
Blessed (are) they which honger and thirst 
for righteousnes: for they shal be filled. 
(Hatthew 5:6) 
Ironically, it is not mercy that saves Antonio, but 
strict application of the Law. But the Old Testament had a 
pro11ise from God to send a Redeemer nho would save i1an from his 
evil ways. Jn, the New Church Christ offers himself in the 
species of the bread and wine. Thus it is not necessary for 
Shylock to take Antonio's blood. For the world in which the 
creatures, Portia, Antonio, and Bassanio live is a Christian 
world. But it is also a v10rld in which man is sometim·es deceived 
by Satan/Shylock and he sometimes deceives himself as do Hor-
occo and Arragon. And Shylock demands the Law and Justice. 
God's justice would not permit Christ's blood to be shed; it· is 
only God's Mercy that has allowed Christ to die on the Cross 
for man. 
Shylock also represents the riches of the world; as a 
wealthy man, he lends the money that takes Bassanio to Portia. 
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Yet Bassanio discovers that he does not really need the riches 
to win her, His confession of poverty does not destroy his 
chance to venture for her hand. 'Nhat is necessary for him to 
win Portia is the right spirit which will govern his choice of 
the caskets; it is that spirit that causes him to reject the 
gold and silver and to choose the lead. Yet it would seem that 
the attainment of the lady Portia does not justify the sacri-
fice of a friend. However, when the bountiful lady represents 
the riches of the spirit, the infinite bounty of God, and the 
friend is Christ, then the penitent sinner is indeed the object 
of some love beyond the concept of human imagination. 
It would seem that the trial is more than a trial for 
Antonio. By the Law, Antonio's bond is forfeit; to this he 
and Shylock did af~ree. Yet, to permit Shylock to take the 
pound of fleeh would mean that blood must be shed, and that is 
not part of Shylock's bond. The bond Shylock has is, there-
fore, not that of the Old Law, which promised a bloody sacri-
fice, but a bond of the New Law which requires mercy. Thus 
the trial becomes one for Shylock as well. 
The trial of Shylock and the Old Law will determine 
whether it will ·prevail. But Shylock has a choice. Portia 
warns: 
The v10rds expressly are "a pound of flesh": 
rrake .then thy bond,, take thou thy :pound of flesh, 
But in the cutting it, if thou dost shed 
One drop of Christian Blood, thy lands and goods 
Are (by the l~ws Of Venice) confiscate 
Unto th~ state of Venice. 
(IV.i.303-8) 
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Shylock may take the penalty, but if blood is shed he will lose 
his lands and goods. Still the worldly tisurer at heart~ Shy-
lock chooses not to lose his riches. He says: 
I take this offer then,--~ay the bond thrice 
And let the Christian go. 
(IV. i. 31L~-5) 
But the Jew is not to have Bassanio's offer because, as he has 
insisted on the Law, the forfeit is for flesh not money. For 
his usury, "thrice" times the bond, Shylock is now told: 
Therefore prepare thoe to cut off the flesh,--
Shed thou no blood, nor cut thou less nor more 
But just a pound of flesh: if thou ~ak 1 st more 
Thou diest, and all thy goods are confiscate. · 
(IV.i.320-2, 328) 
Thus the :penalty for. greed is death. But there is another Law 
which is gref;lter than the bonds made between men. The sto.te, 
it seems, is a protector of human life. Portia reveals: 
It is enacted in the laws of Venice, 
If it be proved against an alien, 
That by direct, or indirect attempts 
He seek the life of any citizen, 
The party 'gainst the which he doth contrive, 
Shall seize one half his goods, the other half 
Comes to the privy coffer of the state, 
And the offender's life lies in the·mercy 
Of the Duke only . 
(IV.i.344-352) 
Here Portia summarizes the history of the Old Law under the 
New. The Jews are punished for causing the death of Christ 
by losing the spirit of God. However, through the mercy of 
God, they will be brought back into the fold to enjoy with the 
Gentiles, the eternal kingdom. The Old Law has thus chosen 
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its destiny. But the choice given is the result of a law 
greater than that of man. Shylock the usurer is also given 
a choice. When confronted with the edict: 
Thou shalt have nothing but the forfeiture 
~~Po be so ta.l.;;:en at thy peril Jew. 
(IV.i.339-40) 
Shylocl\: chooses: 
Why then the devil give him good of it: 
I'll stay no longer question. 
(IV.i.341-2) 
Thus between the choice of Antonio/Christ's flesh and death 
~r life without the forfeiture, Shylock again chooses, and in 
doing so he wills Christ's flesh to the devil. In doing so, 
e.lso he unconsciously provides the world with another Savior: 
Christ the bait on the hook which will trap the Leviathan/ 
Satan. 
Bassanio is also. on trial. In offering to substitute 
his flesh for Antonio's, he proves that his spirit is willing 
to sacrifice in the place of Christ. But when confronted with 
the request by Portia for the ring which guarantees him the 
world, Bassanio cannot voluntarily give it up. Not until he 
hears the request of Antonio: 
Hy Lord Bassanio, let him have the ring, 
Let his deservings and my love withal 
Be valued 'gainst your vvife' s commandment. 
(IV.i.445-7) 
made in terms of honor and love, does Bassanio relinquish the 
symbol of earthly joy. Again, a choice has been made. 
Bassanio follows the instructions of his Lord: 
And he said unto them, Verely I say unto 
you, there is no man that hathe.left house, 
or parents, or brethren, or wife, or child-
ren for the kingdoms of Gods sake. 
Which shal not receive muche more in this 
worlde, and in the worlde to come life ever-
lasting. 
(Luke 18:29~30) 
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Significantly, it is at this point, for the first time in the 
play, that Antonio/Christ calls Bassanio "Hy Lord Bassanio." 
Symbolically, Bassanio is at last redeemed. His spirit has 
withstood two trials. He has successfully chosen the riches 
of the goodness of Portia over the ricr1es which the world has 
to offer. And, at the bidding of his Lord he has witnessed the 
sacrifice of Christ. But more, like Peter who swore never to 
deny Christ, Bassanio swears that Shylock shall have his flesh 
instead of An ton5.o' s. And like Peter, his flesh is not strong 
enough to follow his spirit. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINAL ACT .AND CONCLUSION 
In the allegory of Christ's sacrifice and Man's sub-
sequent redemption, what .remains to be told after the gates of 
heaven are opened to him? Dante devotes the Paradiso to its 
description. To thls same subject, Shakespeare consigns the 
entire final act of The Merchant of Ven!ce to the creation of 
an analogue of the Heavenly Paradlse. 
The setting of the last act is Belmont, "beautiful 
mount.sdn," the dwelling place of that 11angel 11 Portia, and soon 
to be the dvvelling place of Lord Bassanio, to whom Portia is 
espoused. The greed of ma.n, which has been portrayed in terms 
of the market place in the first ·four acts, has been left behind. 
The time is night, and on such a night as this "the sweet wind 
did gently kiss the trees/And they did ma.~e no noise" (V.i.2-3). 
The silence of the night prevails until Launcelot enters with 
the sounds of the trumpet: 
Laun. Sola, sola! wo ha, ho! sola, sola! 
'L'O"r:- Who calls? . 
L.:onin. Sola! did you see Hast er I,orenz. o? 
Haster Lorenzo, sola, sola! 
Lor. Leave hollowing man,--·here! 
Laun. Sola! ·where, where? 
Lor. Here! . 
Laun. Tell him there's a post come from my 
master, with his horn full of good news,--
my master vall be here ere morning. 
Lorenzo then explains to Jessica the effect of trumpets upon 
a "hallowing and neighingu herd (V.i.71-3); and the sound of 
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the trumpet is heard prior to the entrance of Bassanio, Antonio, 
and Gratiano (V.i.l21), which sound Lorenzo identifies with 
his line: "Your husband is at hand, I hear his trumpet'' 
· (V.i.l22). There is also an abundance of light which begins 
as the brj_ghtness of the moon (V.i.l) and radiates until "the 
floor of heaven/Is thick inlaid with patens of bright goldu 
(V.i.58-9). The mountain, the marke.t place which is used by 
Jude in ~rhe Revelation 18:17-9 to describe the fall of Babylon 
preceding the end of the world, the night, the silence, the 
sound of trumpets, and the radiation of light are all conditions 
precursory to the appearance of the Son of Man at the Last Judg-
ment~]. And such is the initial description bf Belmont. 
The mountain location of Act Five has great symbolic 
significance in the drama of man's redemption. St. Augustine 
saw Christian meaning in the symbol of the mountain as he reflec-
ted upon Christ's Sermon on the Mount: 
If it is asked what the "mountain" means, 
it may well be understood as meaning the 
greater precepts of righteousness; for there 
were lesser ones which were given to the 
Jews. Yet it is one God who, through His 
holy prophets and servants, according to a 
thoroughly arranged distribution of times, 
gave the lesser precepts to ~ people who as 
yet required to be bound by fear; and who, 
through His Son gave the greater ones to a 
people 'iJhom it had now become sui table to 
set free by love. l"Ioreover, vrhen the lesser 
are given to the lesser, and the greater 
to. the greater, they are given by Him who 
1 
-Hale, _<2.:2· cit., :pp. 367-73. 
alone knows how to present to the human 
race the medicine suited to the occa-
sioh. Nor is it surprising that the 
greater precepts are given for the 
kingdom, by that one and t~e same God 
who made heaven and earth. 
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With its symbolic meaning being the "greater precepts of right-
eousness, 11 the mountain becomes a fit location for reward to 
those who possess these precepts .. Because of its height, it 
visually depicts the God who rules the people bound by fear, 
the Jews, and who also rules those set free by love. Thus the 
mountain is also an appropriate dweJ).ing, place for Portia, who 
has symbolized the love of God. It is also a suitable place of 
abode for Bassanio, for whom Antonio/Christ has offered his 
flesh. Into the presence of the love of God comes also the New 
Church,. symbolized by the union of Lorenzo and ,Jessica. And 
the physicD.l nature of man redeemed, in the form of Gratiano 
who is united to the spiritual nature, Nerissa, also merits 
God's mercy and love. The mountain also is commonly the symbol 
for the realm of the Otherworld, or afterlife. It is frequently 
found in myth and folklore as being separat~d from the world of 
human life by a barrier of water. That Belmont is separated 
from the life of Venice is seen in Bassanio's description: 
"For the four winds blow in from every coast" (I. i .168) and the 
2st. Augustine. "Commentary on 'Our Lord's Sermon on 
the Haunt' , 11 Trans. William l1'indlay, A Select . .:1!.1-bra:::,y _9f the 
Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church. Edited 
by Philip-::·s-chaff-.-~New-York!- rrheChristlan Lit-erature Comparw, 
1888), p. 4. . 
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fact.that.he must wait for the wind to rrcome about" before he 
can ngo aboard 11 (II.vi.64-5). The figure of the mountain is 
used in allegory.to emphasize inaccessibility and the difficulty 
of approach to whatever the mountain represents.3 To come to 
Belmont, the characters in Th~ Ner£_hant !}f Venic~ must :pass a 
test. Bassanio earns Belmont becau.se of his proper attitude 
toward worldly goods. Gratiano, who himself is a prec:tcher of 
the Christian faith, enjoys favor because of Bassanio's proper 
choice. Jessica merits the reward of Belmont because she for-
sakes the Old Law and marries a ChriE;tian. 'l'hus the beautiful 
mountain of Belmont has resemblances that associate it with an 
existence which is more than a mere mouritain. It is des~ribed 
in terms of the Apocalyptic view of the Last Judgmen~; as a 
mountain, it absorbs St. Augustine's explanation of·"the greater 
precepts of righteousness 11 which are the rewards of membership 
in the New Ch~rch. It is also the mountain of afterlife~ 
As· a symbol for the state of the redeemed in the after-
life, the setting of Belmont expands to mean more than that of 
the Last Judgment, for the night moves into dawn (V.i.295). 
The .silence and sound of trumpets become sounds of "such har-
mo:iJ.yn that "is in tmmortal souls" (V.i.63). Hetaphors of the 
banquet, the communion of saints, are sprin.1-·ded through the 
3Howard Rollin Patch, "Some Elements in H0dieval Des-
criptions of the Othervrorld, rr T~ Otherw?_~_ld. (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1950), pp. 601-43. 
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act beginning with Lorenzo's request that someone should "cere-
moniously prepare" (V.i.37) to the description of the floor or 
heaven as "inlaid with patens of bright gold" (V.i.58-9) to 
Lorenzo'~ final line: ttFair ladies, you drop manna in the way/ 
Of starved people" (V .i.294). The symbol of the davm signifies 
·. L 
"victory over darkness. 11 r It is an apt time wj_th which to end 
the play for the Christian triumph of love over the evils of 
greed is the greatest driving force of the play. It j_s the music 
and light which firmly places the final act in the realm of 
Heavenly Paradise. 
The:, initial meaning given to the music of the final act 
is established by the character who introduces the music into 
Belmont. The character is Stephana whose first words identify 
his role: 
Lor. Who comes fast 
Ste. A friend! 
Lor. A friend! what 
pray you .friend? 
·ste. Stephano is my 
in silence of the night? 
ftiend? your name I 
na.me, and I bring word 
. ( v. i. 25-8) 
His role is emphasized by Lorenzo's command a short time later: 
"Hy friend Stephano, signify (I pray you)" (V.i.5l). The impor-
tance of being a "friend" has been seen earlier as a title indi-
cc:~,ting fellowship with Christ. Stenhano is a friend to Lorenzo, 
the Christian Church triumphant; he thus becomes more than a 
4J. E. Cirlot, A pi~ tiona£~ of SJ::mbo).~ (New York: 
Philosophical Library, l9b2l, p. xliii. 
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messeng~r. But his function is to "bring vrord" and to "sig-
nify" which is part of his role in the original drama of man's 
redemption, for Stephen is the first martyr, and his death by 
stoning resulted from his attempts to bring the Word to the 
Jews. There is 1nore to his role in the final act which La-.cenzo 
quickly requests him to perform: "And bring your music forth 
into the air" (V.i.53). Thus Stephana's tttvord 11 beccmes the 
music which flov-rs through the last act in the play. The music 
which is the Word gives a cause of existence to the world of 
Belmont. It is th.:~ Word made Flesh, the Christ, the New Church, 
·which gives man entry into Paradise. Dante's Paract1;§.P.. was also 
a world of music. In the New Testament, music was part of the 
celebration at the return of the Prodigal Son to the Father 
(Luke 15:32). 'rhe music of the last act expands further in its 
meaning to en~elope the entire universe. Lorenzo reacts to 
Stephana's music with the lines: 
How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank! 
Here will we sit, and let the sounds of music 
Creep into our ears--soft stillness and the night 
Become the touches of sweet harmony: 
Sit Jessica,--look how the floor of heaven 
Is thick inlaid with patens of bright gold, 
There's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st 
But in his motion like an angel sings, 
Still quiring to the young-ey'd cher~bins; 
Such harmony is in ~mmortal souls, · 
But whilst this muddy vesture of decay 
Doth grossly close it in, we cannot hear it: 
Come ho! and wake Diana with a hymn, 
With sweetest touches pierce your mistress' ear, 
And draw her home vFi th music. 
(V.i.54-68) 
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The harmony of the orbs of·which Lorenzo speaks is the music 
of the spheres which is commonly referred to in Christian mys-
ticism of the ~1iddle Ages .5 The meaning of the concept is 
explained by John Burnet : 
When we hear music, our nature is 
changed for the time, the motions of 
our "spirits" are brought into accord 
with.those of heavenly b~dies~ and we 
are one with what is highest. 
Thus music is the vehicle between man and the universe, between 
the spirit of man and that which is spiritual in the universe. 
In the play, in order for a character to hear the harmony pro-
duced by Stephana and the musicians, he has to also be in harmony 
with the universal order. In the Christian sche1;1e of life, the 
state of grace unites man with God. The~efore,·the harmony of. 
the orbs which is heard in Belmont is that harmony heard in the 
celestial abode of the redeemed, for the "muddy vesture of 
decay" makes man deaf to the sound .. Here explicitly, the har-
many pf the spheres came to be seen as a verification of God's 
love; the Belmont music is appropriate because it culminates 
the drama of Christian love triumphant. Edmund Spenser sees 
the relationship of love to the music produced by the harmony 
of spheres in his poem "An Hymne in Honour of Boautie": 
5Gollancz, 2.2· cit., p. 67. 
6 John Burnet. 11 .Shal~es·oeare and Greek Philoso-phy," A 
Book of Homage to Shakes·oeare, ed. ·by. Israel Gollahcz.:· (Oxford 
Universi"ty .. Pi·esS, 1916) ;~··p. 59. 
For love is a celestiall harmonia 
Of likely harts com:posed of starres concent, 
Which ioyne ·together in svreete ·sympathie · 7 
. . (11.197-9) 
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The music which is produced by the bringer of the Word, Ste-
phano, also inspires Lorenzo's comments about Orpheus: 
... Orpheus drew trees, stones, 
Since naught so stockish, hard, &~d full of rage, 
But music for the time doth change his nature,--
The man that hath no music in himself, 
Nor is not moved with concord oC sweet sounds, 
Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils, 
The motions of his spirit are dull as night, 
And his affections dark as Erebus: 
Let no such man be trusted:--mark the music. 
(V.i.80-8) 
The lines of Lorenzo echo the lines of Clement of Aiexandria, 
who saw the image of Orpheus ta:ning the wild elements of nature 
as a figure for Christ: 
See what the new song has done: 
out of stones and animals it has :nade 
man. And those who were dead came to 
life as soon as ever they heard the 
singine.8 · . 
That .the music in the play has a life-giving quality is evident 
by the action it introduces, for as soon as the musicians begin 
their performance and Lorenzo explains the function of music 
in the drama of man's redemption, Portia, the symbol for the 
7Edmund Spenser, The Works of Ecbmn9: S-et?n..§.~:, Vol. 1, 
eds. Edwin Greenlaw and others rEal timore: Johns Hopkins Press, 
1943), p. 209. 
8Eduard Syndicus, E~~ly Christian Art, 
Century Encyclopedia of Catholicism (:r,:evr York: 
19b2),""'-p •. 25. -- . 
Vol. 121 of 20th 
Hawthorn Books; 
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love of God, enters. It is the love of God which gave man a 
redeemer, and thus restored to man the chance to be reunited 
with his creator in the rew9.rd of an afterlife of happiness. 
The allusion also makes clearer what the music represents. 
It is the Word of Christ. 
In addition to music, Dante found another image which 
helped him depict the eternal blessedness of the Paradise--
light. In Shakespeare's play, light is also present in the 
Heavenly P~radise of the Redeemed. Its function here is more 
than just the manifestation of eternal happiness. The light 
in the final act of The M~r~_hant of Venic~ is initially that 
of the moon (V.i.l). The moonlight is later referred to by 
its classical title, that of Diana, the goddess of the moon~ 
It is in this association that the light of the moon is used 
as a contrast to that of Portia's house: 
.Eg_~. That light we see is burning in my hall: 
How far that little candle throws his beams! 
So shines a good deed in a nau2·hty world. 
Ner. When the moon shone we did not see the candle. Por. So doth the greater glory dim the less,--
(V.i.89-93) 
Contrasted here is the glory of classical antiquity which is 
symbolized by Diana, the moon, and the candlelight burning in 
Portia's house. The candle represents the goodness v1hich ema-
nates from the love of God (the house of Portia). The contrast 
between the classical world and that of the New Law continues: 
A substitute shines brightly as a king 
Until a king be by, and then his state 
Empties itself, as doth an inland brook 
Into the main of waters 
(V.i.94-7) 
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In these lines Portia gives credit to classical antiquity for 
having some divinely inspired knowledge of God, as did St. · 
Augustine in attitude toward the sibyl Erthraea.9 The sibyl 
to the medieval man was the mouthpiece of the classical world, 
and her ~isions were used as proof that even the Gentiles were 
given glimpses of Christ. r.rhe contrasts which Portia ma.~es 
symbolically oppose the classical world and the world into 
which Christ was born. The classical knowledge of God was only 
a substitute for the Word which is Christ the King. Likewise, 
the inland brook of the classics empties itself into the sea 
or.· salvation upon which sails the ship of the· Church. Portia 
finally notes the sleep which antiquity experiences because of 
' 
the coming of Christ ·Nhich replaced the old: "Peace! --how the 
moon sleeps with Endy::-:1ion/ And would not be awakened! 11 (V. i .108-9). 
Thus, symbolically the light of the classical world is extin-
guished10 and the night is darh:: 
This night .nethinks is but the daylight sick, 
It looks a little paler,--'tis a day, 
Such as the day when the sun is hid. 
(V.i.l24-6) 
91'1ale, .2.E· cit., p. 336. 
10Ibid., p. 339. The importance of the classical world 
to the story of the C~L::""istian Atonement is demonstrated by the 
many manuscripts and art objects which have classical and Chris-
tian subjects depicted together. 
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However, with this allusion to the sun,-Bassanio, Antonio, and 
Gratiano ent~r. Once again the lines of the play symbolically 
introduce a character. The pale day without the sun is Belmont 
with Portia, the love of God; but it is without the sun which 
is the symbol for Chrj_st. Bassanio, speaking as the knowing 
Christian, rightfully cautions: "We should hold day with the 
Antipodes/If you would walk in absence of the sun" (V.i.l27-8). 
Bassanio calls attention to the importance of "walldng" under 
the ~adiance of the Son of God. Portia's words further explain 
the light image: "Let me give light, but let me be not light" 
(V.i.l29). Portia as the Love of God and the essence of spirit-
ual life will reflect the light which signifies everlasting life 
with God, but it is not she who is the light, but Antonio/Christ 
himself. These lines which appear to delineate sharply the roles 
of Portia, as spiritual love, and Antonio/Christ, the manifesta-
tion of God's love for man, actually serve a further purpose, 
as their bawdy insinuations point out. 
The complete speech of Portia adds further iniplication 
to the theme of love in the play. Portia welcomes Bassanio and 
Antonio with the words: 
Let me give light, but let me not be light, 
For a light wife doth make a heavy husband, 
And never be Bassanio so for me,--
But God sort all: you are welcome to my home 
. my lord. 
(V.i.l30-2) 
The "light wife" allusj,on speaks of an earthly love, one of 
sexual appetite and human conflict. lt might be said here that 
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the intensity of.divine. love is being symbolized in terms of 
human love. The idea of the faithless wife vrho makes a heavy 
husband appears to originate in the Gesta Romanorum in a tale 
that p~rhaps inspired by Ezekiel 16 in which is described God's 
love for Jerusalem, her ~dultery, and the judgment rendered her, 
but it also tells of the mercy which is shovm to Jerusalem by 
God in the end. 11 The human lov~ symbol for divine love is part 
of the meaning of the relationship between Lorenzo and Jessica. 
Although as lovers they appe-?-r on a realistic level in the }Jlay, 
the symbolic meaning they generate attests to the fact that God 
so loves man that even the Jews, who killed His only Son, vrill 
be redeeraed by the time of the Last Judgment. Although the ring 
seems to be a symbol of Bassanio's possession of Portia and Bel-
mont, as a material object it becomes a symbol for the wealth 
of worldly goods, and, hence, something not to be desired. It 
is the spirit of the betrothals to Portia and Nerissa that is 
important, and both Bassanio and Gratiano finally prove to be 
worthy of the women. In the mix-up of identities which results 
from the action of the women at the trial scene, the point is 
made of the insignificance of sex to the world of the spirit. 
The marriages which will be consummated after the players leave 
the stage in the last act, provide another symbol for the unity 
of the spirit and the flesh which will be aVTarded man after the 
11 
.Traver, .2.12· .£.i,t., p. 116. 
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Last Judgment. On human terms, the marriages also symbolize 
the Word made flesh. 
If there is any remaining doubt as to the function of 
the final act, one need only notice the frequent references 
that are made to the soul. Troilus is said to have "sighed 
his soul 11 (V.i. 5). J ess:tca accuses Lorenzo of tt stealing her 
soul" (V.i.l8). Lorenzo responds later by calling Jessica 
"sweet soul" (V .i.49). Replying to Ster>hano' s music, Lorenzo 
speaks of the harmony in "immortal soulst• (V.i. 63). Bassanio 
. . 
twice swears by his soul (V.i.209 and 247). Antonio once again 
pledges himself, this time his "soul upon the forfeit'' (V.i.252) 
The characters thus recognize their own existences in terms of 
their souls. 
The setting, time, and atmosphere of the final act of 
The He~hant of V~ni~ all indj_cate its function as being that 
of the Heavenly Paradise to which the souls of the righteous 
immigrate upon death. It remains to be seen just what has given 
each cha.racter the ri.gh t to be present in such a hallowed dwell-
ing place. Jessica and Lorenzo begin the action of the act by 
what.appears to be only banter about figures of classical origin. 
However, examination will shovr that there is a definite pattern 
to the classical stories they recall. Lorenzo first speaks of 
Troilus vrho suffered from the unrequited love for Cressid. 
Jessica replies with the account of Thisbe whose meeting vlith 
Pyramus has a tragic ending. Lorenzo then recalls the tale of 
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Dido whose love for Aeneas also v1as unreturned. Jessica counters 
with the comment u~oon Hedea who rejuvenated Aeson. In each 
instance Lorenzo spealzs of mortal love for another mortal that 
finds no reciprocating passion. Jessica's response in both 
instances tells of relationships which are satisfied beyond the 
realm of human existence. Thisbe and Pyramus obtain the union 
of love in death. Medea, for the love of Jason, performs an 
act which resurrects Aeson from a death-like state. As if test-
irtg her faith, Lorenzo presents Jessica with examples from classi-
cal times in which lovers verge on the sin of despair. Jessica, 
as a true representative of the New Church, answers Lorenzo with 
references to stories that d~al with more than mere earthly love. 
Each chooses a subject that has a direct relationE>hip to his com-· 
ment about their OWll love. Lorenzo contrasts the despairing 
love of hif; classical examples with the symbolic love story of 
Jessica and himself. Although in a position which might have 
ended tragically, Jessica so desired union with Lorenzo, the 
victorious Christian, that she left her father's house. Tru~ing 
with her, her Je·wish heritage and giving Lorenzo her 11 unthrift 
love," Jessica earns habitation at Belmont. The essentials of 
their allegorical function are preserved in these few lines: 
In such a night 
Did.Jessica steal from the wealthy Jev1, 
And with an unthrift love did run from Venice, 
As far as Belmont. . ( V. i .14~6) 
The Jewish Church, rather than being forced into a position 
of despair, is ~edee~ed ~ith the Christians and transported to 
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Belmont. Jessica again replies in such a manner that she calls 
attention to the spiritual values in life: 
In such a night 
Did young Lorenzo swear that he loved her well, 
Stealing her soul vtith many vmrs of faith, 
And ne'er a true one. 
(V.i.l?-20) 
What Jessica does in these lines defines clearly those actions 
which have frequently been condemned by critics of the play. 
The act of stealing from her father, the Jew, was actually an 
act that preserves the soul of the Jewish Church for the final 
communion of saj_nts; The unthrift love, .which was exemplified 
by'her unthrift actions of spending her father's worldly goods 
freely, is an act of faith in which the love of God for man is 
duplicated by man's love for his fellow creatures as demonstrated 
by the lack of greed. Jessica's teasj_ng 11and ne'er a true one" 
prompts Lorenzo to prove his own redeeming spirit in the action 
of forgiveness. Lorenzo merits Belmont because he can truth-
fully recount the action in which he gained possession of the 
Jewish Church, and because he has the quality to forgive. Jess-
ica earns Belmont, not only because she VJeds the Christian but 
because she understands the spiritual import of her actions. 
Symbolically, the New Chur~h, as represented in the fusion of 
Jessica and Lotenzo in marriage, possesses the love of God and 
the correct formula for man's redemption, for it is in the care 
of Jessica and Lorenzo that Portia leaves Belmont. It is Lor-
enzo and Jessica. \'!hO make arranger;1ents for the banquet to be 
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held at Belmont. Thus the New Church also contains the power 
which ·will bring about the Heavenly banquet. 
Another character ·whose role is consistent into the 
last act is Antonio. He has acted in the other parts of the 
play as the Redeemer who bears the burden of man's sins in order 
that man may be made worthy of salvation. He has been the Man 
of Sorrows. In the final act, Ai1tonio/Christ again assumes 
these roles. As the bearer of man's sins he offers again to 
be surety for Bassanio: rrr dare be bound again" (V.i.251). 
Thus is explained his continued presence in the sacrifice of 
the Mass in the New Church. He is again the Man of Sorrows as 
he admits: 11 I am the unhappy subject of this quarrel" (V.i.238). 
But he is also Christ transformed at Belmont. He is introduced 
as the sun, bearing the light (V.i.l24-9). And he is the risen 
Christ, .for he states that he is 11acquittedll of his bond to Bas-
sanio (V.i.l38). Because he is Christ risen, he can remain 
"dumb" (V.i.279) when told ths.t his ships have arrived safely 
in port. The Church, in the form of his ships, is now the bearer 
of the Word. Christ no longer must preach in the physical sense. 
His role as the agent which welds the physical to the spiritual 
is apparent when he commands Bassanio to 11swear to l~eep this 
ring, 11 (V.i.256) symbolically performing a wedding ceremony. 
In contrast to Christ the Redeemer is Bassanio, the 
redeemed Christian. In the final act he not only knows how 
to practice his faith, but he understands it as well. He 
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indicates an awareness of the importance of Christ the Light 
in his lines to Portia: 
We should hold day with the Antipodes, 
If you would walk in absenc~ of the sun. 
(V.i.l27-8) 
He acknowledges that he is "infinitely bound11 (V.i.l35) to 
Antonio/Christ. He nov: speaks to Gratiano "in faith" (V.i.l74) 
and can swear rrby heaven" (V.i.257). His knowledge that he 
has offended Portia prompts the lines: "Why I were best to 
cut my left hand off11 (V.i.l77), which echo the lines from 
Natthew 5:30 in which are the instructions that if the right 
hand scandalize, it should be cut off, for it is better to lose 
part of the body than that the v;hole body go to hell. But the 
ring which Portia has given Bassanio represents 11 tl1e wealth/ 
That the 'aorld masters" (V.i.l73-4). Therefore, as in the cas-
ket scene, Bassanio mal{.es. a 11 confession11 (V.i.209-222) and a 
request for forgiveness: 
Portia, forgive me this enforced wrong, 
And in the hearing these many friends 
I swear to thee . 
(V.i.240-2) 
Pardon this fault, and by my soul I swear 
I never more will break an oath with thee. 
(V.i.247-8) 
But as before, in order to obtain the Lady Portia, it is neces-
sary. for Bassanio to have the pledge of Antonio, .which Antonio 
again gives. 
The object of Bassanio's quest, Portia, also maintains 
her many roles: the love of God, mercy, kindness, and the 
spirit of Christ on earth. Just as her wealth is not of this 
world, so also her abode is not of the earth but of a land of 
reward, Belmont. Portia, as the love of God, is the gate to 
heaven. The Light shines in her hall (V.i.89). Portia, with 
her attribute of wisdom, satisfactorily explains the replace-
ment of the wisdom and knowledge of the ancients by the Chris-
tian Church in her lines comparing the real with the substitute 
(V.i.93-109). As a bestower of kindness, she prays for others: 
nwe have been prayin(; for our husbands' v1elfare 11 (V.i.ll3). 
Because Antonio once again is surety for Bassanio, Portia/Love 
can give Bassanio the mercy of forgiveness: "Then you shall 
be his surety: give him this/And bid him keep it better than 
the otherlt (V.i.254-5). As an emblem of God's love for man, 
Portia offers the hospitality of her dwelling in Belmont to 
all who come there. Concerned for the comfort of her guests, 
she concludes her role in the play by inviting them into her 
house: 
It is almost morning, 
And yet I am sure you.are not satisfied 
Of these events at full. Let us go in, 
And charge us there upon inter'gatories, 
And we will a~swer all things faithfully. 
(V.i.295-9) 
It is appropriate that at Belmont, where dwells the love of· 
God and spiritual unity, all things will be answered "faith-
fully." 
.-
There remains one other character whose role is signi~ 
ficant in the final act. Gratiano svrears 11 in fait'n 11 ( V. i .ll.J-3), 
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and in this capacity he comes on stage. He mouths the truth 
about the material value of the rings~ 
About a hoop of gold, a paltry ring 
That she did give me, whose posy was 
For all the world like cutler's poetry 
Upon a knife, "Love me, and leave me not 11 
_ (V.i.l47-50) 
But he does not really understand why the ring is a 11 paltry 
hoop of gold. 11 He also wisely comments: 
Hy Lord Bassanio gave his ring a•.vay 
Unto the judge that begg'd, ~nd indeed 
Deserv'd it too: and then the boy (his clerk) 
That took some pains in writing, he begg'd mine, 
And neither man nor master would tal:e aught 
But the two rings. 
(V.i.l79-183) 
Gratiano recognizes that the judge and the clerl~:.: are vrorthy 
of the rings, even though he, Gratiano, would have preferred 
a stricter course of justice than that followed in' the trial. 
He cannot see the dual personalj_ ty of the judge ~nd his clerk, 
and perhaps this reflects Gratiano in his role of the Christian 
who speaks the truth of the faith frora what is ·written but who 
also r8tains the failures of the human spirit, failures to see 
always the significance of the signs of faith. His human spirit 
is re.primanded by Portia who cautions him to ttspea.lc not so 
grossly" (V.i.266) in reply to his observation: "What, are we 
cuckolds ere v1e have deserv' d it? 11 (V.i. 265). It is fitting 
that Gratiano ends the play with lines that exalt the sexual. 
As a representative of the human spirit within man, he also 
plays the role of th~t heritage of the flesh which will insure 
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physical generation in a drama in which man's spiritual gen-
eration is acco:nplished. 
For man's existence is not of the spirit alone. Christ 
had to sacrifice his flesh, just as Antonio does, in order for 
the spirit to be admitted to eternal bliss. The love quest 
that sends Bassanio on his vray to Belmont is the pursuit of 
Portia, the spirit of God manifest in love and mercy. Gratiano 
demonstrates that there is a physical state of human love. 
Just as God's love for man is made visible by the incarnation 
of his Son into human flesh, so man's love for God is seen in 
those actions which are based on spiritual motives. Worldly 
goods are gifts from God; therefore, man should share them with 
his fellow creatures because of his spiritual love for his 
neig~lbor. This is the raessage of the play. It is the greed 
for the goods of the world that alienates man from God. It 
was this reason that Christ's physical being was offered as 
sacrifice for man's sins. For the. sins of man are those of 
the material existence, not of the spiritual. 
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